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Foreword

This is a report on the main findings of the Investigation into

Information Requirements o_t the Social Sciences,'conducted between

September 1967 and December 1970, first at the University of

Newcastle upon Tyne, then at the University of Bath. It covers the

information needs of social science researchers, and of teachers in

social science departments of universities. Information needs of

social scientists in government departments, of colleges of education

lecturers and schoolteachers, and of social workers, are reported

respectively in Research Reports numbers 2, 3 and 4.

During the first part of the Investigation, at the University of

Newcastle upon Tyne (September 1967 to March 1968) the Senior Research

Fellow was Mr. K.H. Reese Edwards. Mr. J. Michael Brittain succeeded

him as Senior Research Fellow in October 1968. Mr. Frank Cranmer was

Research Fellow from October 1967 to October 1970.

I was mainly responsible for the design of the questionnaire

(Appendix A), although Mr. Reese:Edwards and Mr. Cranmer helped with

it, and it was subjected to three external experts in survey design.

Coding of questionnaires was the responsibility of Mr. Cranmer, but

much of the coding was chine by Mrs. Joyce Line, and some questionnaires

(relating to education) wore coded by Miss V A Wi In, researcher on the

Sociolow- f)f 77C1H-11-; ibstract S projeCI. i initially laid down the

requirements for analysis and tabulation of questionnaire data, and

Brittain and. Mr- Cranmer both reviewed these; detv,Iled Specification

w.as done by Mr. Cranmer, with technical help and advicm. -from Bath

ihrodversity Computer Unit.

Preliminary _interviews were conducted by Mr. Ree.selEdwards, Mk.

Cranmer and.myself. The main interviews were conducted by Mr. Brlttain

and Mr. CraniMer (although I took paPt in several of tkls interviews with

practitioners)..

The interpretation of all data, and the writing .a the report,

were undertaken by Mr. Brittain. However, it was red, commented on,

supplemented and revised by Mr. Cranmer, Mks. Dawn Cl.tmingham, and



Miss Susan Evans (the two researchers on the OSTI-supported Experi-

mental Information Service in the Social Sciences), Mr. Stephen A.

Roberts and Miss Barbara Skelton (researchers appointed to the project

which has followed INFROSS - Design of Information Systems in the

Social Sciences), and myself.

The report itself draws attention to the more striking findings,

but in order to keep the report within bounds no attempt has been made

to point out all results which may be of interest. Similarly, little

attempt has been made at extensive interpretation; the data have in

general been left to speak for themselves, for readers and researchers

to explore and interpret according to their own interests and expertise.

The tables printed with this Report are a selection from the 600-

odd produced by the computer. They are a generous selection, but it

additional data, not given here, are wanted by other researchers in

the field, it may be possible to provide them.

This report is not the end of the involvement of Mr. Brittain,

myself, and our new researchers with INFROSS and its findings. Work

on a comparison of the findings with those of user studies in sci-

is already under way, and the results relating to the foreign Iang.L.ages

and the problems they -...ause are being compared with those of the

Sheffield University study on the language barrier. Mr. Brittain and

myself hope to write the material from INFROSS (including that con-

tained in Research Reports nos.2, 3 and 4) into the form of a book, with

a good deal more commentary and intepretation and With the data presented

in the form of diagrams and a much smaller selection of tables.

Finally, a word of caution about INFROSS and the Reports resulting

from it. A great deal of interest has been aroused by the Investigation,

largely because it was exploring almost unknown territory, and because

of its scale. It was however an exploration, not in any sense an

attempt to reach final conclusions about information requirements,

let alone to find answers to the problems of social science information

services. Considering that numerous user studies in science have not

yet succeeded in either of these aims, it would be unreasonable to

expect a study in the social sciences, on whatever scale,to do so. We

do however believe we have shed light on many areas, and helped to



indicate directions in other areas in which progress is likely to be

made.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Although the study of the information requirements of scientists

and technologists has a history of about twenty-five years - going back

to the papers presented by Bernal and others at the 1948 Royal Society's

Conference on "Scientific information" - as recently as 1965 Paisley

concluded that there were no user studies in the social sciences. It

was in the light of this gap in the knowledge about social science

information that a proposal for the present Investigation was put for-

ward to the Office for Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI) in

1967.

The preliminary stage of the Investigation lasted from October

1967 uti1 March 1968. During this period the researchers examined

relevant and related research already carried out and in progress,

designed the main part of the study, and drew samples. The results

of the preliminary stage were given in a report submitted to OSTI in

April 1968 (Bath University of Technology, 1968) . This report out-

lined the other major information studies in the social sciences that

had been completed or were underway, concentrating especially upon

United Kingdom work; gave theoretical backing to the Investigation,

including a conceptual analysis of the problem; and pointed to the assump-

tions made in such investigations, the types of information needed in

research and teaching, the problems associated with the classification

of users, the personality characteristics of users, and possible solu-

tions to information problems in the social sciences. The report went

on to consider the difficult problem of information needs, as opposed

to information demands or information uses. The third chapter outlined

the methodology of the Investigation, necessarily drawing heavily upon

existing user studies in science and technology. The report gave

special attention to the three methods to be used in .the Investigation:

questionnaire, iaterview, and direct observation.
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During the preliminary stages of the Investigation, 85 interviews

with social scientists were held. These were undertaken to: (a) identify

the problems,and to clarify the research team's thinking about them; (b)

design and test questions for eventual use in a mail questionnaire; and

(c) provide some data from which provisional conclusions could be drawn.

The initial task was clearly the identification of the major areas

requiring exploration. It was concluded that there were at least nine

categories of user cutting across research, teaching and practice, which

should be covered in a general investigation of information requirements

of the social sciences. These groups were: researchers in (a) uni-

versities and other institutions of higher education; (b) government

departments; (c) research institutes: teachers in (a) universities;

(b) other institutions of higher education; (c) schools: and practi-

tiDners in (a) industry; (b) social work; (c) government.

In an article based upon the Preliminary Report, Line (1969) con-

sidered the special problems that faced enquiries into the information

requirements of the social sciences. These include the nature of social

science material, the 'soft' terminology of the social sciences, and the

relatively recent empirical approach in most social science disciplines.

Also,factors relating to the financing and national support of the social

sciences, and the applical.I.on of the results of basic research were seen

to be very different in the social sciences when compared with the sciences.

It can be argued that the special characteristics of the social sciences

make a straightforward application of the methods of user studies in

science and technology to the social sciences, difficult, and sometimes

impossible. A complementary paper by Line (1968) also dealt with the

special problems associated with information needs and requirements in the

social sciences.

From the beginning, the objective of the Investigation was to establish

data which could be used in information systems design in the social sci-

ences. This was made clear by Line (1969) who pointed to the necessity

of including, in an effective system, psychological, sociological, and

economic criteria. It was pointed out that research into information

needs has been less effective than could have been hoped,perhaps because

it has been approached too much as a technical problem and without
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attention being paid to users. In order to obtain data on a

number of other (i.e. non-technical) aspects of information require-

ments the investigation used a combination of three methods.

The choice of methods was dictated largely by the desire to

obtain data in depth about users, to provide a measure of validity of

the data, and to allow testing of a limited number of information

services in practice. To obtain data on a large scale required the

use of a mail questionnaire; to provide a check on the validity of'

the data obtained from the questionnaire necessitated the use of inter-

views, which could be used on a much smaller sample; and to provide

an opportunity for the testing of information services and tools

required the participant observations of the Experimental Information

Officer. The general pattern of information requirements was establish(.d

by use of the questionnaire, and more detail was obtained from semi-

structured interviews, where the opportunity was taken to enquire into

the nature of the research being conducted and to pose certain hypo-

thetical questions to interviewees. Data about day-to-day infor-

mation habits and requirements of individuals were gathered by the

Experimental Information Officer, supported for a period of two years

by OSTI. The number of researchers observed and served by the

Information Officer was relatively small, but they were intensively

studied over a continuous period. All three methods were used in

the Investigation, and this enabled a much clearer picture to be

drawn of information requirements of the social sciences.

In the absence of any full-scale surveyof social science infor-

mation problems, INFROSS .was designed to provide an aerial view of the

social sciences', to.see: how far exi,oting informatiOn systems and

services met the empirically dietermined requirements, and to make.a

preliminary formulation of the design requirements which ,future infor-

mation systems should satisfy_ It must be emphasized that the Investi-

gation did not set out to design an information systeM in the social

sciences, nor indeed to provide the material necessary to make modifi-

cations to existing systems and services. To do this involves the

identification-and costing of individual items in an information system

(for example, journals, frequency of use, cost .of abstracting services).

Later extended to a third year.
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The details of the methodology and the sampling are given in the

following chapter; but it must be pointed out here that in order to

cover the whole range of social scientists at a national level, the

present Investigation was designed to interlock closely with the results

of other user studies in particular areas. A national survey, as

INFROSS set out to be, must cover a very wide range of researchers,

teachers and practitioners. Not all groups of users identified could

be covered, because of limitations of staff and finance. If some

groups of users had to be omitted from the sample at the expense of

others, then it appeared fairly obvious that researchers had to be

included. This was in fact the course of action. It was not assumed

that the information requirements of university-based researchers were

more important than those of practitioners, but it was assumed (and

the evidence bore this out) that they were much more complex. From

the point of view of the main body of social science knowledge it is

obvious that the producers of knowledge (at least in conventional

print form of serial articles and monographs) are researchers and

theoreticians, and that a good deal of the information that flows to

practitioners and teachers is that produced by the researchers. Thus,

the researchers had to be given special attention in the Investigation

- the first of its kind in the social sciences.

A large sample of researchers was drawn and questionnaires circulated.

A much smaller sample of researchers was interviewed to obtain further

data and give depth to the-study. It is the results of the question-

naire survey, with, where appropriate, additional material from inter-

views of researchersi-that constitutes the bulk of this report. Other

aspects of the Investigation are reported in more detail in Research

Report number 2, which dealswith the .InformatiOn requirements of

social scientists eMploYed in governmeilt departments, Research Report

number 3, which deals with coiloge of education lecturers and school-

teachers, and Research Report number 4, which is concerned with social

workers.

At the time the Investigation began in 1967 there was very little

completed research into information problems in the social sciences.

However, one or two research projects were in progreas at the time,

and during the last three years one or two .other projects have got
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under way. INFROSS has attempted to get to know about all related

projects, and to maintain close contact with all those in the United

Kingdom, partly because they have been potential producers of data

likely to be complementary to the INFROSS data, and partly because the

objective of INFROSS (to produce data for systems design) is shared by

many other projects. In fact, in the Report on the Preliminary Stage,

six pieces of research into social science information were specifically

mentioned as potentially contributing, in the long term, to the results

of INFROSS, and subsequently to the design of information systems.

Some of these projects have now been completed. Dews and Ford (1969)

have dealt with the information needs in teaching business studies and

the documentation,services at present available; White (1970) completed

an investigation into information problems in town and country planning;

and a study by Barker and Rush (1970) of the information requirements of

MPs has been published. OSTI has also supported a research project into

Sociology of Education Abstracts, with particular reference to the

development of an indexing system for this service. Details of this project

have been reported by Winn (1969a, 1969b, 1971) and Swift and Winn (1970).

The final stage of INFROSS was impeded to a certain extent by

the absence of good and reliable data about the characteristics of the

existing social science literature and information tools. At the time

the Investigation began in the Autumn of 1967 it was hoped that an analysis

of the characteristics of existing social science information Sources and

tools would be available. However, this has not been forthcoming, and

as a result the last stage of INFROSS wass_considerably disrupted. As

thinking about information systems design in the social sciences has

progressed it has become clear that a detailed analysis of the statist-

ical structure of the social science literature is required (such

analyses are conveniently called bibliometric studies). A preliminary

outline of the possibilities of this type of approach has been made by

Brittain (1970, especially chapter 4). In fact, the third and final

stage of INFROSS has now been expanded a great deal and has been

incorporated into the first stages of a new project supported by OSTI

at Bath University, which is to conduct research required for the

design of information systems in the social sciences.
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A review of relevant literature and work already conducted was

obviously an essential ingredient of the Investigation. A sizable

offshoot of the Investigation started life as a review of the literature

on previous work dealing with information requirements of the social

scientist, but was expanded and published as a monograph (Brittain,

1970) to include sections dealing with methodological issues of user

studies, terminological problems, and special problems involved in the

study of information requirements of the social sciences, as well as

a comprehensive review of existirm studies of information requirements

in the social sciences and a chapter on bibliometric studies in the

social sciences.

1.2 Coverage

An 'agreed definition of 'social sciences does not exist. At its

narrowst, the term may be confined to sociology, politics, economics

and anthropology; at its broadest, it may include history and law.

The social sciences were defined for the purposes of this Investigation

as anthropology, economics, education, politics, psychology and

sociology. Education was included as the relationships between

educational research and practice and other disciplines, especially

psychology and sociology, appeared to be particularly close and

important. Law was excluded as a field with a large number of special

information characteristics and problems.

Social scientists were held to include all persons concerned with

the social sciences as a main area of work, whether the work consisted

of research, teaching, administration or practice. Thus, academic

theoreticians and social workers were all considered to be within the

purview of the Investigation. The extent to which those falling

within this very broad definition were actually studied is considered

in 2.5.
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Chapter 2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Information needs, uses, and demands

In the field of information there is a good deal of controversy

surrounding the various possibilities of enquiry. The distinction

between information needs, demands made upon the system, and the uses

actually made of information, is .
always clearly drawn: indeed

the distinction is very difficult to ,maksa. However, it is an important

distinction to make because the meth.E:cd enarJAry is dependent to a large

extent upon the objectives. The dLfte_.wence b.etween informattnn needs,

demands, and uses has been discussen .hy:Ane- (2969). Only a Thrief'

summary of the problem is given here_ t is --relatively easy to give a

satisfactory and operational definition of demands made upon a system

or source, and of uses made of a source or aEservice which is available

or provided. Most user studies which nave purported to be of infor-

mation needs have in fact been of iniformation uses or demands. Even

so, fine distinctions between, for emample, intended use (arising from

a positive demand) and unintended use (made, e.g. in the course of brow-

sing) have not been made. Although much information seen as relevant

is gathered by users, there must also be a great deal of relevant infor-

mation that is not gathered at all, or sought in any sense. Some of

this is likely to be of importance although its importance may be-of

quite a different kind from that of "sought" information: the latter

being central to the activity, the former shedding new light, offering

fruitful analogies, extending a conceptual framework; or suggesting

...Tossible-aines'of development. It may also act as a stimulant.

Information need can be expressed in the question "What information

would further this job or this research, and would be recognised as such

by the recipient?" Thus, in order to hypothesize profitably about infor-

mation needs, it is necessary to explore in some depth the nature of the

task which creates the information needs: that is, to study what is

involved in the job, research, or other activity. This Can be done in

general terms, by seeking answers te) the question "What are you research-
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ing into?" or "What does your job involve?" and also in more particular

terms by examining over shorter or longer periods the actual processes

involved in the job.

Studies of-use and demand are quite inadequate as bases for the

design of information systems, the more so as they have little predictive

Olue. They can help in the design of an information system which will

do better what is done already, but not one which will rio better things.

Any study of need must clearly include data about use and demand although

further enquiries are necessary to supplement this da-ta, and to hypothesize

about need from the nature of the activities in whici. .fradividuals are

involved. Although this approach is less reliable thrl the other it is

probably more valid. The two types of approach together should enable

a more accurate assessment of need to be made than before. It is on

these lines that the Investigation was designed, and decisions made about

the methods to be used.

Obviously, the more conventional aspects of information requirements,

that is demands and uses, can be ascertained either by asking the user in

the interview situation or by relatively simple questions in a question-

naire.

2.2 Decision about method

For a number of reasons given below, it was decided to use a question-

naire (see Appendix A) for the main body of the Investigation. The use

of a very long mail questionnaire as the main means of collecting data

needs explanation.' The deficiencies of questionnaires for such purposes

are well known, and when they are used the, golden rule is to keep them

as short as possible. The circumstances in which the Investigation took

place should however be recalled.

In the first place, very little indeed was known about the information

uses, let alone needs, of social scientists, in this country or elsewhere.

There was therefore no indication whatever at the time of the overall

pattern of use and need in the social sciences, nor was there evidence to

suggest what aspects or disciplines might most profitably be studied in

detail. This made a large sample, with a wide coverage, desirable if

not imperative.
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Secondly, because there had been little previous investigation,

there was no means of knowing what questions might or might not bring

forth useful information. In the event, some of the questions f,in the

INFROSS questionnaire could well have been omitted - but this could not

be known until the questions had been tried. One of the deficiencies

of science information studies has been the limited range of questions

asked, and

and simple

it seemed unwise to restrict the questionnaire to obvious

questions which would have revamled very little of value.

Finally, it

was some urgency

systems,hitherto

it was 14iportant

should take place

systems was to be

was recognised by OSTI as, well as ourselves that there

in the Investigation:

largely

to find

if the

social science information

undeveloped, showed signs of rapid growth, and

out fairly quickly in what directions growth

chaotic proliferation of science information

avoided. This urgency, and the limited time and money

available, made extensive piloting impossible.

One alternative would have been to investigate particular aspects

or disciplines one after another. This however would have involved a

whole series of questionnaires, which would hardly have been more accep-

table than one long one; and as they would have been applied at different

times, many useful cross-analyses would have been impossible, since the

circumstances in which the questionnaire was answered would have changed.

In fact, all the sections of the questionnaire dealt with aspects on

which knowledcze was definitely needed. In.retrospect, while it is

possible to identify questions which could easily have been omitted, it is

very hard fo see which sections could have been left out without the loss

of useful information.

As with all mall questionnaiz,es, some defects became apparent after

the event. With all the questionnaire's faults, however, avoidable or

unavoidable, it is difficult to see what alternative there was, given the

particular circumstances.

Interviews, as well as being used in the pilot stages to help in the

construction of a questionnaire, were used to provide supplementary data

to the questionnairelto follow through in more detail some questions om

,16
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'',Whch the questfoonalres were likely to yield superficial datai.; and fto

c;i4uire ahouIt aspts that could not properly be studied in tE;if question-

An example .-Y1 the check list used in interviews is gi-ven in

.-1-mendix B. There are subtle aspects which cannot be explcd exce:-pt

by face-to-face interviews. The interview method was used t- follow up

selected respondent to the questionnaire, to provide some on vralid-

ity; to approach Individuals chosen on a random basis from -araolse not

circulated with the questionnaire; and to folaow up a s1ecca:.3n of those

who did not respond to the questionnaire, with a view to seeir what sort

of bias non-response might have caused. Interviews were aas-i.pconducted

with social scientists in government departments and with soctL21 science

practitioners, but the details of these interviews are given .Iti-r-Rese-arch

Repoa-es numbers 2, 3 and 4. A number of social scientist wcrICcing im

government departments were included in the sampling frame.

Other methods were considered, such as asking researchers- to keep a

diary of day-to-day information events, and also a new type ai qtnestion-

naire, devised on similar lines to personality tests, where .vItdity and

reliability measures are first taken, was considered; but in Lhe context

of this Investigation these methods were not practical.

Questionnaires and interviews together; dependent as they both are

on the respondents' memories and impressions, could not be expected to

provide data of high validity on the actual habits and needs of users.

To supplement the more general mass of data, therefore, data based on day-

to-day observation was required. An obvious way of obtaining this was to

put an investigator into an environment where users were operating A

grant was sought and obtained from OSTI for an experimental information

service In the social sciences, serving researchers and teachers at Bath

and Bristol Universities. This project, starting in January 1969, pro-

vided an opportunity of testing out a personalized-information service in

an academic environment, and of providing some day-to-day observations

of social science researchers. A fivisible" observer is bound to effect

the information habits of users, whether by-merely making them more con-

scious of these habits, by providing information which theymight not

otherwise have sought, or even by breaking down resistances to information

gathering. Some of these effects can be put to use, by making it possi-

ble to study the reactions of users to personalized information services,



but the variations of personal interaction are so numerous that a large

number of such experiments would be necessary to provide reliable results.

The personal interactions associated with close proximity can be somewhat

reduced by establishing an information officer as part of a library ser-

vice: this in fact was what was done. The Information Officer was in

a position to observe users fairly unobtrusively, and to attempt an evalua-

tion of the effect of information services. Reports on the first and

second years of operation of the service have been presented to OSTI (Bath

University of Technology, 1970 and 1971). The material from the question-

naire and the interviews is in many ways quite capable of standing by it-

self, and it is obvious that the uncontrolled observations of one or two

information officers are not enough to make generalizations possible.

However, it has proved extremely valuable to have such observations avail-

able when interpreting the data from a large number of questionnaires.

In the majority of cases the observations from the Information Officers

have not modified to any large extent the findings of the survey, but in

a number of instances they have proved useful in confirming the picture

established from the questionnaire data, The existence of an Expert-

mental Information Service, working in conjunction with a more controlled

and statistical survey, has of course provided a useful check on the

validity of some of the more difficult types of problems with which the

questionnaire method is not particularly suited to deal.

2.3 The use of interviews

In the first stage of the Investigation interviews were used to

(a) explore the territory and obtain ideas; (b) explore the sort of

questions that bring responses; (c) test questions to be used in the

questionnaire; and (d) draw preliminary conclusions to be followed up

further.

Details of the preliminary interviews are given in the Report on

the Preliminary Stage (Bath University of Technology, 1938). The initial

task was to identify the major areas requiring exploration. Interviews

were almost totally unstructured and where possible people were inter-

viewed in small groups. During the preliminary stage a large collection

of possible questions was amassed, derived partly from the interviews and

partly from previous user studies. These questions were gradually

18
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reduced in number, refined, and occasJ.onally supplemented until it

became possible to construct a draft interview guide which in turn pro-

vided the skeleton for the mail questionnaire eventually used. Alto-

gether 85 such interviews were undertaken. The use of interviews in

the matt' Investigation was quite different; this is explained below.

For the reasons already given)the main research instrument was a

mail questionnaire (see Appendix A), but during the Investigation inter-

views were conducted with a selected sample of social scientists. Data

from interviews supplemented the data from questionnaires by: (a) asking

questions which could not be asked in a questionnaire; (b) obtaining

off-the-cuff information volunteered by respondents; (c) checking answers

to similar questions asked in the questionnaire; (d) following up aspects

shown by the questionnaire survey to be of interest, but not suspected

beforehand; (e) following up aspects explored by the questionnaire to

which answers were generally inadequate or ambiguous. The sample of

social scientists was divided roughly, so that 95 per cent received a

mail questionnaire and 5 per cent were interviewed, and a further 5 per

cent of the questionnaire respondents were subsequently interviewed.

A further small sample ot non-respondents were also interviewed. The

main ttmetable of the empirical investtgation was thus:

Exploratory interviews

Mail questionnaire

Interviews with researchers not
receiving mail questionnaire'

Interviews with researchers
receiving mall questionnaire

Interviews with non-respondents
to mail questionnaire

Exploratory interviews with practi-
tioners and other groups of social
scientists not receiving question-
naire

Interviews with practitioners and
other groups not receiving mmil
questionnaire

19
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April 1968

March 1968

November 1968

- November 1968

November 1968 -

November 1968

April 1969

- April 1969

October 1967 - December 1968

January 1969 -April 1969
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2.4 Construction of questionnaire

Exploratory interviews with users, and a study of past user

studies, were undertaken before the first draft questionnaire was

constructed and used in a pilot study on a small number of users.

A revised questionnaire was circulated to a pilot sample and this was

much modified from the original attempt. Following the results of the

pilot study (these are reported in detail in the Report on the Prelimin-

ary Stage), the final version was constructed and printed. Questions

about the individual were followed by questions about his research

procedures. The raw materials of research, and the sources which were

used to obtain information on them, were next examined. The actual

use made of information systems, and the difficulties encountered in

obtaining information,were then considered. In the final version of

the questionnaire a shorter section was added on information require-

ments arising from teaching. As far as possible pre-categorized ques-

tions were used, but a substantial number of open questions proved

necessary. Explanation for, and justification of, the questions inclu-

ded are given in Section 2.9.

One very serious

its length. It could

from comments made by

disadvantage of the questionnaire as designed was

hardly be completed in less than one hour, and

some of the respondents it became clear that a

good deal longer was sometimes required. Apparently, some respondents

spent many hours on the questionnaire.

2.5 Identification of grqups of social science users

The Investigation set out to give a broad picture of the information

requirements of the social sciences, and it was clearly necessary to

identify social scientists and users of social science

conducting the enquiry. It was fairly o?/vious that a

to

in

in

be found in universities and other

national and local government; in

certain professions such as social

information before

large

institutions of higher

number were

education;

certain professional societies;

work; and in

to establish whether there were any other important

industry.

groups of

In order

users, the

British Library of Political and Economic Science was asked to record

over a period of a month or so brief details of anyone who enquired for

20
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information which could reasonably be interpreted as coming within the

social sciences. The BLPES was not asked to record requests from

academics. Among the enquirers, those associated with broadcasting and

journalism, omitted from the preliminary working definition of groups

to be surveyed, constituted an identifiable group sufficiently large

to be worth surveying, though in the event it was not possible to cover them.

A national survento be comnrehensive,must cover researchers in

universities and independent research organisations, teachers in uni-

versities and other institutions of higher education, users in industry

(which may include those in management as well as those in support

services, for example, social welfare officers) , users in government at

a national and local level (distinguishing between professional and non-

professional government officials), social science practitioners, the press

and broadcasting, trade unions and political parties, and also users in

professional societies and associations not connected with any of the

above groupings. To cover all potential users of social science infor-

mation systematically to any depth appeared to be clearly impractical

within the project's resources of staff, time, and money. Also the

use of a single method of investigation would have been quite inappropriate

for all the categories of users identified.

From the preliminary interviews it was obvious that researchers

exhibited a very wide variety of information requirements, and in order

to obtain any sort of accurate or complete picture large numbers of them

would have to be included in the survey. On the other hand, the infor-

mation requirements of practitioners appeared, from preliminary inter-

views, to be much more limited in range (see Research Reports Numbers

3 and 4) . From an overall view of social science information systrms,

it is probable that the information requirements of researchers represent

a total set of information, while the needs of other categories can be

satisfied by subsets from this total. It seems unlikely that there are

any types of social science information which would be required at any

time by anyone,which was not of actual or potential use to researchers.

In other words, the Investigation proceeded on the hypothesis that the

information potentially required by researchers was the total tnfor-

mation need, and comprehended all other needs. We are aware that this

involves a major assumption, and that the hypothesis stated should



ideally be subjected to testing, although it is difficult to imagine

what information might be required by anyone which was not of potential

use to research.

2.6 Sampling

Social science researchers in the United Kingdom are mainly

concentrated in universities. Perhaps 840 per cent of research is

conducted there. Some evidence of this cat be gained from the 3,050

projects listed in Scientific Research in British Universities and

Colleges, 1966-67, Vol.3; in this 85 per cent of the projects were in

universities, 6 per cent in other institutions of higher education,

and 9 per cent elsewhere. The figure almost certainly exaggerates

the true extent of university research, for although the volume lists

projects in non-university institutions, its coverage of these may be

less complete, and in any case it does not include the continuous

research (concerned with day-to-day needs rather than particular

projects) that goes on in government departments and in industry.

Moreover, it includes some entries which appear to be research

interests, rather than active research projects.

It was estimated in 1968 that the total population of university

researchers was .around 8,500: that is, about 3,500 university teachers

and research assistants and 5,000 research students
1

.

:Outside the universities there are research institutions such as

Political and Economic Planning (PEP) and the:National Institute of

Economic and Social Research (NIESR) ; research departments in

government offices, and sometimes in local government; some research

in.industry; a certain amount of research in nonl,university

1 The figure is based on that given in a written answer by the

Secretary of State for Education and Science on 12th May 1967 as
;being the number of students studying in the university faculties
within the purview of SSRC during the academic year 1965-1966.
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institutions of higher education, mainly carried out by teaching staff;

and research done by a few individuals who are not attached to any

institution (e.g. the free-lance writer, the consultant, or the

school teacher writing a book in his spare time) . At a rough estimate,

the number of researchers in these categories is around 2,000, giving

a total population of 10,500 or thereabouts.

The sampling frame for university researchers presented few

problems. Research institutions and offices of national government

were also relatively straightforward. The difficulty lay in the other

areas where researchers were to be found scattered and in small

numbers. In the event, the Investigation drew a random sample from

the major areas, and added from the minor areas a selection of such

individuals as could be traced. The present report deals mainly with

the university researchers. Details of the methods used' to obtain

samples of other users are given in Research Reports nos. 2, 3 and 4.

The sample size for the questionnaire survey had to be large if

it was to provide a true indication of the range and variety of

information required for research. Since no comparable collection of

data had been undertaken, or in fact could have been envisaged for

some time, detailed analyses of the results of the survey were made in

order to extract the maximum amount of information from them. Hence,

large numbers of two-way and three-way analyses were required.

Ideally, a sample should be of sufficient size to ensure that

any cell likely to result from any type of analysis will contain a

large enough number of entries to justify statistical analysis and to

enable statistically valid conclusions to be drawn. It was estimated

that, allowing for some non-response, the sample would have to be at

least 2,000, and in the event a sample size of 3,000 was decided upon.

As it turned out, with a response rate of little more than 40 per cent,

it was fortunate that a larger sample than had originally been thought

necessary was drawn.

The sub-samples of university staff, research students, and

researchers in other institutions were originally to be 1,500, 1,000

and 500 respectively, this being an approximate reflection of the
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sizes of the overall populations, so far as could be ascertained. It

was possible to adhere to this fairly strictly in the case of

university staff and research students, but not in the case of

researchers outside universities, because it was not possible to locate

enough of them to make the sample size up to 500 without unbalancing

the total sample, and using a much larger sampling fraction than the

1:3-i used for the rest of the sample.

The sample of university staff was based on the Commonwealth

Universities Yearbook. This gives a comprehensive list of staff for

British universities, and has the advantage over other lists that

staff who move from one institution to another can be traced through

the index. This, and the fact that it uses a similar layout for each

institution, outweighed the diSadvantage that it is always one year

behind the university calendars themselves. The sample of university

staff was drawn up using random numbers; a quasi-random sampling

technique, taking every third and fourth name alternatively might have

resulted in an unrepresentative sample, especially from small

departments. Further, taking a random sample ensured that the sample

reflected the existing distribution of social scientists across subjects

and academic ranks.

The population for the research student sample was compiled from

lists supplied by universities. A circular letter to all university

registrars produced only five refusals to co-operate Universities

were specifically asked for the names of students reading for-research

degrees, rather than:those on taught courses. Even so, some students

not engaged upon research did receive questionnaires (they either

returned the questionnaire with a note to say so, or replied by letter)

and it is possible that university registrars may either have misinter-

preted the request, or have been unable to comply with it without some

considerable effort. This may have adversely affected the response

rate, because the questionnaire had no relevance to those not

engaged in research or teaching. There is no way of estimating this

effect. The sample for research students was a quasi-random sample,

because there was no question of the sample reflecting the status

position of the research students.

.24
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The total population of researchers outside the universities was

much more difficult to define. The most obvious source was Scleatific

Research in British Universities and Colleges vol.3 - Social Sciences,

and it proved possible to work from the galley-proofs of the 1968

edition. Another useful source was the SSRC Annual Report;

updated by the SSRC Newsletter. Annual reports and other material from

the principal independent research institutes, such as N1ESR, were also

used.

The identification of researchers in education proved even more

difficult, as education is specifically excluded from SRBUC, and the

last register of research in education published by the National

Foundation for Educational Research appeared in 1963. The sample was

finally drawn from the current register at NFER itself (at the time

unpublished, and kept on cards) . Even so, using the same sampling

fraction for researchers outside universities as for those in

universities, the final sample size was 324 - well below the figure

previously estimated.

The presence of researchers in fields outside the main social

science disciplines in the replies is due to accident; although they .

were included in the analyses where they did occur. This occurred

mainly in the case of.historians and statisticians. The historians

came mainly from university departments of economics and political

science. The statisticians in the sample cannot be said in any sense

to be representative of statisticians in the nopulation of researchers:

they came mainly from university departments of eeonomics, psychology,

and geography,where it was assumed that the primary research interest

would be in economics, psychology and g:iography respectively. In a

few cases researchers in economics or Psychology were perhaps

statisticians by training, or had worked with statistics or

psychology as main areas of research for some time. A similar

situation existed with respect to researchers whose primary research

interest was physical geography. It was virtually impossible to

gauge, when constructing the sample, the proportion of geographers

employed in university departments of geography who were in social

rather than physical geography. The same .applied to historians and

statisticians, and therefore these disciplines were represented, to

a small degree, in the replies.



Some attempt was made to ava0.194physical geographers, mediaewal

historians, and other researchers wmirking in areas of the social sciences

Where there was clear evidence (as, for example, from the name of a

department, or the lecturer's title) that a speCific individual was

definitely not a social scientist, he was excluded. However there was

often no such clear indicator, and when in doubt, the principle was to

include geographers and economic historians rather than to exclude them.

Departments of history, as such, however, were excluded from the

sampling frame.

Anthropologists, too, were given special treatment in the sample.

The number of anthropology departments within comfortable travelling

distance of Bath is very few. In order to preserve a group who could

be interviewed as non-recipients of the questionnaire, therefore, the

anthropology department at Oxford was .specilicallay excluded from the

sampling frame for the mail questionre. Oxfome anthropologists were

interviewed instead.

The timing of the smryey was m..Ei4i-follows. Mai:ring May and June 1968

questionnaires and accompanying le ,s((seeApipndix C ) -were sent to

1,500 university staff, 1,005 researrdth students, :and 324 researchEers

outside the universities. A follow-1=p letter (A.ppendix D) was sent to

all those who had not returned the questionnaire two months later. In

the case of university staff and researchers outside the universities a

second questionnaire and covering letter were sent to those who had not

replied to either letter, one month after the first follow-up letter.

This was not done in the case of research students because of the

transitory nature of the student population, and because of the .

evidence that some of the sample might be on taught courses.

Stamped addressed envelopes were sent to research students, but it

was decided to send envelopes without stamps to staff on the first

occasion, and also to those known to be working in government

departments, technical colleges, and other organisations likely to

have postal facilities for their members. (This decision was due partly

to the need to keep within a budget, and partly to evidence that

response rate is not greatly affected either way.) Stamped addressed

envelopes were, however, included with the second follow-up letter.



2.7 Response

The response rate was low. There are many possible reasoms for
this. The first is lack of motivation on the part of rtDcipients.

Preliminary interviewing led to the conclusion that the social
scientist is not, as yet, very information-conscious The questionnaire
itself was a long one, and some of the questions were rather complex.
Even after cuts were made in the two pilot questionnaires, a long
questionnaire was unavoidable, because of the necessity of collecting
data over a wide range of information-seeking activities and
information needs. It would have been possible to have constructed a

questionnaire asking for a bare minimum of information which wordld

almost certainly have produced a greater number of responses, but this
would have been of less use. Another fac-tor was a misunderstanding as
to the purpose of the questionnaires. 'In spite of tae fact that it was
pointed out in the accompanying letter that it was not intended to
submit the questionnaires to highly sophisticated statistical

with claims to high validity, but rather to use them to draw broad
conclusions on information needs, several letters were received from
recipients who had misgivings on this very point. The rating scales
proved a major stumbling block. Their purpose was-to allow ranking
scales to be derived, because it was impossible to ask subjects to
rank more than about six or seven items. It was apparent from the
replies that some of the sample thought these scales were to be used
as they stood. It was possible to allay the fears of many of those
who wrote in, and many of these did complete the questionnaire

subsequently, but this factor must have affected the response rate
adversely.

The postal service also had some effect. At least eight completed
questionnaires are known to have been lost in the post; this came to
light when replies were received to follow-up letters. There were
also letters from subjects who received the follow-up letter, but not
the first letter and questionnaire. These were mainly students, and
the inference must be either that university departments failed to forward
mall to research students or that the quiestionnaires were lost some-
where in the postal system. It is impossible to estimate the effect of

this on the response rate, as there may have been many who did not

receive the first letter and questionnaire, and who did not reply to
the follow-up letter.

27
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A final difficulty was a technical fault in the putting together

of the questionnaire itself. It became apparent from one or Itwo

completed questionnaires that were returned in the first week- or two

that some of the questiorinaire, :--.3 had been wrongly assembled. ALccording

to the printer, as many as 200 may have been affected. All

questionnaires subsequently sent out were carefully checked, -but the

fact that some faulty questiormaires were sent out in the fimst place

may have had an adverse effect on the response.

Th actual response rate itself is mot so kmpartant as fthe number

of usable questivonnaixes rettarned. A response of more than. 1,000

usable Questionnaires has enaeaaed three-way tabttlations to be made_

An attempt to minimize the pri,qsible bias Jiue to non-response has been

made by interviewing a number of non-respondents.

The number of complgted a-eturns was 1,089. The respiDmse rate

must be calculated atter itak4ng other factors into account, as follows:

Of the university fstaff sample it was kalown

65 were abroad, untraceable, or retired
3 had died
11 were not doing research, or were purely

administrators
6 were ill
29 were not soetal scientists, and refused

by letter
3 completed return's were lost in the post

The total sample of 1,.500 must therefore be reduced by 117.

Of the student sam Dle it was known that:

47 were away or untraceable
1 was 111
8 were not doing research
1 was not a soclal scientist, and refused

by letter
5 completed returns were lost in the post

Of the researchers outside universities it was known that:

37 were untraceable
1 had died
18 were not doing research
2 were not social scientists

It should be stressed that the figures above are minimal
figures of persons who were unable to respond.



The research student sample must therefore be reduced to 943, and

the external sample to 276. The corrected sample size is therefore

2,602, and a total of 1,089 returns represents a 41.8 per cent -response

rate.

The breakdown by environment is as follow:

TABLE A

RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLE ANTD RESPONSE

Researchers

sample
(corrected) response %

2602 1089

university staff 1383 610

research students 945 336 3E.

external 276 153 55

The response rate for students is especially disappointing. This

is partly explicable by the fact, mentioned above, that communications

within universities, particularly, as regards part-time students, are

often difficult, and there is no way of knowing how many of the sample

actually received the questionnaire.

2.8 Interviews of non-respondents to questionnaire

Given the low response rate, it was necessary to make some attempts

to assess the differences, if any, between respondents and non-

respondents. Surprisingly, non-respondeTats,when approached for an

interview,proved quite willing to cooperate in most cases.

It is imposible to give any quantifiable evidence of the similar-
.

ity or disparity between respondents and non-respondents. Subjective

29
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impresions gained /a interview suggest that non-respondents were not

atypical off azcial scientists aE a whole. They seemed to face the

same problms and were no bettcr or worse at coping with them than were

those who returned the questionnaire.

In Eat, it is doubtful whether the low response rate is in this

case oi cznaciza importance. If there is any bias, it is probably in

favour ,of tftmse who are heavier information users and more information-

conscous tnan the general body of social scientists; if their needs

can be inert, so probably can those of other researchers. Thus, while

the sample may not be truly representative, the information problems

and need ... idemtified are likely to give a reasonably full and accurate

picture of-the situation, in the sense that a higher response rate

would havE added little to it.

2.9 CodL14 of questthonnaires

A rough guide to coding was devised at the time the questionnaire

was compiled and this was reproduced on each questionnaire. When the

questionnaires were returned it became apparent that a much more detailed

coding frame was required, and considerable effort was put into this

task. A copy of the coding frame can be obtained from Bath University

Library. The coding frame is self explanatory fox the most part, but

one or.two codings need to be further explained.

Coding was undertaken largely by Mr. Cranmer with the assistance

of Mrs. Joyce Line, and some (for respondents in education) by Miss

V.A. Winn. Certain areas, such as the coding of the research topic in

each case, were left exclusively to Mr. Cranmer.

The coding of research topic was in many ways the most difficult.

To classify a topic by primary discipline, secondary discipline, and

type (e.g., whether it is empirical or theoretical) is a fairly subject-

ive procedure, and it was thought best to have a single individual

making the decisions in this matter. There is no obvious way of elimin-

ating bias on the part of the coder, as cross-checking by a second coder

merely leads to fruitless argument as to whether, for example, a project

entitled "Participation in local politics on Tyneside" is a solological

0
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with polit_cal overtones or a political investigation drawing

om cio.logical theories and methods. The procedure adopted at least

to ensure that any bias introduced during coding was at least

cariL, t,ent: In defence of the validity of this approach, one can cite

raTmparative cohesiveness of the data itself; reference to the main

of the report shows a good deal of consistency in the behaviour

off7zjae respondents when examined from the point of view of subject-

To take but one example, statisticians coded as such

13eze. rather differently from sociologists with regard to their use of

+,--miration and their information-seeking activities in not one but many

..L-ts; if coding decisions had frequently been inaccurate, this

c-r-74veness would not have been so apparent.

J-ess crucial difficulties arose in the coding of other personal

It is not easy, for example, to equate status in a university

..97tatus in a research institute or a government department. In

Last resort, a convention had to be adopted. Four main status-

levels were therefore coded, as follows:

Professor

Reader/Senior
Lecturer

Lea:txammer

Lettrser

Assistant Secretary or Director of research
above/Economic Adviser

Senior Research Officer Senior Research Officer

Researcher Officer/ Research Officer
Principal

Assistant Research Officer/ Assistant Research
Economic cadet Officer

Full-time research staff in Universities were, of course, given

sepasate codings.

The third matter which required clarification is the coding o2 .

degree-subjects. In order to preserve regularity, it was decided to

code all subjects listed in each case, so that, for example, a respond-

ent who read PPE for his BA at Oxford, followed by an MSc(Econ) in

statistics would be coded as being qualified in economics, politics,

stattics, and arts (the latter as a resuAt of having read philosophy).
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A final word should be said about the "dirtiness" of the raw data.

The responses to certain questions showed that many respondents either

had not read the question or had not understood it. For example, the

question on book-indexes frequently elicited criticisms of indexing

periodicals, while the index to The Times was often cited as an

indexing journal. Comments and criticisms needed to be transposed to

the appropriate question very frequently. Not only did this make

coding especially time-consuming, but the chance of coding error must

be quite high for some of the open-ended questions.

2.10 Statistical analysis

Because the Investigation explored a good deal of new ground

especially as far as the social sciences were concerned - it was necess-

ary to collect a large amount of data and to proceed, from the analysis

point of view, in a trial and error fashion. There really was no way

of telling which variables would be related, and it was necessary to

undertake a number of blind analyses. In the absence of specific guide-

lines about the relationship of one variable with another, a good many

analyses were undertaken which, in the event, proved of little interest,

but this could not have been predicted. In any case, some valuable

negative data has been provided by some of the analyses.

To analyse a very large amount of data, not all of it in a form

most suitable for statistical analysis, it was necessary to find a

suitable general purpose survey program; this existed in the form of

the Multi-variate Counter (MVC) program (see Appendix E for details of

MVC).

Other types of statistical analysis were considered but the computer

facilities available at Bath at the time the Investigation was at the

data analysis stage could not possibly have coped with the storage

required for sophisticated analyses. Even after the Bath computing

facilities had been considerably upgraded, there was no facility for

reading-in of multi-punch data, and this was an absolute necessity for

the type of data that was available.

MVC was chosen because it could cope with large amounts of low-
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powered survey data, it could accept multi-punch data, and it could

also accept empty cells. Some details of the capabilities and nature

of the MVC program are given in Appendix F. The MVC program is

capable of performing chi-squared tests upon suitable data, as well as

producing two and thrae-way tables.

A good many other statistical analyses could have been performed

upon the data, although not without some hesitation because of the

quantity and nature of the data. However, in the event it would have

been necessary to modify the data for other computer programs, because

MVC as such could not be used. The INFROSS team were familiar with
some of the more high-powered statistical techniques performed upon

the data of similar survey investigations, but the quality of the data

would not have justified the application of such techniques. This is

not to say that sophisticated manipulation could not with advantage be

performed upon some of the data (in fact in the new research project

at Bath it is anticipated that a certain amount of this will be done

where it is relevant).

2.11 Principal variables used in the analysis

One of the main difficulties of a research project which attempts

to explore completely new territory, as already mentioned, is to decide

Which variables are likely to be associated with each other. Any two

variables are potent±ally interrelated, and sets of variables must be

isolated which can provide, in this Investigation, a picture ot the

information seeking and gathering behaviour of researchers and teachers,

and of their information requirements.

Previous reports of the information requirements of scientists and

engineers suggested that variables such as age, experience in research

and teaching, place of work, and the type of work have an influence on

information requirements. It was obviously desirable to include

variables su4.:h as these that user studies in science and engineering

have found relevant to information requirements.

While the Investigation was specifically designed to obtain data

on the use of and need for informal as well as formal sources, it iS
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Chapter 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Section 3.1 on demographic -Jariables and characteristics of the

sample of social scientists the data in the Tablas 1 to 15 speak largely

for themselves. There is very little interest, at least in the context

of an enquiry into information requirements, in knowing the age distri-

butions of the respondents, or their place of work, in the absence of a

relationship to information requirements. For this reason comment on

the demographic data as such has been kept to a minimum, although more

elaborate analyses are undertaken in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 which deal

with information requirements in research and in teaching respectively,

where demographic and other background variables are related to infor-

mation requirements.

In this chapter commentary is limited to the moxe important, signifi-

cant (where statistical tests were applied), and int, -esting aspects of

the data. In some instances the results are compared and contrasted

with findings from other studies, and important and difficult problems

that face user enquiries are discussed in the light of the data. Fur-

ther interpretation is provided in Chapter 4, where suggestions are made

about the way ,in which existing information services and systems could

be improved and about the way in which developments in information ser-

vices and systems for social scientists should proceed.

Comments made by respondents are introduced from time to time to

illustrate certain features of the data. Respondents were specifically

requested, at certain places in the questionnaire, to make comments of

a general nature relating to the provision of information and access to

it, and alsG about the problems they encountered in finding out about

existing information. A number of other comments were made spontan-

eously in various places in the questionnaire,and some of these awe

reported in the following sections.
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3.1 Demographic variables and characteristics of population

The characteristics of the sample are meaningful only in the con-

text of the sampling procedure. It must be emphasized that the Investi-

gation concentrated upon university-based social scientists. Within

this limited environment a random sample was taken. Social scientists

employed in government departments, in colleges of education, and other

institutions were not drawn at random. For this reason the character-

istics of the sample cannot be generalized to all social scientists in

the United Kingdom, although there is some indication that the sample

tallies reasonably with estimates of the UK population of social

scientists for example, the Association of University Teachers

(1965) breakdown of university staff according to age, grade, and length

of service, and a survey by Carter (1968), in association with the

British Sociological Association, of sociological research in

Britain.

3.1.1 Age distribution of respondents

More respondents fell into the younger age groups than into the

older ones. Table 3 shows that 39 per cent of respondents were in the

21-30 age group, 33 per cent in the 31-40 age group, 20 per cent in the

41-50 age group, and only S per cent were aged 51 or over. When the

variable of age was tabulated against prir-ary research interest, 64 per

cent of those in statistics and mathematics were in the youngest age

range, whereas only 13 per cent of those with a primary research interest

in education fell into this age range.

3.1.2 Qualifications of respondents

It can be seen from Table 4 that only 1 per cent of respondents

had no qualifications at all, 18 per cent had a doctoral degree, 23 per

cent a master's degree, and the remaining respondents had a bachelor's

degree only, a first degree combined with professional qualifications, or

professional qualifications only. There were more higher degrees in

anthropology, geography, politics, and history than in.the other disci-

plines and fewer than average higher degrees in economics, education,

3 9
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sociology, and statistics. The fact that researchers in statistics

were on average younger than other researchers may account for the

relatively small proportion of higher degrees in statistics.

As expected there was a strong link between the subject of research

and the subject in which a researcher was qualified (Table 5). For

example, of the 263 respondents with a qualification in economics, 60

per cent were doing research in economics, 15 per cent in sociology,

and 10 per cent in politics. Sociologists were the least flexible in

this respect: respondents with a qualification in sociology were more

likely to undertake research in sociology than were respondents in

other disciplines likely to undertake research in the subject in which

they were qualified. For example, of the 154 respondents with a

qu%lification in sociology, 73 per cent were researching in sociology,

3 per cent in psychology, and 7 per cent in education. At the other

extreme those qualified in anthropology were more likely than any other

group to do research outside their own discipline: only 3 per cent

were researching in anthropology, whereas 22 per cent had moved into

sociology. In the case of political science 48 per cent of those with

a qualification in this subject also did research in it; the other

half were about equally divided between economics and sociology. That

only 19 per cent of researchers with a qualification in statistics or

mathematics had a primary research interest in statistics is largely

explained by the fact that no attempt was made to sample mathematicians

or statisticians; if any turned up in the sample it was a matter of

accident (see 2.6).

3.1.3 Status, research experience, and subject of research

The data in Table 6 give a breakdown of the status of respondents

according to their primary research interest. Where respondents came

from non-university establishments they were graded in accordance with

equivalent university rankings (see 2.9). 7 per cent of respondents were pr

fessors, 18 per cent readers or senior lecturers, 42 per cent lecturers,

and 17 per cent research students.

There were one or two subjects that departed from this general

pattern, especially anthropology, education, and psychology. For

el 0
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example, 40 per cent of respondents with a research interest in anthro-

pology were research st,..idents (compared with 17 per cent of the total

sample). There wer,_:, fewer respondents with professorial status with

research interests in anthropology, education, and psychology than in

the other si:n: areas of research. Apart from these exceptions, there

was little association between status and research interest: the nine

major research interests coded were fairly well distributed across the

nine status levels.

The relationship between experience in research and subject of

research is given in Table 7. At one extreme only 3 per cent of re-

spondents had research experience going back to 1940 or before, and at

the other extreme only 1 per cent had less than one year's research

experience. About 25 per cent of respondents had between 8 and 17

years of research experience. Economists tended to be slightly more

experienced in research than others. The length of research experi-

enc-1 of respondents with one research interest was very similar to

those with more than one research interest.

3.1.4 Environmental differences

With one or two exceptions subject of research was unrelated to

environment (Table 8). Anthropologists were much more likely to be

found in Oxbridge than in any other institution 1 and there were no

anthropologists in government departments or research institutions.

Respondents researching in education tended tc be at colleges of educa-

tion and redbrick universities. Psychology was strongly represented

at the technological universities, the Scottish universities, and in

government departments. Sociology was strong at Cambridge and Oxford,

at the new universities, and among independent researchers. There

were no respondents doing research in anthropology, economics, or

statistics at colleges of education. Independent researchers worked

1 All the Oxbridge anthropologists in the sample of researchers/teachers
receiving a questionnaire were in fact at Cambridge; Oxford was specifi-
cally excluded, so as to provide a group of anthropologists to a'.nterview.
But even so the category 110xbridge" produced more anthropologists than
did any of the other categories.

41
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almost exclUsively jn education or sociology.

There was also little relationship between place of work and sub-

jects studied for degre (Table 9) . Wi.nL the exceptions of anthro-

pology, statistics, and education, there was little association between

subjects studied for a degree and the university or institution in

which the respondents worked. Those with a qualification in anthro-

pology tended to be found in Oxbridge, and those with qualifications in

statistics and mathematics were more likely to come from redbrick uni-

versities than other universities (54 per cent of the 41 respondents

with qualifications in statistics and mathematics came from redbrick

universities). Respondents in colleges of education were more likely

to have qualifications in education than in any other subject. Colleges

of education accounted for only 2 per cent of respondents with qualifi-

cations in economics, 3 liar cent with qualifications in politics, and

3 per cent with qualifications in psychology, but accounted fc-r 17 per

cent of respondents with qualifications in education. Government

departments employed social scientists with qualifications in economics,

psychology, sociology, statistics and mathematics, arts subjects, and

science subjects, but there were no respondents from government depart-

ments with qualifications in education or economic history.

The majority of respondents had served from one to four years in

the institution in which they worked at the time they received the

questionnaire. 24 per cent of the sample were either research students,

research as.zants, or assistant lecturers. The average length of time

in present employment did not vary much from one institution to another

(Table 10).

There wa:7 an association (Table 11) between environment and level

of qualificatiOn. If highest degree only is considered (and respond-

ents with a degree plus professional qualifications ax*: disregarded),

51 per cent of respondents had a first degree, 24 per cent an MA, and

20 per cent a PhD. Respondents from London colleges, redbrick universi-

ties, and new universities were more highly qualified than respondent0

from other places. The least qualified came from the technological

universities. Oxford and Cambridge had a high proportion of respond-

ents with BA degrees only, but this was accounted foz by the large
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number of research students from these universities included in the

sample.

Table 12 gives some data about the relationship between i-Astitution

of employment and status. Nearly half (45 per cent) of the total re-

spondents were lecturers, 18 per cent readers or senior lecturers, 7

per cent professors, qnd 15 per cent students. Thero were few differ-

ences between environments in this respect. Exceptions were Oxbridge,

where 4',9 per cent of respondents were research students, and London,

where 23 per cent of respondents were research students. Thus there

are proportionately twice as many research students in the sample from

Oxbridge as from any other institution.

Thirty-five per cent of respondents stated that they worked for

more than twenty-eight hours per week on average on their research

projects, and there was little variation between environments for the

average time spent on research, with the exception of respondents from

colleges of education who spent much less time on research. The re-

lationship in Table 13 between time spent on research and place of work

is significant. Some respondents had more than one research interest,

and if this is taken into account, it is probable that a good number of

respondents worked for more than twenty-eight hours per week on research.

Nearly half of the respondents (45 per cent) worked on research

projects that had no time limit (Table 14). This was particularly

noticeable in universities. In government departments and research

institutes about half therespondents had a time limit of between one

and two years imposed. This contrasted with the 26 per cent oX re-

spondents from the London colleges and 33 per cent from the redbrick

universities who reported a time limit of between one and two years.

There was a tendency for more time limits to be imposed on the research

of respondents from Oxbridge, where 44 per cent fell into the one to

two year time limit, but again this can be accounted for by the high

proportion of research students in the sample coming from Oxbridge.

Even so, the relationship between time limit and environment is not

significant.
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3.1.5 Details about research activities

Respondents were asked to state the exact nature of the research

they were engaged in, or if they were not engaged in research at the

time of answering tLie questionnaire, to give details of research they

had completed, or been involved with, during the preceding six months.

Answers to this question were coded to produce details about primary

and secondary research interests, and type of research (e.g. applied,

theoretical, statistical). Details about the way in which answers to

this question were coded are given in 2.10.

Research activity is grouped together here with demographic vari-

ables and other characteristics of the sample because it can be postu-

lated that along with these variables, it is related to information

requirements and, furthermore, that it is a factor that may be differ-

entially associated with information seeking and gathering behaviours.

It is most unlikely that the established information seeking and

gathering behaviours of researchers determine their place or work, the

subject of their research, etc., although it is quite possible that the

choice of place of work and subject of research are influenced, at

least to some extent, by the availability of material, by the location

of special collections, and other factors associated with information

resources and services. There is evidence from the interviews that a

number of researchers in anthropology chose Oxford because of the

material available there, the existence of a special centre for work in

anthropology, and the expected informal contacts that could be made in

Oxford but nowhere else (according to some of the interviewees). But

this representsan exceptional case and there was little other evidence,

either from the questionnaire data or the interviews, that researchers

in other disciplines were influenced to the same extent in their choice

of location for research. In the major social science disciplines

suitable contacts can be made in a wide variety of locations and insti-

tutions.

In short, it was assumed that, at the time of the enquiry, the

majority of researchers had established their subject of research (as

well as the institution in which they worked), and that information
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requirements might be partly dependent upon these factors. In other

words, the factors of the age of respondents, research experience,

place of work, and nature and type of research can be viewed as inde-

pendent variables which may determine the various information require-

ments and methods of obtaining information (for example, raw materials

of research, tye of information used, channels used to trace

information, methods of locaing references for research, etc.). It

was not forgotten that the existence of special collections, availability

of material and information services, as well as researchers' expecta-

tions about the amount of material in foreign languages, might in some

cases have influenced choice of research topic, or location for research;

but it was supposed, and the data supported this, that in the majority

of cases the relationship would be the other way round: that is, the

type of research would influence the type of information required, and

the availability of certain types of material would have very little

effect upon choice of research topic.

However, there was no clear relationship between different types

of research and information requirements and information habits. This

is not surprising3because no such strong relationship has appeared in

other user studies. This is also the case with respect to the re-

lationship between demographic and background factors of users and

information requirements. Except in exceptional circumstances, a case

in point being the example given above of anthropologists, there was no

very strong relationship between background variables and information

requirements.

Many respondents had more than one major research interest, and

answers to the question about research were coded to give details about

secondary research interestF When the variables of primary and

secondary research interest were tabulated against one another (Table 2),

primary and secondary research interests often fell into the same broad

subject field. For example, of the 190 respondents with a primary

research interest in economics, 65 (i.e. 34 per cent) had a secondary

research interest in economics. Of the 124 respondents with a primary

research interest in psychology, about half gave psychology as their

secondary research interest. On the other hand, a primary research

interest in anthropology was often associated with a secondary research



interest in sociology: a primary interest in economics was associated with a

secondary research interest in either economics, statistics, or history;

a primary research interest in education was associated with secondary

research interests in psychology and sociology; and political science

was associated with secondary research interests in politics, sociology,

and education. Sociologists rarely gave psychology as a sec...ry

research interest. All types of geographers were not equally represented

in the sample; only geographers working in aspects of geography

closely related to the social sciences were deliberately included.

Geographers with interests in climatology, geomorphology, and other

aspects of physical geography, were excluded.

3.2 Information requirements for research

The questionnaire contained two distinct sections: the first deal-

ing with information required for research and the second with infor-

mation required for teaching.

3.2.1 Structure of questionnaire ar.d emphasis on formal channels of

communication

The questionnaire contained sections dealing with every major

aspect of information usage and information requirements, althoug4 there

were more questions relating to formal than to informal channels of

communication (see 2.4 for details on construction of questionnaire).

The primary literature contained in journals and monographs has

been at the centre of the communications network for researchers in all

forms of scholarship, including the experimentally based sciences, for

a very long time. The journal article has been accepted as the archival

source in which the results of experiment and the theories and concepts

of scientists have been published since the leth century. and as the

social sciences have developed in the 19th and 20th centuries they have

followed, in the main, this tradition. During the last two decades the

pre-eminence of the journal article as the main source of communication

between researchers has been questioned, and there is now a good deal of

evidence to show that much of the information that flows from one re-

searcher to another takes place through informal channels of communibation:



for example, face-to-face contacts, correspondence, telephone conversa-

tions, and exchange of manuscripts. This situation holds true for

the social sciences as well as for the sciences and technologies.

However, interest in, and the status accorded to, the primary journal

do not appear to be diminishing: many new titles continue to appear

in social science serials and monographs, and serials appear more fre-

quently and contain more pages per issue. The secondary literature also,

naturally, continues to grow.

There is still much that could be done to improve the formal system,

and to educate users to make fuller and more appropriate use of exist-

ing bibliographical tools. Little is known about the relationship

between the fnrmal and the informal system: it may be possible to inte-

grate the two systems, or relate them more closely to one another.

Technical advances in the production of printed material, jn automatic

indexing, and in the compilation of abstracting and indexing journals

will continue and may well contribute to greater bibliographical con-

tr-)l in the future where, for example, the entries made in the primary

literature ma'r be directly related to abstracting and indexing jcurnals

at the samL _me as the primary journals are produced. There are also

large areas in which much work remains to be done in the field of classi-

fication and indexing and in the application of automation to these

processes. These aspects of the formal system will occupy the atten-

tion of researchers in documentation and information science for many

years to come, and the results of user studies can be expected to make

a contribution to the development of the formal system.

It is data relevant to the questions above that has been obtained

in the present Investigation, and which, appropriately, can be used in

the design stages of information systems. This is not to say that the

informal system is not very important; however, the field is very

poorly charted at present, and by definition informal communication is

more flexible and fluid than the formal system, so that precise questions

of any validity were almost impossible to formulate. Although some

questions were included on informal communication, they are both lass

numerous and less "hard" than questions on the formal system.



3.2.2 The raw materials of research (Question number 12)

Respondents were asked to state the "raw materials" of their

current research. Respondents were asked to mark as many of the six

types of raw material (e.g. unp;Jblished documenvs, published

documents, data gathered from experimental observation) as were

relevant to their research. Not all respondents understood what

was meant by "raw materials", as was evident from some responses; it

is impossible to say how far misunderstanding may have affected the

answers to the question.

In Table 20 it can be seen that 57 per cent of respondents used

unpublished documents, 69 per cent used published documents and 46

per cent used data from experiments or observations.

Unpublished documents were used to about the same extent by

researchers in all subjects, and the same was true for published

documents. Respondents with a primary research interest in

psychology were much more lfkely to use data from experiment and

observation than were other researchers. Economistk- were much less

likely than average to use this type of material. Socioloists, but

not psychologists it was noted, relied heavily upon data gained from

interviews and questionnaire surveys for their raw material of

research.

Mathematical models and computer simulation techniques were

used by 160 respondents; these were mainly researchers in economics

and statistics.

Only 22 respondents used maps; these were all researchers in

education and geography. However, this was not a type of raw

material specifically listed, and some users of maps may not have

thought to mention them here, especially as they were listed in

question 17: when the questionnaire was drafted maps were not

considered as a "raw material" (they were either n unpublished

documents" or "published documents").

There were 47 respondents (5 per cent) who said they used

other types of raw material for research.
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The type of raw material used in research was unrelated to the

status of the researcher: for example, researchers of professorial

stc.tus were as likely to use material gathered by experiment or

observation as were research students or lecturers.

All types of raw material were used in every type of research

(Table 21). Where research was theoretical there was a greater use

than average for the sample of published material, and less than

average use of data gained from experiments or from surveys, although

researchers working at the theoretical level did make use of some

experimental and survey data. Researchers whose type of research was

historical were more likely than average to make use of unpublished

material, and also made fairly heavy use of published material. The

overriding tendency was for researchers, whether their research was

at the theoretical, applied, statistical, comparative or international

level, to use all types of raw material for their research. It was not

the case that a particular type of research was associated exclusively with

with one particular type of matea7iai, or vice versa. For example,

it was not the case that applied researchers used only published and

experimental material and neglected unpublished material.

It is approp:eiate to mention here that information seeking 'an0

gathering of any sort was largely :Alrelated to the type of raw

material used in research.

3.2.3 Different types of information and their use (QUerAion.number 15)

Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they used

five typLi:s of infomation: historical, descriptive, statistical,

methodological, and conceptual. They were also asked to rate these types

of information according to their.importance in research.

About one quarter of the respondents stated that they "never

used" historical and descriptive data in their current ret.earch.

The other three categories, "rarely used", "occasionally used", and

49



"often used" accounted for one quarter of the responses each.

Statistical, methodological, and conceptual types of information were

used by all respondents much more frequently. Within each of these

types, about half the respondents fell into the "often used" category

and only about 10 per cent into the "not used" category.

There were enviromental and disciplinary differences in the

frequency with which these types of material were used. The most

striking differences were between university and non-university

establishments, rather than between individual universities. All

research institutions, with the exception of government departments

and industry, followed the general pattern (Table 22) in the extent

to which they made use of historical material. Just over half of

respondents from government departments never used historl.cal

material, and only 3 per cent used historical material -',

Respondents from colleges of education and research institutions made

less use of historical data than other establishments. All

respondents made some use of descriptive data, but again, government

departments made less use of this type of information than other

institutions (Table 23). Statistical matertal was used.frequently

irrespective of institution (Table 24), Government departments

especially made heavy use of statistical material; every respondent

from the government departments used statistical data, and 90 per

cent made frequent use of statistical data.

In terms of subject of research, economists were the heaviest

users of statistical data, followed closely by geographers. At the

other extreme, only 19 per cent of anthropologists made frequent use

of statistical data. 18 per cent of respondents conducting research

in statistics/mathematics stated that tivey never usect statistical

data.

Near/y all respondents, regardless of institution or subject of

research, used both methodological and conceptual material (Tables

25 and 26). Only 15 per cent of respondents never nsed methodological

material, end only 7 per cent never used conceptual material. There

were few environmental differences in tt .espect, but Oexe were

differences between research subjects in the frE-Acy ust: of
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conceptual and methodological material (Tables 30 and 31). Psycholo-

gists were by far the heaviest users of conceptual and methodological

material; 95 per cent of respondents with a primary research interest

in psychology used methodological material (64 per cent did so often),

and 98 per cent used conceptual material (70 per cent did so often).

This finding supports the view often expressed that psychology is much

concerned with methodological issues. Twenty-nine per cent of respond-

ents with a primary research interest in political science stated they

never used methodological material, but they were average users of con-

ceptual material. These respondents had primary and secondary research

interests in politics, rather than, as with other political scientists,

a research interest in politics and history. Geography and historians

used conceptual and methodological material relatively infrequently.

When the data on the use of the various types of information were

broken down according to marginal disciplines, a similar pattern of

usage was seen (Tables 32 and 33). R7asearchers wit4 a marginal

interest in history and literature were heavy users of historical

data, and most respondents citing psychology and biology as marginaf

disciplines made no use at all of historical data. 46 per cent of

respondents with a marginal interest in education said that they

never used historical material. There was little of interest in the

relationship between the use of descriptive data and marginal

interests: no single interest was associated with very heavy Usage

of descriptive material, although accountancy, literature, and

biology, given as subjects of marginal interest, were associated

with non-use of this type of material.

Economics

with heavy use

administration

respondents in

acceuntancy as

21 computing.

and bio1o7 as marginal disciplines were associated

of statistical material, as were accountancy, social

, and computing; but the absolute numbers of

these last three categories were very small, 12 citing

a marginal discipline, 12 social administration and

There was only a weak association between marginal disciplin3s

and frequency of use of conceptual and methodological material.

When the use of these materials was broken down by primary interest,

51
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it has already been pointed out that psychologists were very

conspicuous by the frequency with which they used these types of

material, but this is not true of those with a marginal interest in

psychology; 48 per cent of all respondents frequently used conceptual

material, while of the 198 respondents who mentioned psychology as a

marginal discipline, only 58 per cent - not a very much higher proportion -

than average stated that they frequently used conceptual material. Like-

wise for methodological material: 39 per cent of all respondents stated that

they frequently used this type of material, and of those with a

marginal interest in psychology 43 per cent stated that they did so.

Two cases stood out, where there was a much stronger association

between marginal disciplines cited and frequecy of use of conceptual

and methodological material. Of the 60 respondents who gave biology

as a marginal discipline, 75 per cent used methodological material

frequently, and 62 per cent conceptual material. The other strong

association was between philosophy as a marginal discipline and

frequency of use of conceptual material: 40 of the 47 respondents who

had a marginal interest in philosophy made heavy use of conceptual

material. An examination of the three-way tabulation (Table 35 )

between use of information types, primary research interest, and

marginal disciplines showed that more than two thirds of those in the

sample who had sal interest in biology or ::idicine were psychologists.

No strong association emerged between primary'discipline, marginal

interest in philosophy and heavy use of conceptual material.

Respondents with a secondary interest in philosophy were divided more

or less evenly between anthropology, education, politics, psychology,

and sociology, and all these subject groups used conceptual material

fairly heavily (Table 35).

Some idea of the information requirements of interdisciplinary

areas can be obtained from Tables 36 and 37 where education,

sociology, history, and economics as primary and secondary research

interests are tabulated against the frequency of use of information

types. The Investigation did not set out explicitly to investigate

the informatica requirements of researchers worlAng in

interdisciplinary fields: for example, no attempt was made to

iden4' _y researchers interested in psycho-linguistics, sociology of
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education, or economic history as such. However, it was hoped tlat

a combination of primary research interest in (say) education and a

secondary research interest in sociology would implicitly identify a

number of persons who would call their discipline sociology of

education or who could at least be included under that research

heading. Likewise, cross-tabulating primary and secondary research

interests in economics and history should give some idea of the

information requirements of researchers in economic history.

Furthermore, in the case of sociology of education, it is possible to

compare the information requirements of researchers with a primary

interest in education and a secondary interest in socioy, with

researchers whose prA.mary interest is in sociology. A similar

comparison cannot be made in the case of researchers interested in

economic h:s-cry because the investigation set out to sample only

economists, not those with a primary interest in history or a

qualification in history; history therefore appeared mainly as a

secondary or margirr-,1 interest.

There were 16 respondents who had a primary interest in

sociology and a secondary research interest in education, and 24 who

had a primary research interest in education and a secondary research

interest in sociology. 107 respondents had a secondary research

interest in education, compared with 233 with a secondary research

interest in sociology.

When sociology and education are cross-tabulated as primary and

secondary research interests,it can be seen that educationalists

with a secondary research interest in sociology follow a similar

pattern to sociologists with a secondary research interest in

education, with respect to the frequency with which they use

different types of material. This is especially the case for

statistical, methodological and conceptual material. In the case of

historical and descriptive material there are some differences. The

researchers in education interested in sociology were less likely to

use historical and descriptive material than the sociologists

interested in education. But it should be po'..nted out that these

differences are s%-t11, and they are based 'Apon a small number of

cases. The number of persons who could be identified as soci logy
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of education researchers in this Investigation is no more than 40 at

the most, and it is most unlikely that all respondents at the inter-

section of sociology and education could be so classified.

In the same way, researchers inte.eested in economic history can

be analysed. There were 37 respondents with a primary interest in

economics who had a secondary research interest in history, and 16

respondents with a primary research interest in history and a

secondary research interest in economics (although, as stated, the

Investigation did not set out to sample researchers in history, a

number were coded as such). Nearly three quarters of the economic

historians made frequent use of historical data, and al/ but one

researcher falling into this category made at least some use of

historical data. On the other hand, 'y 25 per cent of the resear-

chera whose primary and secondary research interests were in

economics made frequent use of historical data. Economic historians

made frequent use of descr2,tive data; and economists also made some

use of descriptive data. Economic historians used statistical and

methodological material with just about the same frequency as the

economists, although economists made a good deal more use of

conceptual material than economic historians. The picture emerges

of economic historians making great use of historical material, to

a lesser extent descriptive material, and making a good deal of use

of statistical material (as indeed do most social scientists), but

having only a very average interest in conceptual material, in this

ls'-c respect contrasting Quite markedly with the economists in

mainstream economics.

Some of the respondents with a primary interest in economics and

_a secondary research interest in statistics may have been working in

the field of econometrics. The economist/statistician made some use,

as did the mainstream economist, of historical material; he made

rathe less use of descriptive material than the economist, made a

greater demand for statistical material and methodological material,

and about the same demand for concepLual materiel.



Only 11 respondents in the sample had a primary interest in

sociology and a secondary interest in politics, and full cross-

tabulations for these respondents were not therefore made. The

frequency of use of information types by respondents with a primary

and secondary research interest in sociology was, however,

contrasted wt-Lh that by respondents with a primary interest in

political science and a secondary interest in sociology (there were

23 in this latter category). There is an indication that the

political scientist intersted in sociology made greater use of

historical matertl than did the mainstream sociologist, less frequent

usE, of descriptive material, about the same use of statistical and

methodological material, and rather more use of conceptual material.

However, these differences were not very large.

As explained, the method used in this survey to identify the

information requirements of researchers in interdisciplinary areas

is very crude: the cross-tabulation of primary and secondary

research interests does not ensure that researchers in -ruly inter-

disciplinary areas have been identified. From these analyses it

looks as though the information requirements for interdisciplinary

research follow the same broad pattern as the established social

science disciplines. There i obviously much more that could br

done in the area of interdisctpinary research; it ts possible that

bibliometric work would, in the firot instance, be a good way of

identifying the boundaries of the interdisciplinary areas.

3.2.4 Different types 3f information and their judged importanoe
(Question number 16)

From the preceding analyses it can be seen that opinions about

information requirements of social scientists may not always be

supported by empirical data. 91 per cent of respondents used

statistica7 material, and over half used it frequently in their

research. It was assumed that the heaviest users of statistics

would be economists, and perhaps social scientists in government

departme-wts (which were more likely to employ economists than any

other social Scientists). This proved to be the case, but other

researchors were heavy users of statistical data as well: 81 per
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cent of anthropologists, 90 per cent of educationalists, 84 per cent

of political scientists, and 91 per cent of psychologists stated that

they used statistical data, although not as frequently as those in

economics and geography. This heavy use of statistics in 'soft'

disciplines such as anthropology and education is worth noting.

When the frequency of use of different types of material was

tabulated against judged importance of types of material for current

research (TaI)les 38-42), the responses were not distributed

throughout the tables at random. The chi-square values for each

table were significant at the 0.001 level . and, as was expected, the

majority of respondents fell along the diagonal. This indicates a

high correlation between the frequency of use of material and

judged importance of material for research, for all five -!;:ites of

information.

There were also some environmental ,rnd disciplinary

differences in the ratings of importance of the various types of

materials (Tables 43-57), but the differences were fairly small.

Few social scientists in government departments and non-

university research institutions judged historical material to be

important for their research. There were 30 respondents from

government departments who used historical data and 54 from non-

university research institutions, but only 3 per cent of the former

and 7 per cent of the latter regarded historical data as important.

Of all respondents, 28 per cent rated historical data as "very

important", 18 per cent as "somewhat important", and 26 per cent as

"of little importance". 28 per cent did not use historical data at

all.

A similar pattern was seen for importance of descriptive

material. Again, government social scientists did not often find

descriptive data very Important for their research. Researchers in

non-university research institutions followed the same pattern as

other researchers with respect to judged importance of descriptive

data. Respondents from colleges of education were the most

conspicuous deviants from the general pattern, because only 5 per



cent of the.a (as opposed to an overall figure of 22 per cent)

regarded descriptive data as important.

Ratings of the importance of statistical, conceptual, and

methodological material followed an overall pattern similar to

ratings of the frequency of use of these types of material. As the

majority used these three types of material frequently, so the

majority rated these three types of material as important. This can

be seen in Tables 45, 46, and 47, where, for example, 53 per cent of

respondents rated statistical material as very important, 20 per cent

rated it as moderately important, and only 12 per cent rated it as

not very important.

There were environmental differences in the rated importance of

material. For example, 80 )7,er cent of government social scientists

judged statistical material -co be very important. One difference

between universities is perhaps' worth noting: 41 per cent of

respondents from Oxbridge judged statistical material to be very

important, compared with 58 per cent of all respondents.

When the judged importance of oonptual and methodological

materials was tabulated against research environment, the

distribution of respondents in these tables did not depart

significP,ntly from a random distribution, although it is interesting

to note that respondents from the new and technological universities

rated conceptual material as more important than did other

respondents (Table 47). Respondents from the Scottish universities

were more likely to rate methodological material as important -Phan

were other respondents (Table 46). But in the main there was only a

weak relationship between research environment and judged

importance of types of material.

When the importance of types of material was broken down

according to ,-ry l'esearch Interests (Tables 4S-57) much the

same pattern was found across subjects of research as in the

breakdown of the frequency of usage of different types of material

according to primary research interest. One or two features can be

hig:;-11.7hted. About one csuarter of all respondents rated historical
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material as v.ary important for their research. Political

scientists were the only group to show much deviation from the

general pattern. Just over hall of the political scientists
regarded historical material as very Important; and, of course, the

majority (91 per cent) of respondents in history regarded this type

o7E material as very important. The overall pattern far the use of

descriptive data was similar, althaugh anthropologists and

sociologists were move likely than other social scientists to

regard this material as very important for their research. In the

case of statistical, methodological, and conceptual materials, move

respondents regarded these types of material as very important than

as of moderate or little importance. Economists and geographers

were much more likely than any other researchers to rate statistical

material as very important; and historians and anthropologists less

likely to rate this type of material as very important.

Psychologists again were noticeably different in their use of

methodological and conceptual material: 68 per cent and 70 per

cent rated these two types of material respectively as very

important to their research. Anthropologists did not regard

methodological material as very important, nor, surprisingly

perhaps, did political scientists. More than an average proportion

of anthropologists rated conceptual material as important. Not

many geographers rated conceptual material as important, nor did

historians. Apart from these deviations, the breakdown of ratings

far conceptual and methodological material was much the same for

all primary research interests.

Tables were also compiled to shaw the relationship between the

importance of various types of mo.terial and marginal disciplines

cited (Tables 53-57). The general pattern here was very similar to

that found when the frequency of use of material was tabulated

against marginal disciplines, and against the number of marginal

disciplines mentioned. Those respondents who gave economics,

statistics and literature as marginal disciplines tended to rate

historical data as very important, while only a few of the

respondents who gave education, biology, and psychology as marginal
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disciplines rated historical data as important. Over:40 per cent of

those with marginal interests in anthropology, politiCal science,
history, and the arts rated descriptive data as very'important.
Those respondents with marginal interests in economics, economic
history, science, mathematics and statistics, and accountancy rated
statistical data as very important. Methodological material was

rated very important for the majority of respondents with a marginal
interest in education, biology, and mathematics and statistics.

Nearly all those with a marginal interest in philosophy rated

conceptual material as very important. Respondents who gave biology,

psychology, and education as marginal disciplines were more likely

than average to rate conceptual material as very important.

The possibility of contrasting disciplines given as main and
marginal points to a useful method for teasing out the complex

relationship that exists between subject of research and information

requirements. The relationship is complex because all types of
material are required, to a greater or lesser extent, in all areas

of research. The majority of social scientists, irrespective of

discipline, require some statistiCal and methodological material,

and only slightly fewer require historical, descriptive and conceptual

types of material.

When the requirements for different types of material
associated with marginal disciplines are contrasted with require-

ments in main areas of research, some interesting differences emerge.
Psychologists were heavy users of methodological material, but other

social scientists giving psychology as a marginal discipline did not

stand out in this respect. Researchers in statistica1 made less use

of statistical material (18 per cent of respondents coded as

researchers in statistics/mathematics did nOt use statistical

material at all) than most other respondents, but those who gave
statistics as a marginal discipline, made greater than average use

of statistical material.

1 Statisticians were not deliberately included in the sample, but
some replied to the questionnaire and were coded as such.
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3.2.5 The use of physical forms (Question number 17)

Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they used various

physical forms (.e.g. periodicals, books, theses, maps) during their

research.

The data in Table 58 give an overall picture of the frequency of

use of each form of "packaging". In general the data substantiate

impressions from the interviews that periodicals and books were very

frequently used in research; research reports, theses, newspapers, and

government publications, were less frequently used; maps, films, video

tape, etc. were not used at all by the majority. It is in fact

interesting to look at the number of respondents who never used each

of the physical forms. Only 3 per cent of respondents never used

periodicals and 3 per cent never used monographs. A separate

category existed for books in the form of collections and

conference proceedings; slightly more respondents (13 per cent) never

used this form. Other types of printed material were less popular;

for example, 21 per cent never used research reports, 29 per cent

never used theses, and 36 per cent never used newspapers. Government

publications were used fairly frequently; only 23 per cent of respond-

ents stated that they never used this form of material, and 34 per cent

stated that they used them very frequently. Non-print materials were

used very infrequently: 74 per cent of respondents stated that they

never used microfilms in research. Similar figures (all of the

percentages represent non-users) were obtained for maps (63 per cent),

films (93 per cent) , recorded sound on tape (85 per cent) , video tape

(97 per cent), and other pictorial forms (76 per cent).

The use of computer printout followed a slightly different

pattern. Although 62 per cent of the sample said they never used this

type of material, 56 per cent of those who did do so used it frequently.

Radio and TV were not used by 78 per cent of respondents, but of

those that did use these media, 68 per cent used them frequently.

The use of radio or TV must be regarded as a very marginal

channel _for social sCience research; the users tended to be political

scientists, sociologists, or researchers in education.
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The data on the use of informal channels of communication are in

close agreement with other reports that have demonstrated the

importance and frequent use of informal networks (see, for example,

Price, 1961; Price and Beaver, 1966; Garvey and Griffith, 1968;

Menzel, 1968). Only 15 per cent of the respondents said that they

never communicated with colleagues in their own imstitutions about

their research, and 16 per cent said they never did so with colleagues

elsewhere. Respondents were about equally divided between the three

categories of frequency of use. This was true of communirzations with

colleagues in ,Dwn institution as well as colleagues elsewhere. In the

light of other reports about communication through informal channels,

it might have been expected that researchers would communicate with

colleagues in their own institutions more often than with persons

elsewhere, but this was not so.

The data east doubt upon the role of conferences in the exchange

of scientific information. 41 per cent of the sample replied that

they never used conferences as a means of gathering information for

research. However, respondents may have interpreted the question

ri:gidly (in the sense of "deliberate information seeking"), or they

may have construed the relevance of information collected at

conferences in a very narrow sense. It must be admitted, however, that

the data lend little support to the hypothesis that conferenoes play

a large part in the transmission of social science information. It

may be however that conferences play an important part in alerting

delegates to relevant information.

The data relating to the use of physical forms (Including informal

channels of communication) , were broken down according to respondents'

institution. No table is provided for this analysis, because there were

few differences between institutions with respect to the use of physical

forms. This applied to all categories of users, including government

social scientists and college of education respondents. There were

just one or two minor deviations from the average pattern. Respondents

from government departments were less likely to use periodicals and

monographs than were the others; but they made more use of maps. They

did not differ from respondents in other institutions with respect to

use of other physical forms. Respondents from colleges of education

61
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made greater use of theses and films relative to other physical forms

than did other respondents. Those from the new universities were more

likely to use microfilm than respondents from the other universities.

A disproportionately large number of respondents from Oxbridge gave

more responses in the "frequently used" category for microfilm and video-

tape. There were few environmental differences relating to participation

in informal communication networks.

The relationship between primary research interest and frequency

of use of physical forms is given in Table 59. Print-media (e.g.

books, newspapers, periodicals) are considered first. Economists stood

apart from other users, as they did not use monographs and theses as

frequently as others, but were much more likely to use government

publications. Political scientists were also heavy users of

government publications, although not as heavy as economists.

Researchers in education made little use of books which contained

collections o-C readings and conference proceedings, and more than

average use of research reports and theses. Research reports were

used frequently by psychologists, who were also heavy users of

periodicals, and (in contrast to researchers in education) made heavy

use of collections of readings and conference proceedings.

Psychologists also made infrequent use of newspapers and government

publications. Sociologists were fairly ht users of newspapers, and

political scientists even more so. Geogr ars, not surprisingly,

made very heavy use of maps: 71 per cent .. the heavy users of maps

were geographers.

Only a small minority of respondents made use of the more unusual

print-media, and when this variable was tabulated against other

variables, the numbers in many of the cells were too small to allow

conclusions to be drawn. Only 7 per cent of respondents used film, 15

per cent recorded sound, and only 3 per cent used video-tape.

There was little relationship between the use of physical forms and

subject of research. In the main respondents were distributed through-

out the table at random, indicating that any particular type of material

was as useful to one subject specialist as another. There were two cases
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where a physical form was particularly suited to a discipline - maps for

geographers, and computers for ,i?conomists.

It is not possible at present to make predictions about the future

use of new media, as the necessary hardware is not yet widely available,

and researchers have had little experience with them.

Secondly, the use of informal channels of communication may be

considered. There were differences between different subjects. 54 per

cent of 'the political scientists, 52 per cent of the economists, 40 per

cent of the anthropologists, 42 per cent of the sociologists, and 91

per cent of those researching in history stated that conferences were

of nc use for their research. (It must be remembered that respondents

were asked to rate conferences, amongst other things, according to the

extent to which they used them during their current research.) On the

other hand, researchers in education, geographers, and psychologists

rated this form of communication important to their research; as many

as 72 per cent of psychologists said conferences were useful, and 17

per cent found conferences very useful in their research. It has often

been maintained that conferences are a useful channel for the exchange

of information; the data here would seem to indicate, at least in some

subjects, evidence to the contrary.

Nearly all respondents communicated fairly .often with colleagues

in their own and other institutions. Geographers and political

scientists made the least use of colleagues in their own institutions,

and psychologists and sociologists the most. Economists made

infrequent use of persons outside their own institution political

scientists less than average use, and sociologists an appreciably

greater use than average.

In Table 103 the use of raw materials of research (e.g. unpublished

documents, data from experiment, survey) was related to use of physical

forms. When the 5eaw materials were experimental data, the physical

forms of periodicals, books, research reports, theses, newspapers, and

government publications, were used in a different way than when the raw

materials of research were unpublished or published material. The
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distinction that was made in coding between, on the one hand

unpublished material, and on the other hand empirically derived data

from experiments, interviews, and surveys conducted by the respondent

himself, is somewhat arbitrary, but it is necessary to make a

distinction between the researcher who uses the writings (and data)

of other workers and a researcher who uses data gathered in his own

experiment or observation,because the latter category made greater

than average use of research reports and periodicals, and less than

average use of newspapers and government publications. Psychologists

were more likely to use data generated in experiments than other

social scientists, and it has already been reported that these respondents

relied heavily upon periodical literature (also see 3.2.9 on use of

abstracting and indexing journals) and made much less use than other

social scientists of newspapers and government publications.

Psychologists also made heavy use of research reports. Economists,

social geographers, sociologists, and some political scientists also

used experimentally derived data as a basic material for research.

It can be concluded that all researchers used the print media

frequently. The newer physical forms were used by relatively few.

Discussions with colleagues and informal contacts at conferences were

quite important for the majority of respondents. The use of some

media was confined almost exclusively to certain subject specialists.

The most obvious example was in geography where researchers relied

very heavily upon maps. Geographers tended to make average use of

informal communications. Researchers in education were fairly

average users of conventional print media, except for an emphasis on

the frequent use of thesis material. Because of the small number who

used the newer media, only tentative conclusions can be drawn.

Psychologists were the most likely to use non-print media such as

video-tape and recorded sound, and sociologists radio and TV. It can

be assumed that researchers in education and psychology use these

media in experimentation, and that sociologists (and to a lesser extent

political scientists) use them to receive information which is not

available through the print media. Psychologists used conferences,

and contacts with colleagues both in their own and other institutions,

for the transmission of information; and they did so more frequently

6 4
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than any other group of users. Some researchers in education also

used conferences frequently for the transmission of information.

Geographers and political scientists made less than average use of

conferences. Economists behaved differently from the other respondents.

They did not use the non-print media or informal communications to the

same extent as other social scientists; they relied heavily upon

government publications. However, they did not compensate for a less

than average use of informal networks, by a greater than average use

of periodicals, serials, and rescarch reports. In fact, economists

used conference proce-dings and theses to a slightly less extent than

did other respondents. Economists distributed their information-

seeking activities fairly evenly between existing print media and

informal channels.

Respondents were also asked to list the two physical forms which they

found easiest or most convenient to use, and the two which they found the

least convenient. It was pointed out that this question was concerned with

usability and not accessibility. The most familiar physical forms

were generally regarded as the easiest to use, with periodicals and

monographs at the top of the list (Table 65). Collections of readings

were regarded as a little more difficult to use.on account of the

problem of locating individual contributions. By and large, the newer

media were listed as the least convenient to use. Microforms, films,

other pictorial material, recorded sound and video-tape were all

mentioned very frequently as being the least convenient to use.

Computers, not surprisingly, provoked mixed reactions - about three

quarters of the 121 respondents who mentioned computer printout found

this form "convenient to use". This is quite easily explained;

computers are confusing (and often irritating) to the uninitiated, but

relatively Stmple once a certain amount of expertise has been acquired.

Respondents were asked to explain why they found any particular

format difficult to use. This question was postcoded; the results are

given in Table 66. The most obvious feature of this table is that no

particular format was associated with any particular difficulty, and

this was quite contrary to expectations.
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The principal complaints were about difficulty of location and

the volume of irrelevant material encountered. The only physical

form which was consistently criticised was microform. Respondents

found microforms difficult to scan, particularly if the index was

used, and 8 per cent mentioned eyestrain. This latter difficulty

is worth noting; 47 respondents mentioned this as a problem.

It should be pointed out that, strictly speaking, problems of

locating material have nothing to do with the usability of any

particular format - and respondents were specifically told that they

were not being asked about problems of access and location. Neverthe-

less, 22 per cent of the total mentions of difficulties were about

location and accessibility, and these responses were coded. One

respondent suggested that usability was inseparable from accessibility:

It is discovering the whereabouts and then processing
reports which makes for difficulty.

The relationship between the use of types of information (e.g.

historical, statistical) and the use of physical forms was investigated..

Each type of material was associated with a frequent use of the

physical forms periodicals, books, and to a slightly smaller extent

theses and research reports. Respondents who used historical material

frequently were much more likely than other respondents to use

newspapers in their research; they preferred communications with

colleagues in their own institution to persons outside, and made

moderate use of conferences to gain historical information. Heavy

users of descriptive material made frequent use of government

publications, greater than average use of newspapers, and less than

average use of theses. There was an indication that conferences were

found to be more useful for the t-ansmission of descriptive

information than other types of information. Colleagues were judged

to be an important source for descriptive information.

The use of statistical data was associated with a heavy use of

computer printout. Respondents who used computer printout used it

frequently, and they were more likely to require government

publications, and have communication with both external and internal
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colleagues, than those who did not use computer printout. Heavy users

of statistical material made only average use of conferences for

exchange of information.

The use of methodological material was associated with a frequent

use of computer printout. Just over half of the respondents who used

methodological material frequently use.2 computer printout. This

relationship perhaps reflects the greater than average use of

methodological material by researchers with empirical programmes, who

require methodological material for the design of experiments and

computers for the analysis of data. Researchers preferred to exchange

methoUological material through informal contacts with colleagues,

rather than at conferences.

Respondents preferred to communicate with colleagues in their own

and other institutions when dealing with conceptual information, and

were less inclined to find conferences useful for this type of

information. A frequent use of conceptual information was associated

with a greater than average use of newspapers and government

publications.

There were some differences between disciplines in the frequency

of use of physical forms. The heaviest users of periodicals were

researchers in psychology: 82 per cent of this group often used

periodicals for their research. In the case of other disciplines

only about 50 per cent said that they often used periodicals, although

nearly all respondents used periodicals to some extent. Psychologists

were average users of monographs, and they were more likely than

other researchers to make frequent use of conferences proceedings:

economists and geographers made rather less use of books, whether

monographs or conference proceedings. Anthropologists were very

heavy users of monographs, although they made average use of

periodicals. Thus, researchers in the social science (i.e. psychology)

which perhaps approximates closest to the physical and biological

sciences made a particularly heavy use of periodicals, whilst

ret.;earchers in anthropology (where less use is made of experimental

methods) tended to be book-orientated. Economists and social

geographers (who also use numerical methods frequently) made less
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than average use of monographs.

Government publications were used often by economists, political

scientists, and researchers in economic statistics. Newspapers were

used principally to obtain descriptive material, and by political

scientists much more frequently than by others. Descriptive data were

obtained at conferences, but statistical data rarely. The use of

statistical data was associated with a greater than average use of

colleagues as information sources. Irrespective of the type of

material used, there was little preference for external or internal

informal contacts. This situation in academic communities contrasts

with that in many industrial research establishments (see Allen,1967,

1968; Allen and Cohen,1969; Allen and Gerstberger,1967), where the

interaction between one laboratory and another is minimal, although

interactions within a given laboratory may be frequent. The

interaction that does take place between laboratories is done by

ifgatekeepers who are atypical of a given research community. In the

present Investigation there were very few researchers who did not

make use of contacts with both internal and external sources, formal

and informal.

Conferences were not used by all respondents for the

transmission of informationland there were one or two discipline and

institutional differences. Researchers in government departments and

non-university research establishments made co7ltacts more with

colleagues than did researchers in universities. There was a slight

tendency for respondents from the Scottish universities to have more

informaIcontaots wit.h colleagues

universities,,

than respondents from other

A 2requent use of colleagues for 'information transfer was

associated with a frequent use of conferences for this purpose. It

was noticeable that researchers in institutions (e.g. non-university

research establishments) that are in some sense isolated from

centres of activity made greater use of both conferences and

informal communications with colleagues than researchers in other

institutions. For example, 96 per cent of respondents from non-

university research establishments mentioned external persons, and
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93 per cent mentioned internal colleagues as useful contacts. There

was just a slight tendency for internal colleagues to be listed more

often than persons external to own institution, but nothing to suggest

that informal channels in research communities are limited to a

researcher's own institution or department.

3.2.6 Methods of locating references for research (Questions 20, 21, and
24)

Respondents were asked to rate the usefulness of methods of

discovering references to relevant published information required in

their current research. A list of twelve methods was given, including

abstracts and indexes, consultations with experts or authorities,

discuasions with colleagues, library catalogues, consulting librarians,

and book reviews. The results are presented in Table 69.

About one quarter of all respondents never used abstracts and

indexes, library catalogues, searching along library shelves, or book

reviews. Slightly fewer respondents (about one sixth) never consulted

experts, discussed problems with colleagues, or had discussions or

correspondence with persons outside their immediate research

environments. Just under half of all respondents never consulted

librarians, and 35 per cent never used specialized bibliographies.

Referr oks and Teriodicals were judged to be more useful than any

othee o6 ,t per cent of respondents found this method useful and

59 per cent said it was the most useful method.

Environmental differences. There were few significant envIron-

mental differences relating to methods of discovering references.

More respondents from Oxbridge, the Scottish universities and non-

university research establishments found discussions with colleagues

in their own institutions useful in discovering references relevant

to their research than did respondents from other environments.

Respondei-ts from colleges of education found consultation with experts

and librarians, use of library catalogues, and searching through

library shelves in libraries other than their own, to be more useful

than did other respondents. Respondents from government departments

were not so likely as others tojudgebibliographies and references in



books and articles, book reviews, or informal communications (e.g.

consulting librarians, discussions with colleagues) useful in locating

references.

The nature and size
1 of college of education libraries perhaps

account partly for the different reference searching behaviour of

lecturers in these institutions. These libraries tend to be small

compared with university libraries and at the same time cover a wide

range of material. They do not have the same facilities for

specialists as do libraries in government departments. This may

affect the information seeking activities of college of education

lecturers in at least two ways. Firstly, other libraries may often be

more useful (only 8 per cent of respondents from colleges of education

did not browse in other libraries) and, secondly, personal contacts

become more important. 75 per cent of college lecturers, as opposed

to about 50 per cent of all respondents, consulted librarians, and

this may be due to the comparatively small size of colleges of

education, where personal contacts, particularly with library staff,

may be easy to make.

User characteristics. There was only a small association between

the status of a researcher and the methods used to discover references

(Tabl 80). There were one or two exceptions. For example, research

students used all methods of obtaining references (with the exception

of consulting people external to their place of work) slightly more

frequently than other researchers. Contrary to some impressions

gained in the interviews, most senior researchers followed the

general pattern. It appeared in the interviews that researchers ,f

professorial and senior lecturer status were less likely than junior

researchers to use formal bibliographical tools; it also appeared

that their use of informal channels of communication was frequent and

well developed; and that they often received, without request, more

information than they could deal with. The experience of the

The Library Association Fourth Annual Survey of College of Education
LibrarieS estimated the size of the average college library to be
between 27,000 and 32,000 volumes.



Experimental Information Officer confirms this impression. The data

in Table 80, however, do not support the impression. Profesors and
senior lecturers were just as likely as other researchers to use

abstracts and indexes, library catalogues, special bibliographies,

book reviews, and references in books and articles- Researchers of

professorial status stood out in one respect only: two-thirds stated

they found consultations with librarians of no use in locating refer-

ences for research.

The variables of age,and number of years of research experience,

had very little effect upon reference seeking. There was some

evidence to suggest that researchers of age 51 and over found all the

methods of reference searching slightly less useful than did other

researchers, but there was no overall trend with age. Researchers in

the 41-50 age group found all methods slightly more useful than those

in the 31-40 age bracket. However, two trends were noted. Older

researchers found book reviews more useful when searching for

references than younger researchers (this may reflect the fact

that older researchers are more likely to receive material from

publishers to review). There was also a tendency for younger

respondents (40 per cent of respondents fell into the 21-30 age group)

more than older ones to use references in books and articles and to

find them very useful. Older researchers tended to use this source

almost as frequently, but when they did, found it less useful for

their research than did the younger researchers. This tendency was

apparent in economics, sociology, psychology and geography (Tables 71-

74).

Discipline/subject of research/type of research. There were disci-

pline differences in judged usefulness of methods of locating references,

and also differences between types of research (e.g experimental, theor-

etical). In Tables 75 and 76 these three variables were related.

Researchers in economics who used experimental methods were more likely

than economists working at the theoretical level to have discussions with

.71
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colleagues in their own institution and also with persons outside

their own institutions, and much more likely to judge consulting a

librarian useful but less likely to judge useful library catalogues and

references in books and periodicals. In the case of education, experi-

mentalists were more likely than theoreticians to have discussions with

colleagues in their own institution and with persons elsewhere, and less

likely to judge library catalogues and searching library shelves as

useful.

Thus, in these two cases, experimental researchers wel.e more likely

to judo-e as useful informal channels of communication than theoreticians,

and theoreticians were slightly more likely to judge formal channels

as useful.

There was a slightly different pattern for experimental and

theoretical sociologists. The experimental sociologist judged useful,

locating references by abstracts and indexes, consulting experts,

discussions with colleagues and persons in other institutions, and

library catalogues to aboTat the same extent as the theoretical sociolo-

gist. The experimental tiociologist was a little less likely than the

theoretical to judge useful. the locating of references by searching

library shelves in other inStitutions, or by the use of specialist biblio-

graphies, but more likely to judge consult often with librarians as

useful. The majority of -.:heoretical sociologists judged specialist

bibliographies least useful. Both types of sociologist found refer-

ences in books and periodicals to be very useful: in fact, exactly

61 per cent of each type stated that there methods were the most useful.

Thus, sociologists were slightly (Ufferent from political scientists

and economists, but the same pattern was apparent: experimentalists in

all disciplines were more likely than theoreticians to judge informal

channels,of communication useful for locating references. The only

researchers that departed signifiCantly from this pattern were psycholo-

gists. The nuMber of psychologists researching in theoretical psych-

ology was very small, and does not allow a valid comparison with experi-

mental psychologists. However, experimental psychologists in this

aspect of reference searching can be compared with the average across

all diSciplines. When this is done, experimental psychologists were

seen to be very active in tracing references through formal channels:

2
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for example, finding more than average usefulness for abstracts and

indexes (62 per cent of respondents said they found abstracts and

indexes most useful) , references in books and periodicals, and searching

library shelves in other institutions.

There were a few noticeable differences in judged usefulness of

methods used to locate references for research, between subjects of

research (Table 79) . Researchers in statistics found very little use

for bibliographical tools or informal communications for literature

searching. For example, 64 per cent of respondents researching in

statistics made no use of abstracts or indexes, 55 per cent made no use

of expert consultations, 45 per cent did not search library shelves,

82 per cent never searched library shelves in other institutions, 55 per

cent did not use book reviews, and 64 per cent never consulted librar-

ians. The picture for the other researchers is less clear cut.

Economists, geographers, political scientists, and sociologists all

followed the average distribution. Researchers in history found

abstracts and indexes of some use, although only 6 per cent found this

method particularly useful, but there is a lack of good abstracts in

this field. Researchers in history found more than average usefulness

in library catalogues and special bibliographies. Psychologists found

some secondary bibliographical tools very useful: for example, 63 per

cent stated that abstracts and indexes were very useful, but on the

other hand they found library cataloeues and material on library shelves

in external Institutions, and consultations with librarians less use-

ful than other researchers. Anthropologists often used abstracts and

indexes, although they rarely found them very useful: they were more

likely than other researchers to find special bibliographies useful

for locating references. Researchers in education were much more

likely than others to find consultations with experts and with librarians

useful for locating references.

The data in Table 79 were used.aS the.basiS of some three-way

tabulations in which respondents who used unpublished material, (see

Question 12 and 3.2.2) were included in the tabulation of primary re-

search interest by judged usefulness of methods of locating references

for research (Table 77) , and those who used published material were
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included in the tabulation of primary research interest by judged useful-

ness of methods of locating references for research (Table 78) . Although

there were few differences in the judged usefulness of methods available

for tracing references between published and unpublished material

(there was a slight tendency for nearly all the methods to be judged

more useful for finding unpublished material than published material),

when these two variables were tabulated in a three-way table against

discipline, one or two differences emerged (Tables 77 and 78). In the

case of geography there was a very slight tendency for researchers to

find specialist bibliograpili^s, consulting librarians, library catalogues,

abstracts and indexes, and nsulting experts less useful for published

than for unpublished material. Researchers in political science judged

experts, discussions with colleagues, and consulting librarians, to be

slightly less useful in tracing references to published than unpublished

material. Researchers in psychology and sociology did not differentiate

between published and unpublished material with respect to judged

usefulness of methods of locating references, with the exception of

sociologists who found discussions with persons outside their own

institution and consulting librarians slightly more useful for tracing

references to unpublished than published material. Researchers in

history made no distinction at all between published and unpublished

material whlen it came to tracing references.

There were also differences between disciplines related to tracing

references to experimental and observational material,as opposed to

material gained from interview or questionnaire surveys. Tust over

half of the respondents made use of ei ad observational

material, and just under half made use oi survey material. For

researchers in all disciplines, searching library shelves, use of

special bibliographies, book reviews, and references in books and

periodicals were as useful in tracing material gained from

experiment and observation as for tracing material gained from surveys..

Abstracts and indexes, consultation with experts,and discussions wiLth

colleagues were judged to be slightly more useful for tracing

material gained from experiments; and the use of library catalsgues

and librarians was judged to be slightly more useful for tracing

material gained from surveys.
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When these tendencies were broken dawn for each discipline

differences appeared. Experts were judged by economists to be less

useful in tracing survey material than experimental material. The same

was true for researchers in geography, who also found formal channels

less useful in tracing references to experimental material than to

survey material; but they found consultations witfi librarians useful in

tracing survey material.

For tracing references to survey material, researchers in political

scienc4a were much less likely than others to find useful abstracts of

library catalogues, searching library shelves (especially in institutions

other than their own), consulting librarians, and special bibliographies.

Survey material (supposedly the basic material of many researchers in

politics) would perhaps have been gained at first hand by political

scientists, in contrast to other social scientists who may rework someone

else's survey data.

Researcalers in psychology made especially heavy use of abstracts

and indexes for tracing references to experimental material. They found

experts, discussions with colleagues, library catalogues, searching

library shelves, consulting librarians, using special bibliographies,

and book reviews to be of more use in tracing references to survey

material than to experimental material. This may be due to-the fact that

psychologists were more likely to use other researchers' survey data than

other researchers' experimental tVIta. The 1-aE _Ata fcr the majority of

psychologastS were exprimental rather than survey, and:a good deal of

data was Ag;emerated by themselves.

With the advent of data banks, and the use of secaltdaily material in

simulation programs and other forms of research, the reworking of other

resarchers' data is regarded as legitimate practice (a=-1(east in the

socaal sciences). In the case of experimental material-the use of other

researchers' material for reanalysis is not regarded asgitimate; it

is only respectable to refer to research findings withozt reworking the

data. In this :respect research in psychology approximw:tes to that in

thesciences. There are cases in which scie-atists have reworked other

researchers data to show the correctness or incorrectn-mss of the

mathematicaa calculations, but not as basic data for etsubsequent study
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in the absence of further data collection.

In tracing references for research the researcher in sociology

made no distinction between experimental and survey materials.

Sociologists were less likely to find discussions with colleagues,

both in their own and other institutions, of use in tracing survey

data and in tracing experimental data,.

Secondary research interests and disciplines/subjects. Sy

comparing the resuits of Table 79 'and SO, where subject/discipline is

given as both a primary and secondary research interest, it is possible

to see whether the usefulness of various methods of searching for

references was related to :tharacteristics of researchers or '4o the

nature of the literature and/or the discipline itself. The

distribution of respondents across the two tables is very similar far

psychology. For example, psychologists judged as most useful indexes

and abstracts, judged as least useful library catalogues and consultat-

ions with librarians. Those who gave psychology as a secondary

research interest followed a very similar pattern. Researchers with a

primary research interest in political science and economic's- followed

references in much the same way as those who gave these. hvi iciplines

as secondary research interests. The same was true of sociologists.

Researchers in education were much more likely than other resp,ondents

to find informal channels of communication useful for obtaining

references, and in particular consultations with experts and librarians.

This was not the case with those who gave education as a secondary

research interest.

There was little connection between judged usefulness of methods

of locating references and marginal disciplines cited. For example,

although psychologists judged abstracts as most useful and seldom

consulted librarianS, those respondents who expressed a marginal

interest in psychology behaved differently. Similarly, researchers in

education found informal communications more useful than did others,

but respondentswho had.a marginal interest in education did not depart

from the average.

Raw materials of research. There was little association between
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judged usefulness of methods of finding references for research and use

of raw material. All methods for locating references were judged useful

irrespective of type of raw material (Table 102).

Types of information. When the data relating to the ways in which

researchers went about finding references were tabulated against use of

types of material few interesting trends emerged, and these data are

not reported in detail. Judged importance, too, gave approximately the

same picture.

Researchers who made heavy use of historical material were more

likely than those who did not, to find library catalogues, consulting

librarians, special bibliographies, and browsing, useful for the

discovery of references, although they did not find great use for

abstracting and indexing journals. A similar trend was apparent for

heavy users of descriptive material.

Heavy users of statistical material found more usefulness in all

methods for finding references (except references and bibliographies in

books and articles) than those who did not use this type of material.

The same was true for heavy users of methodological material. Heavy

users of conceptual material were more likely than average to judge

useful references in journals and monographs.

Use of physical forms (Tables 82-87). A comparison between users

and non-uSers of periodicals is difficult and unreliable, because of

the very small number of non-users (3 per cent) for each of these

categories. When this number is distributed across 21 physical"forms

the number in each cell is very small
1 A much more valid comparison

can be made between those who use periodicals infrequently (14 per cent)

and those,who use them very frequently (57 per cent) . Heavy users of

periodicals were much more likely to judge useful abstracting/indexing

journals, searching library shelves, and use book reviews in searching

1 In fact, the category 'not used' for periodicals is perhaps something
of an error category. In a large and detailed questionnaire some
mis-reading of questions will take place, and some respondents when
rating frequency of usage may use scales tn the reverse direction to
that intended.

77
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for references than were light users of periodicals, but they were less

likely to consult librarians. The general pattern was for heavy users

of periodicals to find all methods of tracing references more useful

than light users, and for light users of periodicals to find relatively

little use for bibliographical tools in locating references.

When the use of monographs was tabulated (Table 83) against the

usefulness of methods for locating references, much the same trend was

apparent. Respondents who made little use of monographs in their

research tended to find little use for abstracting/indexing journals,

library catalogues, and special libraries, and they did not often

consider browsing in libraries or consulting librarians as useful.

In the case ot other types of material (e.g. resenrch reports,

government reports, theses) the number of respondents who made no use of

each type was fairly large and this allowed a comparison to be made

between non-users and heavy users in two-way tables. Nou-users of

research reports (21 per cent of respondents) found abstracting/indexing

journals, special bibliographies, and consultations with librarians of

less than average usefulness when seeking references. A very similar

trend was apparent for heavy users and non-users of theses and

government publications.

In the case of the less frequently used material (e,g. newspapers,

films, video-tape) the difference between heavy users and non-users

was much less: for example, those who never used newspapers in their

research (37 per cent) were different in only one way (consulting

librarians) from those who did use newspapers. The majority of

respondents made no use of microfilm, maps, recorded sound, video-

tape, and radio and TV, in their research. About 40 per cent of

respondents made use of computer printout but they were not

differentiated from other users by their reference-seeking activities.

Respondents were asked how they went about locating non-book

material (e.g. video-tapes, teaching machine programs) . From the few

answers obtained, personal contact was the largest single source of

references. Of the 139 answers to this question (some respondents gave

more than one method) 54 respondents said they found personal contacts

useful.
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The reference-seeking activities of respondents who found

conferences (42 per cent) and colleagues (15 per cent) of no use in

their research followed a pattern very similar to the reference-

seeking activities of infrequent users of printed material: they made

less use of all methods of seeking references than did heavy users of

informal communications. They were especially unlikely to make use of

bibliographical tools. Again, there was no evidence that inactivity

in une communication channel was compensated for by high activity in

another. (Tables SS and 87).

Discipline differences: illustrative material from interviews.

Further data about the information-seeking habits of social scientists

were obtained from the interviews. The number of interviewees in any

particular discipline was relatively small when compared with the

number of respondents to the questionnaire, and therefore it has not

been possible from the interview data alone to establish the represen-

tativeness and the generality of the findings. However, when the

interview data are backed up with empirical data from the questionnaire

survey, the typicality or otherwise of information-seeking activities

is further confirmed.

One of the interviewees was a psychologist of long standing in a

university department of psychology. His main interest was in the

field of perception: the perception of movement and especially figural

after-effects and binocular rivalry. He used Perceptual and

Cognitive Abstracts for current awareness, and this abstracting

service proved to be almost tallor-made for this particular type of

research. He used Psychological Abstracts much less frequently than

Perceptual and Cognitive Abstracts and for retrieval, rather. than current

awareness purposes. He was a heavy user of the informal system and had

many personal contacts,.although there were very few psychologists in the

U.K. working in the same field. He required a good deal of information

about equipment and apparatus; this waS obtained, in part, from manu-

facturers' literature and from very specialized publications (e.g. a

monograph on the design of electric circuits in the behavioural sciences).

This psychologist, as was the case with others interviewed, was in close
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contact with technicians. In tact, in this particular example, the

monograph had been brought to the researcher's attention by a

technician. The interviewee felt that much of the information he

required was of a specialized nature, and although a librarian or an

informal contact may be able to help with the less specialized and

technical forms of information, they were judged not particularly

useful (and therefore not approached) for specialized information.

The interviewee made

body of literature

little attempt to keep

in psychology. From the

was apparent that psychologists mado-little

up-to-date with the main

questionnaire data it

use of special bibliogra-

phies and library catalogues, and did little browsing in libraries

other than those in their own institutions. Library catalogues were

seen to be of little use for information about equipment, and the

payoff from browsing in a number of libraries would be low.

Psychologists were in many instances atypical users of information

sources, whereas economists were much closer to the other social

scientists. The second example from the interviews was an economist

This economist was a fairly young researcher, with about eight years'

experience in research, and had always worked in mainstream economics.

He was currently engaged upon research into unemployment schemes. At

the same time he was pursuing his interest in public finance. He was

very articulate in his answers to questions, and gave the impression

that he knew the likely sources of references very well. He made no

mention of open-ended information requirements, nor did he have

vague feelings that many references existed somewhere if only he

could find out about them. He mentioned all the conventional methods

of obtaining referencesv he'lglanded throUgh,TiVe

'regularly, and foundr-publishers': lists helpfUl.'

abstraCting journals tor.AceePing up7to-date,-but

Or Six journals

He,did, nOt use

occasionally used

them for retrospective searching. He found them difficult to use and

did so withreluctance. He mentioned that the payoff when using

abstracting'journais was low'and that the coVerage in some areas'(eg.
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industrial economics) was patchy. This researcher made use of nearlY

all the methods of obtaining references, and did not have any

particular information problem. He mentioned,as particularly useful,

publications by government departments, journals in economics, and

informal channels of communication. He found inter-departmental

seminars and discussions ith colleagues, including staff from other

disciplines, useful. He was very familiar with the "cycling" method of

tracing through the literature. He also had occasion to use American

PhD theses and unpublished reports. He mentioned that classified lists

of British PhD theses would be helpful, and avoid hit-and-miss retrieval.

His interests ranged widely and he required material from sociology and

law. He referred to a restriction upon the free flow of statistics

from industry and government departments, but felt that this was not a

problem of paramount importance. He also mentioned a problem peculiar

to some of the newer universities - an absence of back issues of certain

journals (including mainstream economic journals).

The third example from the interviews was a researcher in statistics.

Although statisticians as a group were not included in the sample of

social-scientists (see section 2.6 ) a number replied to the question-

naire and were coded as such. It has already been noted that

researchers in statistics-have different information.requirements from

other respondents. The researcherin,question was employed by a

university department of economics.; He was between 41 and 50 years of

age, by training a mathematician, and had been in research for the past

15 years..,:He-:was -interested in the application of mathematical-

statistical models to economics. During interviews researchers were

asked to enlarge upon sources for ideas:and for motivation, and also to

give a specific example of a. probleMlin their 'research. -It is

interesting that this researcher in statistics had no ideas on the

first question, and said that he rarely requtred information that was

not fairly.easily accessible. He was most unlikely to undertake a

systematic search of the literature and never undertook retrospective

searches. He used government official statistics, but only those

readily available in publications by HMSO. He also used econometric
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journals. His demands upon bibliographical sources were not at all

great, although he did mention that long runs of journals were some-

times required and that microfilm and/or inter-library loan requests

for journals were no substitute for the physical presence of journals

in econometrics. In response to questions about the use of informal

channels of communication (e.g. discussions with colleagues,

correspondents, telephone conversations) this researcher said little.

He rarely came across useful and/or interesting references accidentally,

and engaged in very little browsing. On the other hand, he was

interested in keeping informed, albeit in a fairly narrowly defined

area. He was a member of the Royal Statistical Society, and frequently

scanned this society's journal: he also scanned econometric journals,

Central Statistical Office Newsletter, and Financial Times. He

specifically mentioned that retrospective searching was of little

value because his area was a fairly recent development and he was

confident that he knew most of the relevant material in it. The

material from the questionnaire suggested that this researcher was

typical of researchers in statistics. However, one or two interesting

points emerged from the interview - and ones that would be difficult to

obtain from a questionnaire. The interviewee mentioned that he had a

nagging feeling that important work was going on in engineering,

electrical engineering, and systems control, that would be of use and

interest, both from conceptual and methodological Points of view. He

did very little about this feeling, and certainly never made a

systematic search using bibliographical resources to satisfy his felt

information need. .This researcher was not.really. satisfied with the

amount of information that he had about government statistical publi-

cations. He mentioned-that a guide to government statistical publications

(he was unaware of existing guides) would be useful because one could then

be sure that important and useful material was not missed. This particular

statistician obviously had enough information to satisfy. him for most

of the-time; and it would be very difficult to say whether or not he

would be performing his functions more efficiently if he had more.

Nearly every person interviewed spontaneously mentioned the use of

bibliographies contained in books and periodical articles. Although

interviewees sometimes mentioned abstracting and indexing journals or

browsing along library shelves as methods of obtaining referencea for



their research, they were often hard-pressed to give specific examples

of any specialist bibliographies or bibliographical services used. The

method most favoured for obtaining references was to take some of the

citations in reading matter and follow them up, obtain new material,

and go over the same process again. Good coverage of a given field

cannot be guaranteed by this method and a biased selection of material

may result, especially where the field is very large. The purpose of

obtaining a representative sample is to ensure that some whole

subsection of a research field and its literature is not overlooked.

It Is not a question of researchers requiring a representative sample

of relevant literature for its own sake, but of ensuring that, over a

fairly long period of time, really important research does not pass

them by. Where the research field is tightly-knit, the question of

representative saimplels -md references hardly occurs, yet there are many

arem,s in the soctlal scisnces where mny one Lndividual could not

possibly assimilate, or even make note of, all relevant materiaa, and

it is here that represntative selections are important.

Another example from the interviews illustrates the difficUlty of

providing social scientists with information services and bibliographical

tools. One of the interviewees was a.psychologist researching into the

movement of the human eye during searching. He had been working in the

area for the past ten years. He was a typical researcher in that he

made moderate use of an abstracting journal and scanned half a dozen or

so primary journals in psychology, including a fairly specialist one in

his field - Psychophysiology. He had a number of informal contacts,

which he rated highly. He mentioned that the number of publications

directly relevant to his research was relatively small,.and he was not

therefore overwhelmed by published material although the amount of

material that had to be scanned in on7der to produce one or two relevant

references was great. This interviewee had been identified from the

questionnaire as a possible follow-up, and as a result the interviewer

had been able to familiarize himself with the area in which the

researcher was working. It was found that the researcher did not know

of two references that looked relevant to his research (a review of

research on eye movements in Perceptual and Motor Skills, and an issue

of the Annals of the New York-Academy of Sciences devoted to various
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articles on bioelectrodes). The interviewee was very interested to

learn of these and made a note of them. At the time of the interview

they had been in print for some ten months and traceable through the

secondary sources for between six and nine months.

Conclusions. The picture obtained from the analyses of the

questionnaire data is'similar to the impressions gained from the

interviews. The information-seeking behaviour of social scientists

very often seems inadequate, unsystematic, and amateurish. It ts not

the place here to attempt an exy -,Ption of the infrequent use of formal

methods of locating references in the-s sTicial sciences; but it should be

pointed out that the emphasis whica-earch*.zTs place upon reEerenaes

contained in books and articles is m. vy law level form of b-Lblio-

graphical control9and in some cases7ma,y---well_ =esult in the researdher

remaining ignorant of large areas or keIsmwledgmipotentially relevant to

his research.

It is doubtful if the informatimm-aeekig behaviour of social

science researchers is influenced emobtirely by the nature of social sci-

ence research, or the motivation and training of researchers: the formal

system may play a large part. Biblkographic tools, for example, could

perhaps be made more attractive to use, the subjective "payoff" for users

could be increased, and the coverage of the primary literature could be

improved and in some cases perhaps made more specific. A comprehensive

quantitative description of the social science literature is not available.

However, while the tools which the social science researcher has at his

disposal may be inadequate, the fact remains that social scientists could,

by the use of existing services, cover a good deal more of the references

than they do. Where services are very bad (for example, difficult to

obtain, time consuming to use, or unpleasant or difficult to use) the

practitioner can make a good case forignoring them, even if the knowledge

which he himself regards as desirable suffers as a consequence; but the

researcher can make no such case.

Changes in the formal information system (for example,

raticmalisation of abstracting tools) are certainly required, although

this alone would perhaps have litt.Le effect upon the information-

seeking activkaties of social scientitsts. In science modifications in
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information services and bibliographical tools have gone only a small

way to modifying researchers' information-seeking activities. It would,

in any case, be foolish to proliferate information systems without a

fair probability that they would be used, and used in a manner that

would provide the researcher with more relevant information than he has

at present. Perhaps future research should look at the motivation of

researchers, and at fundamental questions about the nature of social

science research and its literature.

As regards the informal system, little can be Tsaid. It was

apparent time and time again, however, that library --ztaff were not often

consulted by the majority of respondents - in spiteo.3f the fact that

they are usually the very people who could help to aolve the usual

information problem. There may be many reasons for this, not least the

size and anonymity of many university libraries, and the fact that many

academics feel that only a fellow specialist can understand their

specialisms well enough to be of use. Two comments made in response to

the questionnaire may shed some light on this apparent disregard of

librarians:

We need a more determined 'public-relations' outlook
by librarians, so that their particular skills should be more
widely known.

Librarians are friendly and helpful but busy I feel
obliged to bother them as little as possible. They are
So far behind in their routine work ... The profession
needs restructuring to release experienced librarians from
clerical tasks.

3.2.7 Use of personal files (Question number 23)

The majority of respondents (88 per cent) used some form of per-

sonal file. The most popular method was to write,references on blank

index-cards and to file them by author or subject - 58 per cent used

this method. 12 per cent used handwritten sheets. Less than 2 per

cent used coordinate indexing. Differences in use of files between age

groups were small (see Table 91). The use of files was .reaated to

status of researcher. There was a tendency for junior (and accordingly

younger) rather than more senior researchers to keep files: 18 per

cent of professors did not keep a file, while only 8 per cent of the
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junior group did not keep one. Differences between environments were

also slight; 21 per cent of those in government and industry did not

state what sort of file they used, but merely said they kept one.

3.2.8 Use of photocopies (Question number 22)

Respondents were asked if they made photocopies of papers, tables,

or articles of interest to their :current research, and to indicte:- the

frequencr with which they did so

Only 13 per cent of respondents said that they rarely or newer had

photocopies made, 39 per cent did:so frequently, and 47 per cent ciccasion-

ally. There was a significant relationship between the use of photo-

copies and age (Table 88) ; younger respondents were much more likely

to take photocopies than older respondents (Table 88). Photocopies

were not taken more often at the new universities than at the established

universities. Considering the inadequate back runs of journals often

found in new university libraries (interviewees in the new universities

invariably mentioned this as a prOblem) this finding is a little sur-

prising. Social scientists in government departments were more likely

to have photocopies taken than were researchers in other environments: 70

per cent did so frequently, and only 3 per cent did so rarely. College

of education lecturers had photocopies taken infrequently.

The data gained from interviews gave a possible explanation why

goVernment social scientists were more likely than other social scien-

tists to take photocopies. Library and information systems in.govern-

ment departments were seen to be very efficient, and whiile researchers

in government departments did not always have the same ease of physical

access to their libraries as did researchers in universities, they were

usually able, as a matter of routine, to obtain photocopies of those

articles judged to be relevant. They often picked up :references after

scanning weekly listings of articles or circulated contents paPres of

journals. In fact, social scientists in government departmenzs were

encouraged to make use of photocopies of articles and rarely had to

account for the cost. In contrast, many university researchers com-

plained that they either had to pay for photocopies themselves, or that
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depairtment ireetricted the number that could be made.

3.2.9 Use of t.-117.1iographical tools (Question 25)

Abstracting and indexing periodicals are the major --bliographical

tools, and they play a major part in bibliographical cort.rol. These

secondary tools, taken together with the primary literal..-un-e which they

control, constitute a large part of the f'Drmal communicat-on system in

the social sciences. Their use and desicm are there:fore a matter of

great importance for future planning. In the presemt l'eestigation

the use made of these tools, user reactions to them, and !iuggestions

for improvements, were studied with the intention of pieng ups clues

about the function they have in bibliographic controil.

Nearly every social science researcher used at least one abotract-

ing or indexing journal. The majority used only one (35 '13,ar cent),

16 per cent ured two, 11 per cent used three, and 1 per cl-nt used as

many as seven. During coding, and also during interview!: it became

clear that some social scientists did not know What an abtracting or

indexing journal was. This finding was a little confusing at first,

because nearly every respondent to the questionnaire used at least one

secondary tool. It must be concluded that a few researchers who were

making use of such tools, were unaware that the tools could be so categorized.

The total number of abstracting and kndexing journals used was

largely unrelated to age, environment, status, length of _experience in

research, etc. and therefore these data are not reported. There was

one notable exception. College of education lecturers were more

likely than other respondents to use only one secondary journal; 84

per cent of them did so compared with 65 per cent of the whole sample.

College of education.users mentioned British Education Index and Socio-

logy of Education Abstracts more often than' any other secondary tool.

A wide range of other secondary journals were mentioned by college of

education lecturers, but none of them very frequently. This finding

provides further evidence to show that college of education lecturers

have very different information requirements, although at a superficial

level their knowledge of.the formal system is very similar to that of

the university researcher.

-87
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The type of information used in reseamn was largely unrelated to

the number of abstracting an i. indexing journals consulted Thus,

respondents who made frequent use of historical material used, on

average, the same number of secondary sources as those who made fre-

quent use of statistical, conceptual, and methodological types of

information. Respondents who did not use statistical, methodological

or conceptual materials were more likely to use only one secondary tool than

those who did make use of these materials. 65 per cent of the whole

sample used only one secondary journal, whereas 75 per cent of those who did

not use statistical material, 800 per cent of those who did not use method-

ological, and 86 per cent of those who did not use conceptual material,

used only one secondary journal. This pattern became very familiar

during the analyses: respondents who made little or no use of one part

of the formal or informal information systems were less likely to inter-

act with any other part of these systems.

Use of specific abstracting and indexing services. No list of

abstracting and indexing journals was given in the questionnaire, but

respondents were asked to recall the names of journals used. It was

hoped in this way to produce a more reliable result, and also to dist-

inguish genuine secondary tools from other journals mentioned --as

stated above, some respondents had a hazy view of what an abstracting

or indexing journal was. Some respondents may have used tools they

could not remember the names of, but this may be cancelled out by some

who remembered names but had never actually used them. During coding

a number of the more important social science secondary tools were given

their own code: and the rest were put into a single category.

Aslib Index to Theses 25 respondents mentioned this tool.
The heaviest users came from colleges of technology, schools,

and the new universities. The highest proportion of users
(29 per cent) were researchers in education.

British Education Index This was referred to by 29 re-
spondents. The highest proportion of users came from red-
brick universities and colleges of education. 82 per cent
of the users were researchers in education. This is-one of
the two major bibliographical tools in education and its low
rate of use ts rather surprising, only 10 per cent of researchers
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in education mentioning it.

Current Sociology 17 respondents mentioned this journal;
12 were sociologists, and 3 political scientists. While it
is not an abstracting or indexing journal (a fact which may
haxpe resulted in an artificially low number of mentions) it
was decided to code it simply because it received a fair
nuMber of mentions, and because it contains review articles.

Dissertation Abstracts 23 respondents used Dissertation
Abstracts. Educationalists (33 per cent) and political
scientists (21 per cent) were the heaviest users.

Economic Abstracts This was little used. Only 18 respond-
ents used it and the majority of these were economists or econ-
omic historians.

Education Index Like its British counterpart, the Education
Index was little used; only 21 respondents used it, all of
whom were educationalists of one kind or another.

Geographical Abstracts was fairly heavily used when com-
pared with most other services. 55 respondents used it.
49 of the 55 users were geographers. This represents
about half of the geographers that responded.

Index to Economic Journals This, like Economic Abstracts,
was little used, only 35 respondents consulting it, nearly
all of whom were economists. But again, as this is not really
an abstracting or indexing journal, the figure of 35 users may
be artificially low.

International Bibliography of the Social Sciences None of
the sections in this series was used very much. 5 respond-
ents used the anthropology section, 10 used the economics
section, 11 the political science .stion, and 9 the sociol-
ogy section; this did not surprise us, as it is hopelessly
out-of-date.

International Political ScienceAbstracts 15 users consulted
this, and 14 of them were political scientists.

Journal of Economic Abstracts This was the most used of
the major bibliographical aids in economics. 61 respondents
used it. The majority of users (87 per cent) were econo-
mists.

Psychological Abstracts 75 per cent of respondents with a
primary research interest in psychology used Psychological
Abstracts: 21 educational psychologists and 12 sociologists
also used this journal. There was a total of 133 users,
the highest number of mentions for any service.

Index to Current Periodicals received by the Library of the Royal
Anthropological Institute No one used this service, in spite
of the fact that 26 respondents were researching primarily in
anthropology, and a further 7 were working in fields related to
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anthropology.

Science Citation Index 7 respondents used this service;
6 were psychologists. It is probable that this service
would have been used more heavily, especially amongst
psychologists, had it been more widely available in

British universities.

Social Science and Humanities Index This was used by 22
respondents. The largest group of users (8) were political
scientists.

Sociological Abstracts 107 respondents consulted this
journal; 5 respondents found difficulties with it, and 3
said that they would use it were it available locally; 4

of the users did not have access to a copy locally. Just

over half the users were sociologists; another third were
working either in educational sociology, social psychology,
or political sociology. But the service was not used as
much as it could be: 173 respondents were working in socio-
logy, and a further 199 in fields related to sociology, so
that of the respondents who might be expected to use the
service, only a third did so.

Sociology of Education Abstracts 25 respondents used this
service. 20 of them were working in sociology of education,
and these represented half of the respondents who were work-
ing either as sociologists with an interest in education or
educationalists with an interest in sociology. SEA was
used rather more heavily by its potential users than was
Sociological Abstracts by its potential users. Sociology
of education is still a relatively small field, and SEA
is a comparatively recent service, so that a high number of
references to SEA at the time when the questionnaire was
circulated was not to be expected.

It is apparent from these figures that the major abstracting and

indexing services were not being used by anything like their total

potential clientele. The following tabular summary is an attempt to

indicate the proportion of potential users of each service who actually

said that they used it. This table provides only rough-and-ready

estimates for each service, and should be treated with caution; the

potential market (except in the case of Sociology of Education Abstracts)

is based on the number of respondents with a primary or secondary

research interest in the appropriate discipline. In the case of

Sociology of Education Abstracts all respondents with a primary interest

in sociology and a secondary interest in education as well as respond-

ents with a primary interest in education and a secondary interest in

sociology were included in the first column of the following table.

9 0
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ACTUAL USE1 AS A PERCENTAGE OF POTENTML USE

OF SECONDARY TOOLS

Service No. of actual
users

No. of potential
users

Actual use as a 70
of potential use

Aslib Index 25 ? -

Brit. Educ. Index 29 243 12

Current Sociology 17 408 4

Dissertation Abs. 23 ? -

Economic Abs. 18 348 5

Education Index 21 243 9

Geographical Abs. 55 103 53

Index to Econ. Jnls. 35 348 10

IBSS (Anth) 5 33 15

IBSS (Econ) 10 348 3

IBSS (P01) 11 186 6

IBSS (Soc) 9 408 2

Int. Pol. Sc. Abs. 15 186 8

J. Econ. Abs. 61 348 18

Psychological Abs. 133 225 59

Science Citation Index 7 ? -

Social Science & 22 ? -
Humanities Index

Sociological Abs. 107 408 26

Sociology of Educ. Abs. 25 40 63

1
Some users of several tools may be outside the disciplines most immedi-

ately concerned (e.g. 5 users of British Education Index were not researchers
in education) and this will inflate the percentages in the final column.

It is noted that Geographical Abstracts and Psychological Abstracts

both attracted about half their potential readership. The figures

were even higher if only primary research interest was taken into account:

55 per cent of those with a primary interest in geography, and 75 per

cent of those with a primary interest in psychology used the two services

respectively. Sociological Abstracts, on the other hand, was mentioned

by only a quarter of its potential readership. In the short time since

it was first published Sociology of Education Abstracts has built up a

respectable following. SEA does seem to be filling a real need.



Value of abstracts and titles in assessing relevance (Question 26).

Respondents were asked to assess the value of abstracts as opposed to simple

author-and-title entries when assessing the relevance of references

for research: respondents could indicate that abstracts were about

as satisfactory as author-and-title entries, rather more satisfactory,

or much more satisfactory. This question aimed only at subjective

impressions; the only scientific way to judge relative value of titles

as opposed to abstracts is by a separate set of controlled experiments,

and this would have been outside the scope of the Investigation; but

the _Act that answers to the question are subjective does not invalidate

our approach. Given that very few respondents have had any training in

the use of bibliographical tools, their approach to them (as is evident

throughout this study) is in itself unsystematic and impressionistic;

the subjective feeling of difficulty or ease of use invoked by a specific

tool may have a considerable effect on the user, even though his opinion

might be changed by training and experience.

One hundred and forty-six respondents (9 per cent) indicated that

abstracts and titles were of roughly equal value, 40 per cent found

abstracts rather better, and 41 per cent found them considerably better.

7 respondents wrote Anto the questionnaire (no category was provided

tor this response) that abstracts were worse than titles, though.it is

hard to see how this is possible_

Responses to this question were tabulated against age, -status and

length of experience, but no-Significant relationships were indicated

when chi-square tests were applied. Tabulations against frequency

of Use of different types.,,of Anformation,and against judged importance

of information'types'also yielded 'negative results,-with one exception:

respondents who-used abstraCts and indexes heavily tended to value

abstracts higher than titles in'asseSsing relevance. Fifty per cent

of those respondents who rated abstracting and indexing journals as

very useful for locating references, regarded 'abstracts as being

considerably better than titles in assessing relevance, whereas only

29 per cent of those who did not use abstracting and indexing journals

for locating references made the same judgement.
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There were few disciplinary differences relating to the judged

usefulness of abstracts as opposed to title entries. Only anthropology

and psychology departed from the average pattern (Table 104) . Many

more researchers in psychology than in any other discipline found abstr-

acts to be considerably better than author/title entries when assessing

relevance of an article. It has already been noted that psychologists

made more use of abstracting and indexing journals than researchers in

other fields. Psychology is probably better served with abstracting

journals than the other social sciences, and it may be that the rele-

vance of references and articles required by psychologists can be

assessed through the use of abstracts much more easily than can the

material used by other social scientists. The data suggest, for

example, that researchers in anthropology found abstracts much less

useful in assessing relevance than did other social scientists (too much

weight cannot be given to this finding because only 17 researchers in

anthropology answered this question).

Taken across all respondents, the relationship between judgements

of abstracts as being of equal value, rather better, or

better than author/title entries in assessing relevance

1:2:2.. When these judgements were broken down against

research there were one or two

was experimental or

considerably

was in the ratio

the type of

differences (Table 105). Where research

methodological, researchers were more likely to rate

abstracts higher than titles when assessing relevance; and where

research was historical, respondents were much less likely than average

to judge abstracts considerably better than titles.

Searching abstracts and indexes for subject entries (Question 27).

Respondents were asked if they had difficulty in locating subject entries

related to their research when using abstracting and indexing journals; and,

where difficulties occurred, to indicate whether they were due to the

problem of putting into convenient terms the subjects or concepts in

which they were interested; or to the difficulty in finding the terms

the indexer had used for these subjects or concepts; or both.

Forty-nine per cent of respondents experienced no difficulty of

this nature; 12 per cent found difficulty in putting subjects or con-

cepts into appropriate terms for entry into listing indexes, 22 per cent had

difficulty with the terminology used in indexing and abstracting journals.
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and 17 per cent experiences both these difficulties (Table 108). This

confirms the view that the social sciences present considerable problems

of terminology in the design of secondary tools.

When the answers to this question were tabulated against the

methods for locating references, there was a relationship between use-

fulness of different methods of locating references and problems

associated with the use of index entries in abstracting and indexing

journals. Respondents who found consulting experts or authorities,

discussions or correspondence with persons outside their own institution,

or consultations with librarians (i.e. a heavy use of informal channels

for locating references) useful for locating references tended to find

more problems in using index entries in abstracting and indexing journals

than those repondents who did not find these methods. useful. Nearly all

of thts group said that their problem was one of putting into approp-

riate terms the subjects or concepts in which they were interested

(Table 108).

It has already been said that there were differences between

disciplines in the number of problems experienced in using index

entries: more respondents in sociology than in any other discipline

stated that they experienced difficulty in locating subject entries

when using abstracting and indexing journals.

Irrespective of subject of research, more difficulties were experi-

enced by full-time researchers than by respondents who combined research

with teaching (Tables 108 and 109).

Difficulties in the use of abstracts and indexes. Respondents

were asked to state any difficulties they had experienced in the use of

abstracting or indexing services. There were only 55 replies to this

question, which means that very few generalisations can be made. The

two most common problems were interconnected: complaints about the

quality, and sometimes absence, of indexes in abstracting journals; and

complaints that the layout of abstracting and indexing journals was

poor.

An accurate assessment of difficulty of use presents great pro-

blems: people tend to use what they have, and to be unaware of its

9 ei
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deficiencies in the sense that they do not have a clear view of what

alternatives are posstble. Subjective impressions, such as were asked

for, can therefore only give a rough indication of likely difficulties

as seen by respondents - the real difficulties may lie much deeper.

Library catalogues and printed bibliographies (Question 30a).

Respondents were asked to name library catalogues and printed biblio-

graphies they had used in the course of their current research; and

to give an approximate indication of how many bibliographies they had

used where they could not recall the title. In coding these answers

a distinction was observed between local library catalogues (ones that

the researcher had to consult at the library concerned) and printed

catalogues such as those of the British Museum or the Library of

Congress, which are fairly widely available. It was felt that the

latter might emerge as an important research tool in many instances.

Of the 899 respondents who answered this question, 39 per cent

did not use catalogues or bibliographies at all for their research.

The majority of respondents who did use them consulted between 1 and

4. A small group of respondents, 5 per cent, relied heavily upon

catalogues and bibliographies, using 10 or more (Table 111).

The types of catalogues and bibliographies mentioned by respond-

ents are shown in detail in Table 112. Sixty-nine per cent of the

547 respondents who gave an affirmative answer to the nuestion specifi-

cally mentioned local catalogues. Special bibliographies relating

to a particular discipline, or field of study within a discipline,were

used by 41 per cent of respondents (Table 112) , and these were more

likely to be consulted in groups rather than singly. General biblio-

graphies (including bibliographies containing material largely outside

a researcher's primary research interest) were used infrequently.

As was expected, respondents who rated catalogues and biblio-

graphies highly as a means of locating references for research made

more use of them than respondents who rated them lowly (Tables 113 and

114) . Respondents who used two or more catalogues found them more

useful than those who used only one. The relationship between judged

usefulness of bibliographies and frequency of use was not at all clear:
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the number of users in this tabulation_vwas small, hut the trend was:

similar, and this was especially the c:ase with those who used more than

one bibliography.

From the three-way tables there was some evidence that researchers

whose interests spread across a number of disciplines used more biblio-

graphies and catalogues than researchers whose interests were confined

to a single discipline (Table 115). Those whose primary and secondary

research interests were in economics were less likely to use these

bibliographical tools than geographers, sociologists, and economic

historians. For example, 55 per cent of respondents with primary and

secondary interests in economics made no use of these bibliographical

tools,as opposed to 32 per cent of geographers and 7 per cent of

economic historians. A similar situation was found when other disci-

plines were related. Respondents with ::ai primary research interest

in education and a secondary research irtest in pychology mere more

likely to make use of these bibliogramal tools, and use more of

them, than were mainstream psychologislts'.: .PsycholgAsts did not use library,

catalogues and printed biblLographies areor.e often tthan other social sci-

entists. This contrasts w±:th: their mip=trtErequen-t than average use of

abstracting journals. Psychologists viirt.th a secondary research interest

in education were no more likely to malco' use of library catalogues and

printed bibliographies than researchers with a primary interest in education.

Psychologists with a secondary research interest in sociology made less

use of library catalogues and printed bibliographies than did researchers

with primary and secondary research interests in sociology.. In fact,

the observed difference in the.useot these bibliographical tools

between researchers whose research interests were limited to a single

discipline,and those with cross-disciplinary interests:was not true

for sociology as a

gists made greater

gists, researchers

and statisticians

Economists proved

research interest

secondary research interest. Mainstream sociolo-

use of these bibliographical tools than anthropolo-

in education, political scientists, psychologists,

giving sociology as a secondary research interest.

to be the exception: those that had a secondary

in sociology were just as likely to use these biblio-

graphical tools as were sociologists with a single research interest.
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Researchers with a secondary research interest in history were

much more likely to use library catalogues and printed bibliographies

than researchers with a secondary research interest in any other disci-

pline. These researchers have already been identified as economic or

social historians. There were 24 respondents who had a primary re-

search interest in economics and a secondary research interest in

history, and of these only 17 per cent said that they never used library

catalogues and printed bibliographies. There were 14 respondents with

a primary research interest in sociology and a seconday research inter-

est in history; 7 per cent of this group did not use these biblio-

graphical tools.

Some respondents suggested that more cross-dtsciplinary biblio-

graphies were needed; and there were complaints about the amount of

detail in library catalogues. In additiom to the question an use of

catalogues and bibliographies, respondents mere also asked about the

usefulness and limitations of these tdols. About half of those who

answered this question found the arrangement and comprehensiveness of

bibliographies and catalogues satisfactory; and only about one fifth

found them poor in either respect k(Tables_126 and 117). A-number of

respondents said that they were not detalleld enough; there were a

number of general criticisms. In general, catalogues were criticised

more than bibliographies. About half of the respondents to the ques-

tion were satisfied with the arrangement of catalogues but a third of

the total felt that they were unsatisfactory. Only 4 per cent of the

total thought that there was enough detail in catalogues, and 47 per

cent that there was not enough; 48 per cent had no opinion. There

were a variety of other criticisms: 11 per cent of respondents-said

that catalogues were not sufficiently cross-referenced; 7 per cent

found them difficult when searching for conceptual material; and 7 per

cent said standardization between one library and another was needed.

In conclusion it seems that there is a fairly high degree of dis-

satisfaction with both bibliographies and catalogues, although cata-

logues were criticised more than bibliographies.

9 7
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Potential value of a social science citation index. Respondents

were asked to indicate the usefulness to their research couf a social

science citation index. Over half of the respondents imdicated that

such an index would be very useful, and only 5 per cent indicated that

it would be of no use at all (Table 107). No strong associations

emerged between the answers to this question and other variables.

Answers to this question must be treated cautiously; it is eMceed-

ingiy difficult to describte a citation index to someone *ffoio has never

handled one, and the only way to obtain reliable data onthe value t)f

a social science citation andex would be by practical experiment. The

higta rate of approval for such a service might he exaggerated; experi-

ence shows almost always that people greet any projected service with

enthusiasm, and become less enthusiastic when they are famed with using it.

Comment and conclusinins. Nearly all respondents =lade some use of

at least one. abstracting .journal. AbStracting journals were preferred

tv indexing journals; this agrees with the finding that abstracts were

preferred to titles by SO per cent of respondents for atessing rele-

vance.

Researchers certainly use fewer bibliographical tools than would be

helpful for themiand do not make the systematic and frequent use of

abstracting tools required to ensure good coverage of their topic, and at

the same time to minimise the possibility of missing important material.

The information profession sometimes assumes that researchers want to,

and can, work in a systematic way in dealing with bibliographical

material and that the bibliographical system is about the only system,

or at least the Most important system, for the transfer of information.

In view of the overwhelming evidenne that social scientists do not per-

form in this way, such assumptions (sometimes followed by exhortations)

should be avoided. User education may go a long way to alerting re-

searchers to potentially useful bibliographical tools and ways of using

them; but it is doubtful if it could do more.

The user is handicapped at present by the large number of abstract-

ing services currently available - with a good deal of overlap in some

areas and large gaps in others. In reply to the invitation to suggest

general improvements to the system, one respondent said:

9 8i,



Anything you like, but NOT yet another abstract.

There is a case for rationalisation of bibliographical tools rather

than proliferation.

3.2.10 Use of, and requirements for, monograplas

Number owned by researchers (Question 32). Respondents were asked to

indicateapproximately how many volumes they owned which wevzer directly

related-to their current research. Amswers to this question were Impression-

istic, and: should be treated with caution; I::: is difficult rz'o define

Itrelevance" in this context and a definitionof "volume" vms- Iwt given

in the questionnaire- NevertheLess, the answer probably reoresents

a useful rough estimate of the size of personal collections.

Thirty-seven per cent of respondents owned less than:10 vaidumes,

and just under one third owned over 25 volumes (Table 118)_ abere

was a fairly complex:relationship between the.number of volu mei.s. owned,

age of cowner, length of research experience, and research tiopMilLo.

As expected, older researchers owned more volumes than younger

researchers at least in some disciplines (Table 119). Older re-

spondents researching in economics owned more volumes than younger

ones: for example, 19 per cent of researchers in economics in the 41-

50 age group owned more than 100 volumes, whereas only 4 per cent did

so in the 21-30 age range. However, there was no straightforward re-

lationship between number of volumes owned and age group in economics,

because while.older researchers were more likely to own over 100

volumes than younger researchers, older researchers were just as likely

to own less than 10 volumes as were the younger researchers. About

half of the respondents in economics owned fewer than 10 volumes.

In education the same tendency was not apparent: only 4 per cent

of respondents in education owned 100 or more volumes and the number

owned was unrelated to age. Forty-one per cent of researchers in

education owned less than 10 volumes, 31 per cent owned between 11 and

25, and 20 per cent owned between 26 and 50 volumes.

Researchers in geography were much more likely to own many volumes

than researchers in any of the other disciplines: 22 per cent of
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resIxtondents owned more than 50 volumes and 12 per cent more than 100.

Gadtilr researchers in geography had larger collections than yoTunger

In the case of political science the relationships were not clear-

Twenty-seven per cent of respondents owned less than 10 volumes

and 14 per cent owned more than 100. The other political scientists

ve9re fairay equally distributed across the other categories.

The number of volumes owned by psychologists followed a pattern

stmllar to the one in economics. Forty-five per cent of researchers

ta psychoilogy owned less than 10 volumes and only 6 per cent owned

more than 100. The age of psychologists was largely Unrelated to

Imilmber of volumes owned. In sociology, 67 per cent of respondents

owned less than 25 volumes, and only 7 per cent owned more than 100.

There was no consistent trend with age. Researchers whose subject

-was history owned, on average, more volumes than did other researchers.

Twenty-nine per cent owned fewer than 10 volumes, 26 per cent owned

bt7tween 11 and 25, and 21 per cent owned between 26 and 50. Twelve per

cent owned more than 100.

The number of volumes owned was largely unrelated to environment,

except in the case of researchers in independent research establishments

where 73 per cent of respondents owned fewer than 10 volumes (Table 120).

It is possible that independent research establishments, because of their

relative isolation, maintain a collection of documents that are closely

related to the research of the institution,:are close at hand, and can be

used in individual rooms and taken home, a situation not so common in

many larger research-institutions, including university libraries and

libraries in government departments. Also the specialized, short-term

nature of the research in some independent research establishments'would

tell against the building up of personal collections. Researchers

unattached to an institution owned more volumes connected with their

research than researchers attached to an institution. About one fifth

of the independent researchers owned more than 100 volumes.

There was a slight tendency for researchers who owned less than

10 volumes to make less use of theses and dissertations in obtaining
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Limormation than researchers who owned more than 10 volumes, and they

also less likely to use conferences and colleagues for the transfer

formation.

The differences between respondents who owned less than 10 volumes

:airld those who owned more are small, but they do confirm previous

-a-naliyses in suggesting a relationship between information seeking and

behaviour and personality differences. It would appear from the

in Table 124 that respondents who had the smallest personal

rzva-Aections were less likely than those who had larger collec-

mq to use formal channels for information transfer. Also respond-

,L=si who made use of only one library for their research were less

LThkely than respondents who made use of two or more libraries to use

conference proceedings, collections of readings, and govern-

An-ermt publications; and less likely to.use them frequently,. This

was especially so for theses and dissertations, newspapers, and govern-

ment publications.

Indexes in books (Question 29). Respondents were asked if they had

experienced difficulty or inconvenience in using books because of inade-

quate indexing; and to indicate how indexing standards might be improved.

The data are reported in Table 110.

Forty per cent of respondents had experienced no difficulty: 23

Irzr cent :reported that indexes were often too small to give adequate

:coverage-of the contents, but this was an occasional handicap only for

-a turther 25 per cent of respondents. Fifteen per cent of respondents

mentioned that unsuitable terms and poor layout were problems experi-

enced frequently and 25 per cent said that these were experienced

occasionally.

The suggestions made by the respondents for improving indexes

were not worth analysing in detail: very few respondents answered

11=bil question and there was a good deal of variation between those

that did. The most popular suggestion, made by 122 respondents, was
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for bigger and more comprehensive indexes. Twenty-three respondents

said that indexes would be more useful if they were prepared by pro-

fessional indexers instead of relying uuon authors doing their own

indexing; on the other hand, 24 said that indexes would be far more

useful if authors prepared their own indexes instead of leaving it to

non-speciallst professionals! There was some disagre ,ment about cross-

referencing: 46 respondents wanted to see more cross-referencing, and

5 said that there should be less.

The data suggest that there is an appreciable amount of discontent

about current methods and standards of indexing, but the answers do not

provide clear evidence for remedial action, except insofar as there is

general agreement that in most books the index is too short.

Use of books in conjunction with one another and consecutively

(Question 37), Respondents were about equally divided between using books

in conjunction with one another and consecutively.

There were one or two differences between subject specialists

(Table 149), and especially for geography, psychology and statistics,

where respondents said that they were more likely to use books consecu-

tively rather than in conjunction with one another. Respondents in

anthropology and sociology were more likely than other respondents to

use books in conjunction with one another. This same pattern was

apparent when anthropology was given as a secondary interest (Table

150) . Geography and psychology as secondary interests Were also

associated with a greater than average use of books consecutively.

It le evident from this data that researchers in the "harder"

social sciences were more likely to use books one at a time than

were researchers in the "softer" disciplines. It should be noted

that the relevance of this question was to libraries rather than

books as such, because it involves the issue of open v. closed access, and

provision of microfilms (microfilms can hardly be used in conjunction

with one another).
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3.2.11 Use of libraries

Number used (Question 33). Respondents were asked to list, in order

of usefulness, the libraries that they had used for current research; and

also to indicate whether they had used them for borrowing or consulta-

tion. From this data it was possible, among other things, to derive

the total number of libraries used in research and to relate it to

other variables. The libraries were classified by type (as can be

seen from the relevant table-headings); some of the categories adopted

require amplification.
1

Only 3 per cent of respondents never used a library for research

purposes, 16 per cent used 1 library, 21 per cent 2 libraries, and as

many as 11 per cent of respondents used 6 or more libraries. There was

a significant tendency (Table 126) for older reSearchers to use no libraries

at all. For example, 8 per cent of respondents of age 51 or over did not

use libraries, only 2 per cent of respondents in the 21-30 age group did

not use libraries for research. Research students made more use of

libraries than other researchers, and researchers in full-time research

made greater use of libraries than respondents who combined teaching with

research. Respondents of professorial status tended to use only one or

two libraries, whereas senior lecturers, readers, and lecturers often

used three or four libraries.

1 Coding of libraries:

Own university library: Where a user was registered for a.higher
degree at one institution but worked in another, the latter
was coded as his main library. London College libraries were
coded as university libraries.

Departmental library: Any library in user's own university at
departmental or faculty level.

Local library: Whether non-university libraries were coded under
this heading or under the heading 'fother" depended on the
distance user had to travel.

Special libraries: These included (as far as university repond-
ents were concerned) government libraries and special
institute libraries.

National Lending Library for Science and Technology: This was
only coded if it had been visited by the user.

University of London Senate House Library: Specially coded to
avoid confusion with London College libraries.

10 3
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The same picture was seen in the relationship between the number

of libraries used and number of years' experience in research (Table

127) . Those with a long experience (going back to the 1921--1940

period) often did not use the library at all, and when they did they

were more inclined to use one library only than were those with less

experience. Those with only one or two years' research experience

rarely stated that libraries were not used at all, and they were more

likely to use 3 or even 4 libraries than researchers of long standing.

Respondents from government departments were much more likely to

use only one or two libraries than were respondents from Oxbridge,

who were more likely to use several; four-fifths of respondents from

Oxbridge used three or more libraries. These data are given in Table

128. Between 1 and 13 per cent of respondents from other types of

institution said that they used no libraries at all, and the number of

libraries used by those that did was distributed according to the

average pattern. Non-users of libraries came predominantly from

technological universities.

Some studies have shown a relationship between the distance

between the place of work or residence and the library, and frequency

of library use1
. The fact that respondents from Oxbridge and

government departments (where library facilities are close at hand)

used libraries more often than respondents from other institutions

also points in this direction. Further, government employees are

likely to have close at hand only one library Or library source,

whereas researchers at Oxbridge are likely to have easy access to a

number of libraries. It may not be just a question of distance,.

because the coverage (for example, of recent Material) of many of the

Oxbridge libraries probably makes it necessary to us,a more than one.

The Experimental Information Officer at Bath University has

observed similar behaviour by economists and sociologists, who

explained the infrequency of their visits to the relevant library in

terms of distance (a ten minute walk from their rooms) . More frequent

visits were intended when the collection was moved into the new central

library close by.

1 For example, Kenney (1966)



The relationship between the number of libraries used and subject

of primary research interest is given in Table 129. Researchers in

statistics stood apart from other researchers; and this supports other

findings about researchers in statistics. Nearly half of the

researchers in statistics used only one library, and none of them used

more than three libraries. After the statisticians, psychologists

made the lowest use of libraries. Historians, political
scientists, and geographers tended to use more libraries than average.

Researchers in anthropology, economics, education, and sociology were

all about average in the number of libraries they used. Very few

respondents from any discipline said that they never used a library.

In most disciplines those pursuing full-time research used about

the same number of libraries as those combining research with teaching.

This was not the case in geography and psychology (Table 133). In the

main, geographers used more libraries than did the others, but it was

the full-time researchers in geography who did this, rather than all

geographers. For example, 32 per cent of full-time researchers in

geography used six or more libraries for their research, whereas only

16 per cent of those who combined research with teaching Used this

number. There was a similar pattern in psychology. For example, 23

per cent of respondents with a primary research interest in

psychology used only one library; but those in fuIl-time research were

more likely to use 3 or More libraries than were those who combined

teaching with research. This tendency was not apparent in the case

of researchers in economics, education, political science or sociology

(the numbers involved in the three-way tables for anthropology,

history and statistics were small and were riot therefore included in

Table 133). In fact, in the case of economics, there is a slight

tendency in the reverse direction: those engaged in full-time research

were less likely to make use of more than one library than those who

combined teaching with research. In the case of education and

sociology the full-time researchers used on average the same number of

libraries as those who combined teaching with research. The data for

respondents with a primary interest in political science followed no

clear cut pattern, although there was a tendency for the full-stime

researchers to make use of five (or more) libraries more often than
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those who combined teaching with research.

Data about marginal disciplines are given in Table 130.

Respondents who did not give marginal disciplines relevant their

research were more likely to use only one library than those who

listed marginal disciplines.

The type of information used in research (e.g. historical,

descriptive, statistical, methodological, or conceptual) was largely

unrelated to the number of libraries used (Table 131). There was a

slight tendency for those who used each type of material a good deal

to use more than one library; and for those who did not use any given

type of material very much to use one library only. In Table 132 the

importance of various types of material is tabulated against the

number of libraries used. The number of libraries used was unrlated

to judged importance of descriptive, statistical, methodological,

conceptual materials. Only researchers

important for research were more likely

large number of libraries.

who found historical data

than the rest to make use

and

very

of a

When the number of libraries used was tabulated against the use

of physical forms of material for research, few significant

relationships emerged, at least for the most frequently used forms of

material (e.g. books, periodicals, and research reports). Respondents1

who never used periodicals or books were much more likely to use only

one library or no library at all in their research than were

respondents who used periodicals and books. This was partly the case

with those who made no use of theses and government publications; they

tended to use only one library more often than other researchers.

Conversely, those who made fre4uent use of film material tended to

use either one library or none at all. The numbzIr cif researchers who

used unconventional media for communications (e.g. tape recordings,

video-tape) was very small and a breakdown by number of libraries used

was not attempted.

1 The numbers involved are, of course, very small. Only 11
respondents never used periodicals and only 20 never used monographs.
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The frequency with which the informal channels of communication

(e.g. conferences, colleagues) were used, showed little relationship

to number of libraries used.

Those who judged abstracts and indexes, consultations with experts,

discussions with persons outsid,- their immediate institutions, library

catalogues, librarians, special bibliographies, and references in books

and articles to be of little use in locating references, tended to use

only one library for their research more often than did respondents who

found these bibliographical tools and services to be of some use (Table

134) . Researchers who found discussions with colleagues and searching

the library shelves in their own institutions to be of no value did not

differ in the number of libraries used from those who found these

bibliographical tools and information services of some use.

There was a significant and straightforward relationship between

number of libraries used and the number of volumes owned by

respondents (Table 135). Respondents who owned a large number of

volumes tended to use more libraries than respondents who owned a

smaller number of volumes. It appeared, therefore, that those

researchers who were information-conscious and active in one area were

also active 17? others. It is not so much a question of one or the

other infoz-mation activity, but of many or few.

Personal convenience was an important factor determining use of

libraries. Clients of the Experimental Information Officer at Bath

University 'have stated that deficiencies in library collections'are fact-

ors encouraging personal collections. One client pointed out that there

was a premium on time; and borrowing from the library was marginally

more time consuming than building up a large personal collection.

Usefulness of different types of library. In addition to list--
ing the number of libraries used in research, respondents were also

asked to list, in order of usefulness, types oflibraries used in order

of usefulness. Fifty-six per cent of respondents considered the main

library in their own institution to be the most useful (Table 136).

Other respondents were distributed widely in their choice, across
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departmental libraries, local lending library, British Museum, London

University (Senate House), special and other libraries. Only three

respondents gave the National Lending Library for Science and Technology

as the most useful 1113-rary for their research.

When the library considered to be the most useful was related to

some of the other variables, especially discipline, the preference for

one type of library rather tbln another was seen to be complex.

The relationship between the most useful library and primary re-

search interest is shown in Table 137. Researchers in psychology and

statistics were more likely than other researchers to find the main

library of their institution the most useful. At the other extreme,

only 29 per cent of researchers in history and 44 per cent of those in

political science found the main library the most useful. Researchers in

education
1 and statistics were more likely than others to find departmental

libraries the most useful. Researchers in geography and history were

more likely than other researchers to find local libraries especially

useful for research. In addition to the main libraries in their own

institutions, the most useful libraries for researchers in history were

local libraries and special collections.

There was a relationship between type of library and frequency of

use of types of information (Table 130. Respondents who made little

or no use of historical information were more likely than others to rate

departmental and main libraries as the most useful. Those who made

little or no use of methodological and conceptual material were less

likely than others to rate departmental and main libraries as the most

useful, but more likely to give local libraries and the British Museum

Library as the most useful. On the other hand, researchers who made

very frequent use of historical material were more likely than other

respondents to use local collections and the British Museum Library;

1School of education libraries were coded as "departmental"; obviously
a high proportion of those working in education would express a
preference for their school library, as in many universities books on
education are not stocked in the main university library.
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these data are consistent with those reported in Table 137, where the most

useful library was related to primary research interest. However, the

number of respondents who used local libraries and the British Museum

Libraries was relatively small, and not too much importance should be

attached to these results.

The frequency of use of statistical material was unrelated to the

library judged to be the most important for research.

In summary, it can be seen that researchers in history spread

their net much more widely, and statisticians less widely, than other

social science researchers. This finding received further support

from the data in Table 139, where the type of library rated as most

important was tabulated against judged usefulness of types of .infor-

mation.

The relationship between type of library found most useful for

research and physical forms of material used in research was not

significant and is not, therefore, reported in tabular form. In the

main, neither the type of material used, nor the frequency with which

it was used, was associated with type of library found most useful in

research. Researchers who made little use of books or periodicals in

their research tended to use special libraries more .frequently than

other researchers. It could be thatthis. group of users (because of the

nature of their subject) found most of their research material in un-

published sources and/or reports, and therefore required special

collections and special libraries.

Respondents who judged abstracts/indexes to be most useful for

finding references for their research were more likely than other

researchers to give departmental or main libraries as the most import-

ant library, and less likely to mention special libraries. The same

was true for those who judged consultation With colleagues to be most

useful for locating references for research. Otherwise, the method

used to trace references for research was largely independent of the

type of library found useful (Table 140).
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Adequacy of local book-stock (Question 35). Respondents were asked to

indicate whether the book-stock of the library of their own institution

was sufficient for all, most, some, few, or none of their requirements.

Thirty-three per cent of all respondents reported that local book-

stocks could satisfy most of their requirements, 36 per cent felt that

some of their requirements could be satisfied, but only 4 per cent said

that all of their requirements could be satisfied. Three per cent

reported that local book-stocks satisfied none of their requirements.

Respondents from OxbriOge and government departments were much more

likely to have all of their requirements satisfied by local book-stocks

than were respondents from anywhere else (Table 142) . Respondents

from Scottish universities and independent research establishments were

more likely than other respondents, Oxbridge and government social sci-

entists apart, to have most of their requirements satisfied loc'ally.

The oldest respondents (i.e. 51 and over) were more likely than

others to find that local stocks satisfied all of their requirements

(Table 143).

There was a highly significant relationship (Table 144) between

the adequacy of local bookstocks and the number of libraries used in

research. Respondents who used only one library were more likely to

find that their local book-stock satisfied all or most of their require-

ments than were those who used more than one library. The same ten-

dency was apparent for those who used two, three, four, five, or six

libraries. Logically, it should be the case that respondents who

stated that they never used libraries for their research (only 2 per

cent) should also state that their local stocks satisfied none of

requirements. The fact that respondents who make use of no

libraries for their research are distributed across the vartous ,-.:ate-

gories of adequacy must be attributed to error
1 on the part of

1 The estimation of error in this particular table is fairly easy to
assess, because respondents cannot use no libraries and have all their
requirements satisfied, for example, by their own institution's library.
Errors of response could arise from misreading of the question, a fail-

ure to understc.nd the question, or a correct understanding of the questior
followed by answers placed in the wrong posi.tion in the spaces provided
in the questionnaire.

110
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respondents in answering this question.

Respondents who made frequent use of historic-al and descriptive

mtI:terial were less likely to have their requirements satisfied J.:7ally

than were those who made little Or no use of this material (Table 145).

On the other hand, heavy users of methodologic.itl and conceptual material

were more likely than light users or non-users to have most of their
requirements satisfied locally. No such pattern occurred in the case
of statistical materie.l.

When adequacy of local book-stocks was related to importance of

different types of information (Table 146), a slightly different picture
emerged. Those who judged historical data to be very important for

research were less likely to have their information requirements satis-

fied by local book-stocks than respondents who judged historical mater-
ial to be of little importance. For respondents using methodological
and conceptual material there was an opposite tendency; those who
judged these materials to be imp,rtant were more likely t7tan those who

did not to have their information requirements satisfied locally. In
the case of descriptive and statistical material there was little relation-

ship between judged importance and adequacy of local library.

The relationship between the use made of physical forms and satis-

faction of information requirements by local book-stocks is given in
Table 147. There was little indication that the ability of local

libraries to satisfy demands was related to different physical forms or
to the frequency with which they were used. One or two tendencies were
noted. Heavy users of newspapers for research purposes were less

likely than light users to find local book-stocks adequate. 1 This was
also true of heavy users of books, although the tendency was not so
strong. There was an interesting relationship between frequency of use

of colleagues for transfer of information and adequacy of local book-
stocks. Those who found discussions with colleagues in their own insti-
tution to be of value were less likely to have their information needs

1 This is not an unexpected finding; most heavy users of newspapers
who were interviewed used either local newspaper offices or the British
Museum newspaper section at Colindale.

11
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satisfied by local book-stocks than were respondents who infrequently

communicated with local colleagues. But the opposite was the case when

frequency of contact with persons in other institutions was related to

adequacy of local book-stocks; those who made no use of this communi-

cation channel were more likely than those who did to judge local book-

stocks adequate. This was one of the few instances in which there was a

clear difference between colleagues in own institution and persons in

other institutions. Perhaps the value of a person in another establish-

ment lies partly in his knowlcidge of what his own library has to offer.

A researcher who found most of his research material locally would not

need this type of external contact.

Extent of interlibrary borrowing (Question 34). Respondents were

asked about the percentage of books and periodicals that had to be borrowed

from libraries other biaan the library in their own institution. Twenty-two

per

per

cent

cent

of repondents made

borrowed

they required for

no borrowings (Table 148). Thirty-eight

between 1 and 10 per cent of the books and periodicals

research. Only 4 per cent of respondents had to borrow

more than 90 per cent of materials required.

and periodicals

the adequacy of

borrowed from other libraries

local book-stocks, there was,

expected, an inverse relationship between the

When the proportion of

was tabulated against

as would be

two variables. Very

books

heavy external borrowers (those who borrowed 90 per cent of their mater-

ials) accounted for only 4 per cent of all respondents, but 29 per cent

stated thr.; local book-stocks met none of their needs.

3.2.12 Requirements for older published material:, (Question 38)

Respondents were asked to indicate the age of books and periodicals

they required for their research. Ninety per cent of respondents made

some use material published before 1945, and as many as 6 per cent of

the sample made use of material published before 1800 (Table 151).

Researchers in economics, and to a lesser extent in

education, were much less likely to use material published before 1945

than were other users (Table 151) . Nearly all researchers in anthro-

pology and geography, and all those in history, made use of material

published before 1945. The few researchers tn statistics who were
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included in the analyses required material going back as far as the

1851-1900 period. Twenty-five per cent of psychologists required

material published in the 1919-1930 period, and 14 per cent required

material from the 1901-1918 period, but requirements for material pre-

dating 1900 fell off appreciably: this was also the case with economics

and statistics. Researchers in anthropology, geography, and history

required rraterial published between 1801-1850, and also before 1800.

The requirements of researchers in anthropology and history, especially

for older material, could be predicted, but the requirements of geo-

graphers-for material up to 170 years old was unexpected.

When age of material required was related to type of renearch, it

was apparent that researchex's in methodological, clinical, experimental

fields, and applied fields made less than average use of material pub-

lished before 1945 (Table 152), and some interesting relationships

emerged wt,en these variables were further broken down by primary research

interest (Tables 153-159). The majority of research was experimental,

especially so in the case of education where 165 of the 258 respondents

with a primary interest in education were in the experimental field,

and in psychology where 203 of the 22:: psychologists were in the experi-

mental field. In economics respondents were distributed across most of

the categories of research: quite a few economists, for example, were

working in mathematical, statistical, or financial fields.

In the case of experimental research there was a fairly definite

need, in most disciplines, for older material and especially for material

publtshed between 1919 and 1945. Fifty-five per cent of researchers

with a primary interest in sociology whose research was coded as .experi-

mental required material published between these dates: in psychology

the figure was 65 per cent; politics 53 per cent; geography 51 per cent;

education 58 per cent; economice 53 per cent; and in anthropology 44

per cent.

research was not experimental then it was next mcst likely to be

historical; and nearly all respondents in this field used material

published before 1945.

The most unusual and complex relationship between these three

variables (type of research, age of material, and primary research
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interest) was in the case of researchers in economics. Seventy-four

respondents with a primary interest in economics were in applied research

(very few other social scientists in the sample were in applied research),

and this group was less likely to use material pub]ished before 1945.

than was any other single group. In fact, 39 per cent of the researchers

in applied economics had no use for older material. On the other hand,

researchers in theoretical economics were more likely than any other

group to require material published between 1931-1945. Researchers in

economics whose research was coded as financial were also less likely

than others to require oldem- material. Researchers in economics where

type of research was coded as statistical required older material; for

example, only 13 per cent of these respondents never used pre-1945

material and 26 per cent required material published before 1900.

Nearly all respondents who judged anthropology, economic statistics,

history, literature, philosophy, and arts subjects of marginal relevance

to research required material published before 1945. There was an

appreciable use of material published before 1800, especially by re-

searchers who gave economic statistics, geography, history, literature,

and arts subjects as marginal disciplines. At the other extreme, re-

spondents who cited accountancy and social administration as marginal

disciplines were not nearly so likely to use pre-1945 material.

The relationship between frequenc..i of use of each type of information

and age of material is given in Table 160. Respondents who made heavy

use of historical and descriptive material made more use of material

published before 1945 than did respondents who made little or no use of

historical and descriptive material. The reverse trend was appbrent in

the case of statistical material: heavy users of statistical material

were less likely than light users to make use of material published

before 1945. In the case of methodological and conceptual material

there was little association between frequency of use and the age of

material required. It should be notetl that those respondents

who made no use of older material accoumted for only 10 per cent of

respondents, but they showed a differential use of historical, descriptive

and statistical data.

There was a similar relationship between age of material and judged
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importance of information types (Table 160). Respondents who judged

historical and descriptive material to be very important for their

research were more likely to require older material than respondents

who judged this type of material to be of little importance. The re-

verse trend was again apparent for statistical data: where statistical

data were judg,Tri to be very important there was less demand for the older

material. The same was true for methodological information (Table 161),

where respondents who judged methodological material important were less

likely to make use of the older material than those respondents who

judged it to be of little or no importance. The importance of conceptual

material Was largely unrelated to age of material required.

There was a relationship between number of volumes owned personally

and age of the material required (Table 162) . Researchers who did not

require material published before 1945 were more likely than respondents

whc did to own fewer volumes.

There was no strong relationship between number of volumes that a

researcher had to borrow on interlibrary loan and age of the material

required, with one exception: of those respondents who made no use of

material published before 1945 (23 per cent of respondents fell into this

category) , a much higher proportion than average made no borrowings from

other libraries. Such respondents were perhaps either experimentalists

(who would generate much of their own data, as in experimental psychology)

or theoreticians (who might make use of a small number of books contained

either in their own collections or the libraries of their own institutions)

Also, libraries are usually better off for recent than for older material,

especially newer libraries.

There was no significant relationship between adequacy of local

book-stocks for research and age of material required.

3.2.13 Keeping abreast of new publications (Question 40)

Methods. Respondents were asked to indicate how they kept informed

of current publications in their field(s) of research. On average each

researcher mentioned two sources which he used for current awareness

purposes.



Scanning of abstracting and primary journals
1
was used much more

frequently than any other method for keeping abreast of new publications.

Forty per cent of mentions (some respondents gave more than one method)

were of these two sources. An appreciable number of respondents mentioned

browsing in book shops and scanning book reviews (13 per cent , and use of

personal contacts for keeping abreast of new publications (19 per cent).

Other sources (e.g. printed bibliographies, books, conferences) were

coded, but these sources were very infrequently mentioned (Table 167).

Review articles, communications from professional societies, conferences

and conference proceedings, and printed bibliographies appeared to

serve very few current awareness functions.

A very noticeable feature of these data is the negligible role

played by review articles. This contrasts markedly with.the position

in science where review articles are important and relatively easy to

retrieve. There are an appreciable number of review articles in the

social sciences, although they tend to-be unevenly scattered across

disciplines, and are found in a wide range of primary journals. It is

suspected that social scientists do not use them frequently because they

are either unaware of their existence or find them difficult to retrieve.

There were some noticeable differences between environments with

respect to methods used for current awareness (Table 167). Researchers

from the London colleges were more likely than researchers from else-

where to browse in book shops and scan book reviews. Government social

scientists were much less likely than others to use this source for

current awareness. It is clear that physical access to material will

have a strong influence upon the frequency with which researchers browse.

Obviously researchers in London have facilities unmatched in most of the

country; and researchers in government departments do not spend much of

1Scanning of abstracts found in primary journals was also included in this

category. In retrospect, it would have been preferable to have coded
scanning of abstracting journals and scanning of primary journals separately.
In view of the infrequent use of abstracting (see 3.2.9) it is likely
that the large number of mentions to the scanning of abstracting and primary
journals as a method of keeping abreast of new publications (Table 167) are
really to the scanning of primary journals and not to the scanning of
abstracting journalS.
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their time in places offering facilities for browsing.

Social scientists in government departments were more likely than

others to use abstracting and primary journals for current awareness.

Researchers from London colleges and from the Scottish universities scanned

abstracting and primary journals for current awareness purposes slightly

less than other respondents.

The importance ot personal contacts in the communication of current

information varied considerably from one institution to another. Researchers

at non-university research institutions were particularly active on this

front, and they were followed closely by researchers from Oxbridge. At the

other extreme, respondents from colleges of education made relatively little

use of personal contacts for current awareness.

For respondents from government departments conferences played a

negligible part for keeping abreast of new publications. Researchers from

colleges of education seemed to make a little more use of professional

societies and cnnferences for the communication of current information than

did researche. from other environments, but the difference was not very

great.

In addition to the methods used for current awareness that were

coded, a fairly large number of other methods were mentioned by respond-

ents (no single method was mentioned frequently, and they were all coded

ar; in a single category "other"). Researchers from the technological

and Scottish universities, and from government departments, mentioned

other
It channels of communication more frequerAtly than did researchers

from other environments. This may have been due to a wider scatter of

channels for this group.

The method by which a researcher came to know about current publi-

cations and information was largely unrelated to seniority or status.

Vor eXample, research students were just as likely as professors to use

personal contacts to get to know about current publications (Table 168).



The relationship between subject of research and methods of keeping

informed of current publjcations is given in Tables 169-170- Researchers

in geography, psychology, and statistics were more likely than others to

use abstracts and journals for c,nt awareness. This was perhaps

because geography and psychology are well serv-ad, each by one good

abstracting journal. Researchers in geography and psychology were less

likely than others to use browsing in book shops or scanning book

reviews for current material. Researchers in education also used

abstracting journals as heavily as geographers, but they were as likely

as other respondents to make use of browsing ftq book shops and scanning

took reviews. Researchers in statistics often gained current infor-

mation through conferences and conference proceedings.

Secondary research interests. When secondary research interests

were related to current awareness activities, a rather different picture

emerged. Geography and statistics when given as secondary research

interests were not associated with a greater than average use of abstract-

ing and indexing journals. This was not the case in psychology: re-

spondents with either a primary or a secondary research interest in

psychology made greater than average use of abstracting and indexing

journals. Statistics as a secondary research interest was not associ-

ated with a greater than average use of conferences and conference proceed-

ings - as it was when given as a primary research interest. Psychology

as a secondary research interest was associated with a greater than

average use of conferences amiconference proceedings for current aware-

ness. Perhaps the most interesting relationship between current aware-

ness and secondary research interests was in the case of anthropology,

where respondenta were much more likely than average to gain information

through personal contact, although these were not the ones gained at

conferences, because no researcher with a secondary research interest

in anthropology said that conferences or conference proceedings were of

any use at all for current awareness. Anthropology as a secondary

research interest was associated with a much smaller than average use

of abstracting journals, and a greater than average use of browsing in

book shops, and book reviews.
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As a secondary research interest geography was associated with a

higher than average use of printed bibliographies (in fact this was

about the only instance where printed bibliographies were used to

any appreciable degree), a smaller than average use of book reviews

and browsing in book shops, no use of conferences and conference proceedings,

less than average use of personal contacts, no use of professional associa-

tions or reviews, about average use of abstracting journals and journals,

and an average use of other sources of information.

Further light on the interrelationships between research topic and

method of keeping up to date with the literature is shed by the three-

way tabulations (Tables 171-175). Researchers in economics with a

secondary research interest in history or statistics followed a very

similar pattern in keeping informed of curTent publications to researchers

whose primary and secondary research interests fell within mainstream

economics. Researchers with a primary research interest in education

and a secondary research interest in sociology used similar methods for

keeping informed of current publications to researchers with primary and

secondary research interests in education. Researchers in education

with a secondary research interest in psychology were slightly more likely

than others in c:I.ducation to keep informed of current publications by

scanning abstract1ng journals and journals in their field. This is in

keeping with the higher than avertif:7e use made of bibliographical tools

(especially abstracting journals) by psychologists. The malstream

political scientists used more methods to keep informed of

current publications than those respondents with a primary research

interest in politics and a secondary research interest in sociology:

25 per cent of the former group said that they used methods of keeping

informed which were not coded,as opposed to 16 per cent of the latter

group.

Experimental psychologists made heavy use of abstracts and journals

for keeping Informed of current publications, and this was also the case

with the only other sizable group of researchers in psychology

(i.e. researchers with a primary research interest in psychology and

a secondary.research interest iu sociology). The social psychologists
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were only slightly less likely than the experimental psychologists

to use abstracting journals for current awareness functions.

Respondents with a primary research interest in sociology and a secondary

research interest in education did not differ with respect to this variable

from respondents whose primary and secondary research interest was in

mainstream sociology. This is in agreement with the previous relation-

ship mentioned above, when the researchers with primary and secondary

research interests in education were compared with the researchers in

education with a secondary research interest in sociology. Again, this

seems to reflect the influence that psychology exerts upon the use of

bibliographical tools, because those respondents with a primary research

interest in sociology and a secondary research interest in psychology

were more likely than those researching in sociology alone to use

abstracting journals.

The economic historians used more methods for keeping informed of

current publications that were not coded than did any other group. This

is clearly seen in the case of researchers with a primary research interest

in history and a secondary research interest in economics: 32 per cent

of this small group of 28 respondents used"other" methods for keeping

informed of current publications.

From the interviews the impression was gained that researchers took

less trouble tp find relevant references and to keep up-to-date with

material from disciplines outside their own main field of research.

The material that did come from other disciplines was rarely the result

of systematic searches, and was often picked up rather accidentally in

reading monographs and periodicals. When the data ia Table 176 ;was

compared with that in Table 169, psychology, geography and statistics

were not associated with special patterns of current awareness activity,

as they were when given as subjects of primary research. In fact, when

geography was given as a marginal discipline, researchers were slightly

less likely than average to use abstracting journals and journals for

current awareness, although researchers in geography were very heavy

users of these tools.

Types of information (e.g. hiE cal, descriptva, statistical).

When the methods used for keeping informed f :rretit publications were

re1ated to frequency of use of types of material, few interesting associa-
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tions emerged. Researchers who used statistical information frequently

were less likely to use browsing for keeping informed than respondents

who made little or no use of statistical material. The same pattern was

apparent between frequent and infrequent users of conceptual and methodo-

logical materials. A slight tendency in the opposite direction was

apparent in the case of historical and descriptive materials.

A similar pattern emerged when importance of types of information

was related to method of keeping informed of current publications.

The only noticeable association was with extent ot browsing: those who

regarded statistical, methodological and conceptual material as import-

ant browsed less than those who regarded these types of information as

relatively unimportant.

Frequency of use of physical forms, and methods of locating refer-

ences for research, were both largely unrelated to method of keeping

informee of current publications.

Importance of speed (Question 39). Respondents were asked to

indicate the importance to their current research of knowing about new

material very soon after publication. Eighty-four per cent of re-

spondents said that this was very or moderately important, and only 15

per cent noted that this was not very important.

Respondents from the technological and Scottish universities were

more likely than others to judge speed important. However, the differ-

ences were not statistically significant, and are not therefore reported

in tabular form.

Researchers in anthropology, history and statistics did not demand

to know about material as soon after publication as did other researchers.

When subject specialities were refined a little more by combining

primary and secondary research laterests, some differences within dis-.

ciplines were apparent with respect to demands upon speed. For example,

in the case of economics, 54 per cent of researchers whose primary and

secondary interestslwere in economics said that speed was very import-

ant, whereas only 17 per cent of respondents with a mainstream interest

in economics but a secondary research interest in history said so (33

121
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per cent of this latter group indicated that speed of notification was

not very important at all, Table 164). Researchers whose primary and

secondary research interests were in sociology were more likely to rate

speed as important than researchers wjth a primary research interest in

sociology and a secondary research interest in a subject not recorded

during coding (there were in fact 52 respondents with a primary research

interest in sociology and a secondary research interest in some other

subject falling outside the main social science disciplines).

In some disciplines,respondents who were engaged in full-time

research rated speed less important than respondents who combined

research with teaching. This was so in anthropology, economics,

geography, and politics. In education and sociologyrespondents who

combined teaching with research did not rate currency as highly

as full-time researchers. In psychology there was no difference

between full-time researchers and those who combined teaching with

research (Table 165).

The importance of knowing about new material soon after publication

was unrelated to the frequency with which historical or descriptive

material was used (Table 163). Respondents who made heavy use of

statistical, methodological, and conceptual material were much more

likely than those who made little or no use of these types of infor-

mation to want swift notification of new publications.

There was a slight but persistent tendency for researchers who

made little or no use of any particular method for finding references

to be less demanding in terms of currency of new publications.

The complexity of making relevance judgements about currency of

information services is well illustrated by the experience of the

Experimental Information Officer at Bath. During informal conversa-

tions with clients, including spontaneous comments on the current
awareness services provided,only one, a sociologist,involved more with

teaching than research, mentioned speed when evaluating the servide.

1
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Tolerable delay between publication and abstract (Question 41).

Respondents were asked to indicate the delay that they were normally

prepared to tolerate, ignoring extreme cases. Only 8 per cent of

respondents were not prepared to tolerate a delay of more than one

month. Twenty-nine per cent were prepared to tolerate a delay of one

to three months, 30 per cent could tolerate a three to six months delay,

and 11 per cent were prepared to tolerate a delay of over one year

(Table 177).

Environment.was not an important factor, but it was noted that

the technological universities, and to a lesser exten respondents

from the new universittes, Scottish universities and independent

research institutes would tolerate slightly less delay than respondents

from ot.-r. z3nvironments.

Researchers in anthropology and history were prepal-ed to tolerate

much more delay ti,an researchers in other disciplines (Table 177).

Researchers it these disciplines were followed by those in politics,

sociology, economics, geography, education, and psychology (in ascending

order) in demands for speedy abstracting and indexing. The disciplines

characterised by empirical and experimental methods (i.e. psychology,

geography, education) were those in which speedy abstracting and index-

ing services were most important. There were one or two exceptions.

Although researchers in psychology were the most demanding, only one

per cent of the respondents whose primary interest was in psychology

stated that they would tolerate a delay of less than one month. There

was also a small minority in economics, education, and statistics who

demanded a delay of less than one month.

A similar picture can be seen in the data in Table 178, where

tolerable dels7 was related to secondary research interest. Again,

researchers in psychology and education demanded less delay

than those in other subjects. Researchers with a secondary interest

in history, statistics, and politics, would tolerate delays of one year

and over more often than researchers with socondary interests in other

subjects.
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Researchers in applied research (nearly all these were in applied

economics) were the most demanding with respect to speed of publication

of abstracts. Nineteen per cent of these respondents wanted a delay

of less than one month (Table 179). Researchers using experimental

techniques weie also fairly demanding. Researchers using methodological

and historical material, and to a lesser extent those in theoretical

research, were the least demanding.

Respondents who gave economic history as a marginal discipline were

more likely to tolerate delays of cwer a year than any other researchers.

Respondents who gave biological, scientifiT., and computing subjects as

marginal disciplines were unlikely to tolerate delays exceeding one year.

The type of material required w --at clearly associated with

toler,'.nce of delay in appearance of abstracts. Thilre were two except-

ions: respondents who made very frequent use of statistical material

were slightly less tolerant c:Z. delays than researchers who made little

or no use of statistical material; and the same was true for those

who made heavy use of conceptual material. A very similar pattern

was apparent when importance of information types was related to

acceptai,le delay.

There was little relationship between frequency of use of pYysical

forms and delay tolerated.

There was a slight tendency for respondents engaged in full-tim.:

research, as opposed to those who combined research with teaching, to

be a little more demanding with respect to appearance of material in

abstracting jouraals (Table 180). This tendency was found in the case

of researchers in education, politics, and sociology, but not for re-

searchers with a primary interest in economics, geography, or psychology.

The judged usefulness of methodo used to discover ref.xences

for rk.search was lqrgely unrelated to delay tolerated in appearance

of abstracts (Table 181). There wal*., however, an interesting

polarisation of respondents who found abstracts c,..f little or no use

in discovering references: these respondentc would tolerate either

a very short delay (of less than a month) ow a very Iong delay (twelve

months or more). There was also a sl':.ght tendency for those

who found conzultation with experts, discussion with colleagues,

124.
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searching library shelves, and bibliographies and references

in books and articles to be of no use for finding references to be

polarised across the two extremes: that is, they would tolerate either

delays of less than one month or more than twelve.

Researchers who used many abstracting and indexing journals were

less tolerant of delays than those respondents who used only one

(Table 182) . However, the relationship was not strong. Also, there

was little relationship between the judgements of the relaive value

of an abstract as against author/title entries in assessing relevance

of references for research,and delay tolerted in appearance of abstracts.

Researchers who rated as important speed of getting to know soon

after publication what is being published were less likely than others to

Z:olerate delays of less than one month, whereas those who did not rate

speed very highly would tolerate delays of over twelve months (Table

183) . This relationship was to be expected, and th,& strength of the

relationship gives evidence of the validity of the two ques-k.lons re-

lating to current awareness.

3.2.14 Keeping track of current research in progress (Question 42a) .

Methods used. Respondents were asked whether or not they tried

to keep track of current research in progress relevant to them, and if

so, to explain briefly how they did this. Eleven per cent of -espond-

ents said that they did not attempt to keep track of current

It was possible to code the other answers according to the categories

given in Table 184.

The two pi'incipal methods for keeping track of current research in

progress were on the one hand the informal communication network of

personal contaets,.and on the other, the formal system of scanning

abstracting journals and periodicals. The data in Table 184 give some

indication of the relative importance of these methods. The informal

system, at least w-1.-th respect to current awareness, appeared to be much

more important. On average each respondent mentioned 1.6 metilods for

keeping track of current research. T seven per 'cent of total
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mentions were to the informal system, and only 18 per cent to the formal

system. Registers of current research accounted for 11 per cent of all

mentions, and the rest of the formal methods were accounted for by refer-

ences in books, reviews, SSRC Newaletter, and a number of other sources

not coded (6 per cent).

Environment. When method of keeping informed was related to

environment (Table 184) respondents from Oxbridge and from colleges of

education were the most noticeably different from the general pattern.

Respondents from Oxbridge relied particularly upon the informal network)

and less than other respondents upon scanning abstract journals aad

periodicals. There was also a slight tendency for respondents from

Oxbridge to make no attempt to keep informed, and this finding was backed

up by impressions gained subsequently from interviews. A good tvoftber

of respondents (22 per cent) from collegE's of education reported that

tLey made no attempt to keep informed of current research in progress.

These respondents also participated to a much smaller extent than other

respondents in informal communications.

Researchers from government departments followed closely the pattern

of 1-espnndents from the universities (with the exception of Oxbridge).

Status of respondents. There was no evidence (Table 185) to suggest

that method of keeping track of current research was related to status;

and with one or two exceptions, there was little relationship between

method of keeping track and primary research interest (Table 186).

Research interests. Respondents with a primary research

interest in geography and sociology were slightly more likely to keep

track of current research than were other respondents. Researchers in

anthropology and psychology were less likely to use registers of research

than other respondents. Researchers in statistics made less use than

others of communications through personal contactS. Researchers in

political science, history and statistics were slightly less likely than

other researchers to keep track of current research. Otherwise, the

methodsused for keeping informed about research in progresswere much the

same from one subject to another. There was only a slight relationship

between methods used to keep abreast of current research and secondary
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research interest (Table 187). Researchers with a secondary research

interest in anthropology were much more likely than average to use
informal channels of communication, and researchers with a secondary

L-esearch interest in geography more likely than average to use conferences
and conference proceedings. Anthropology, sociology, and statistics

(as secondary research interests) were associated with a less than average

use ot registers of research for keeping track of information on current
research in progress.

Respondents whose research was theoreticalwEa-e less likely than

researchers with a strong interest in methodological issues to keep
informed of research in progress (Table 188). Research registers were
most useful for trucking down current research when research was
ethodological or historical, and least useful when it was applied,

or statistical. Where recaarch was classified as international or
nomparative, the scanning oi journals and abstracting journals was

not particularly helpful for keeping in touch with current research,
and in this case personal contacts were by far and away the most
frequently mentioned method.

When the main social science sub.:':cts were mentioned as marginal

disciplines, they were associated with the same patterns, as regards

methods of keeping up with research in progress, as when they were men-

tioned as main research topics.

Anthropology as a marginal discipline was associated with a higher

than average use of conferences andconference proceedings for this pur-

pose (Table 189) . Some of the subjects that fell outside the main

social sciences (e.g. philosophy, biology) were associated, as marginal

disciplines, with unusual patterns of keeping informed, alf---,ugh the

number of respondents citing these disciplines was very small. For

example, researchers with marginal interest in social administration

were about the only group of researchers to make an appreciable use of

professional societies for keeping informed of current research. The

experience of Experimental Information Officer confirms this find-

ing. Researchers with a marginal interest in accountancy made comp.Ara-

';ively little use of informal networks of communication, and were the

only group to use SSRC Newsletter to any extent. Respondents with a

interest in literature and philosophy were less likely than

avcorage to make any attempt to keep track of current research in their

metn fields of interest.
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Type of information. In the main,methods used for keeping track

of current research were unrelated to the frequency of use of information

types (Table 190). The use of research registers proved an exception:

researchers who made frequent use of methodological and conceptual

material were less likely than researchers who made no use of these

materials to use a research register for keeping in touch with current

research. There was also a slight tendency for researchers who made

frequent use of descriptive, statistical and methodological materials to

be less inclined to keep track of current research than respondents who

made no use of these materials. This finding is rather unusual, because

respondents making heavy use of any given type of material have in

other analyses tended to be heavy users of all communication channels.

Use of physical forms. The frequency with which physical forms of

information were used was largely unrelated to methods of keeping track

of current research, except in the case where conferences and personal

communications (both in own and other institutions) were used as methods

of keeping track of current research. Respondents who made heavy use

of conferences and contacts with persons (both in their own and in other

institutions) were more likely to keep in touch with current research,
_-

especially by means of personal contacts, than respondents who made no

use of conferences and contacts with colleagues. This was especially

the casewith respondents who made heavy use of persons outside their own

institution. It would seem that researchers who go to the trouble of

establishing and maintaining contacts with persons outside their own

institution are much more active in informal networks of communication

than other respondents; and, perhaps,come to rely upon the informal net-

work more and more. However, the present data give no suggestion that

heavy users of informal networks neglect the formal channels.

Methods used to trace references for research. Although the relation-

ship between usefulness of methods for tracing references for research and

methods used to keep track of current research was slight, there was a

noticeable tendency for researchers who found informal contacts very use-

ful for finding references to be more likely to keep track of current

research than researchers who did not use informal contacts for this

purpose (Table 191) . Also those who found special bibliographies useful

for reference seeking were more likely than those who did not to keep

track of current research.



Special problems. It has been seen in the previous section that

the majority of researchers made some attempt to keep track of research

in progress, and that personal contacts and the scanning of abstracting

journals and periodicals were the two most important methods used. Re-

spondents were also given the chance to outline special problems they

might have experienced in keeping track of research (Table 193) . Just

over one third of respondents answered this question,and the average

number of problems specified by each respondent was 1.3. The question

was open-ended and it was post-coded.

One quarter of all problems were scored in the category "other".

A great variety of problems was mentioned, but no single problem scored

under the category "other" accounted for more than 2 per cent of the

total mentions. The problems that were coded were, in order of fre-

quency of mention: (a) lack of published information; (b) incomplete/

out of date registers; (c) research in other countries difficult to

trace; (d) time involved in tracing research too great; (e) non-

cooperation from other workers (f) the mass of material too great to

work through; (g) no central indexing/abstracting services for research

in progress; (h) physical access to published material difficult; (i)

field of research too small to warrant time spent in tracking down

current research.

There was a good deal of variation from one environment to another

and between researchers of different status in the problems experienced

in keeping track of research. This is in contrast to many of the infor-

mation seeking and gathering activities already considered, where the

factors of environment, status, and even subject of research tended not

to be related to information seeking and gathering activities.

Researchers in government departments and technological universities

mentioned many more problems than researchers in other environments.

Nearly half of the respondents from the government departments (Table 193)

mentioned problems in the "other" category. (It must be noted that there

were only 13 government social scientists who responded to this question.)

Respondents from Oxbridge were much more likely than other respond-

ents to find the amount of available material overwhelming, and therefore

presenting a problem for keeping track of research in progress. Oxbridge

respondents were much more likely than others to be aware of the lack of
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published information about current research, and to complain about the

non-cooperation of other researchers. They were less likely than other

respondents to mention problems of time and the lack of central indexing/

abstracting services for research in progress. Respondents from the

London colleges, redbrick and new universities all followed the average

pattern in their replies to this question. The problems mentioned by

respondents from the technological universities were much more varied,

and more likely to fall into the "other" category. It was noticeable

that no respondent from the technological universities men'tioned the

problem of keeping in touch with research from other countries. Respond-

ents from colleges of education were much more likely than other respond-

ents to note the absence of central indexing/abstracting services for

research in progress and also to mention the problem of time.

Respondents with professorial rank emphasized the size of the

relevant literature, the problem of foreign research and the lack of

time (Table 194) : that is, these respondents were much more likely to

find existing services and materials competing for attention rather than

to find the absence of any particular material or service a problem.

They did, for example, mention incomplete/out-of-date registers of re-

Search much less often than other respondents. Research fellows and

research assistants frequently mentioned the lack of published infor-

mation about research in progress, and research fellows were particularly

concerned about the difficulty of getting to know about foreign research.

Assistant lecturers were much more likely than other respondents to

mention deficiencies in registers of research. Research students were

much more likely than other respondents to mention the lack of cooperation

from other researchers as a barrier to keeping track of current research.

Respondents in geography were more likely tnan other respondents

to mention the volume of available material and research in other coun-

tries as problems. They were less likely to complain about the time

factor.

Researchers in education did not seem to be troubled so often as

other researchers by the lack of published informal:ion about current

research, but they were much more likely than others to mention lack of

time (Table 195) . This may reflect the heavier teaching load of most

of these respondents. Researchers in psychology mentioned less often

than others the lack of registers of research.



A rather different picture was seen in the relationship between

problems found in keeping track of current research and subjects given

as secondary research interests. This was unusual in the analyses.

Usually the same association between a given discipline and other varia-

bles was apparent whether the discipline was given as a primary or

secondary research interest. Researchers with a secondary interest in

geography,and also those with a secondary interest in psychology, men-

tioned (Table 196) many more problems than other researchers (as indi-

cated by the frequency of mentions categorized "other"). Researchers

with a secondary research interest in psychology,and also those wtth a

secondary research interest in sociology were less likely than others to

mention the problem of foreign research. Those with a secondary research

interest in psychology seemed to be less troubled than others by the lack

of published material about current research: this was also the case for

researchers with a secondary interest in history. Respondents with a

secondary research interest in political science frequently mentioned a

lack of cooperation on the part of other researchers and incomplete/out-

of-date registers.

Rescarhe=t-rs involved in theoretical research were more likely than

others to mention the volume of material to be covered as a special

problem, but apart from this group, no strong associations emerged between

type of research and problems met in keeping track of on-going research,

and the dataare not reported in detail.

There was some evidence to suggest a relationship between usefulness

of methods of tracing references and problems associated with keeping track

of current research (Table 197) . But there is no general pattern and too

much reliability cannot be placed upon the results because of the small

numbers in some of the cells. There are one or two interesting relation-

ships,but they should be judged as no more than this. For example,

respondents who found contacts with persons in places other than their

own institution to be very useful in tracing references also mentioned the

problem of keeping track of foreign research in progress much more fre-

quently than did others. Respondents who found bibliographical tools

useful in tracing references were more likely to mention the lack of a

central indexing/abstracting service for tracing research in progress than

were those who did not find bibliographical tools useful. There was some
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evidence to suggest that those who made frequent use of any channel of

communication or who found it useful were more likely than those who did

not do so to have problems in keeping track of research in progress.

Respondents who did not find consultations with experts, colleagues, and

library catalogues, and searching of library shelves to be of any use in

tracing references, also had more problems than those who did in keep-

ing track of current research. Also, those who found consultations

with librarians of use in tracing references were more likely than

average to mention other problems associated with keeping track of

research in progress.

Further comments on current awareness. In addition to the answers

given to specific questions about keeping track of current research,

researehers made a number of comments about the importance of getting to

know of current research.

In science Price (1965), analysing the networks of citations in

research papers, has suggested that each area of research is character-

ized by a "cutting edge" in which papers are tightly knit together, where

there is a good deal of concentration, where the penalties for ignorance

of the relevant current research are great, and where there is much

activity in the way of pre-publication exchanges, and informal communi-

cations through the "invisible college".

If social science research is character d by a "cutting edge"

speed of communication ought to be important

Some respondents mentioned particular p oblems about the organisation

and dissemination of information about currcat research', but there was no

indication that keeping track of current research in progress was of

paramount importance. Some respondents were more concerned about com-

pleteness of coverage than speed of dissemination. Suggestions

included:

Central index of all university research projects.

World-wide current index of research in progress.

An organized flow of multi-language information on current

and recently completed research is desperately needed.
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Central (national or international) indexing service of new
publications of research undertaken.

Other suggestions included document switching centres and data

analysis ceutres. Some of the suggestions were not unlike the character-

istics of the system now being operated by the Americat. Psychological

Association. 1

Central pool of information for the whole country, where current
publications from all over the world are classified and trans-
lated. Abstracts of these should be filed and made available
for a small fee.

Encourage individuals to document and file any results of their
research, especially if it is not published.

Any proposals, summaries, news sheets or progress reports
available in one institution could also be made available to
others.

Centralized filing of information and of research data collected
or about to be collected by research organisations; and the
storage of all such data in central data banks.

There were also suggestions for the development of informal communi-

cations:

University departments could hold monthly informal gatherings to
promote contacts, and crosp fertilisation of ideas.

The problem of unarticulated information needs was touched upon by

some respondents.

If one doesn't find what one is looking for, how is one to know
it exists?

Solutions to this problem would include centL1 indexing services

and registers of research(already mentioned), also publications

giving details of research in progress. The scanning of such material

would help to increase exposure to potentially relevant research.

In operating a current awareness service based on selective dissemin-

ation of information (SDI), the Experimental Information Officer at Bath

1
National Information System for Psychology (NISP)

_13'8



found that clients requested a different treatment for primary research

areas as against marginal discipline interests. In the latter areas,

sifting was done more rigourously, the tendency being to exclude refer-

ences to work which may not be readily accessible,and to emphasize state-

of-the-art material. Even in the areas of primary interest,clients often

stated that the problem was not so much one of knowledge of what has

been and is being published in a given area, but rather that the vast

amount of material, even in fairly specialized fields, makes selectivity

and evaluation a necessity.

Cross-tabulation of replies from. Questions 40 and 42a. Answers to

question 40 "How do you keep informed of what is being currently pub-

lished in your field of research interest?" and question 42a "Do you

try to keep track of current research in progress of relevance to yoU?

If you do, could you explain briefly how?" were cross-tabulated (Table

191). In the coding of the answers to these two open-ended questions

similar categories were used as far as possible. For example, re-

spondents used personal contacts and bibliographies to keep informed of

what was being published in their field of research, and also to keep

track of current research in progress.

The entries in the diagonals in Table 191 are much higher than would be

predict.ad by chance alone. This suggests that methods used for one

purpose tended to be used, more often than not, for the other. For example,

if conferences and conference proceedings were used for keeping informed of

current publications,then this method was also used more often than aver-

age to keep track of current research in progress. The same was the case

for personal contacts, books, etc.

Respondents who made use of bibliographies, conferences and conference

proceedings, and personal contacts to keep informed of current Published

material were more likely than average to keep track of current research

in progress (although it should be noted that the use of bibliographies

and conferences and conference proceedings played a very small part over-

all in keeping researchers informed of current publications) . Personal

contacts were much more important, and were second only to the scanning

of abstracting journals and periodicals in the frequency with\which they

were mentioned for this purpose. Browsing in bookshops and through

book reviews was next in importance, followed by "other" methods (not

134 . ,
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coded separately).

Conclusions. When asked to say how they kept informed of current

publications in their fields of interest, each respondent mentioned on

average two methods. Scanning primary journals and abstracts was by

far the most common method used it accoutLted for 40 per cent of all

mentions followed by personal contacts (which accounted for 19

per cent of mentions) . Other methods were mentioned much less fre-

quently. There was evidence to show that researchers in psychology,

geography, and statistics relied much more heavily on abstracts than did

other respondents. This may be accounted for, at least in part, by the

existence of particularly good abstracting services in these disciplines.

Eighty-nine per cent of respondents made some attempt to keep track

of research in progress. There was no difference between those who did

attempt to keep track and those who did not with respect to the use of

formal channels of communication. However, with respect to informal

communications there was a difference: researchers who attempted to keep

ur to date with on-going research were particularly active in infwmal

communications. It is suspected that informal contacts were found. to

be the easiest way of finding out about on-going research in one's own

field of interest. It is suggested that registers of current research

(where they exist) could be kept up to date and made more widely avail-

able, thereby improving this current awareness aspect of the formal

system; but it is unlikely that the attractions of the informal system for

current awareness could be displaced entirely by any modification or

addition to the formal system.

The majority of social scientists were able to tolerate delays

between publication of primary material and appearance in secondary

sources of between one and twelve months. Only a small minority (8 per

cent) would tolerate lesS than one month's delay, and on the other hand,

another small minority (11 per cent) would tolerate delays of twelve

months or more. This finding should be reated with caution; people

tend to make "reasonable" demands in the light of their own experience

of the problem. It may well be that if abstracting and indexing

services were quicker, users would wonder how they could ever have
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tolerated the delays to which they are at present subjected.

Unequivocal evidence is presented here to show that although

social scientists do use abstracting and indexing journals, they

do not use them very extensively. Further research could fruitfully

be undertaken to assess the value of abstracting journals, as

regards, for example, the coverage of the primary literature, and

the delay between the appearance of primary literature and its

reappearance in abstracting journals.

3.2.15 Capability in foreign languages

The questionnaire contained a section dealing with language

problems. This section included questions about the extent to which

respondents scanned literature in languages they read and about the way

respondents dealt with items they came across which were in a language

they did not read. Also, enquiry was made about choice of original

research subject,and if the choice had been affected by what respondents

believed to be the amount of English language material on the subject.

Further details were requested about the extent to which research had

been restricted or constrained because of language problems.

Languages read (Question 44). It can be seen from Table 198 that

18 per cent of respondents could read no language other than English.

A knowledge of French was claimed by 75 per cent, and 27 per cent could

read German. Only 4 per cent could read any Russian. An additional

Romance language was known by 14 per cent; this was usually Spanish,

Latin or Italian.

Table 199 shows relative capability in dealing with French,

German, and Russian. Only 22 per cent of the respondents could read

both French and German; and these must be regarded as the best

equipped in terms of dealing with the major foreign language publi-

cations in the social sciences. A further 49 per cent could read
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French only. Statistically, respondents could read on average 1.6

foreign languages.

In the discussion which follows, percentages were calculated as

a percentage of total number of respondents in each table.

Age. There was little relationship between languages read and

age, although there was a slight tendency for researchers in the 50-

and-over age group to read more foreign languages than younger re-

searchers.

Qualifications and environment. Respondents with higher qualifi-

cations were more likely to be able to read foreign languages than

respondents with lower qualifications, or with no qualifications (Table

201). Respondents with qualifications in anthropology, political

science, geography, economic statistics, and arts subjects were more

likely to be able to read a foreign language than were other respondents.

Those with a qualification in education were the least likely to be able

to read foreign languages. Respondents from Oxbridgo, the

new universities, and the Erzottish universities were more likely than

others to be able to read a foreign language. College of education

staff were less likely than other groups to read foreign languages.

Respondents with over 30 years'research experience were more likely to

know a foreign language than were other respondents, and they were also

more likely to be able to read Russian than other respondents (Table 203).

Research interests. Researchers working and qualified in anthro-

pology, geography, political science, and history were more likely to

be able to read foreign languages than were researchers in other sub-

jects (Tables 201 and 204). Ability to read German was particularly

common among researchers in anthropology and history. When anthropology,

geography, political science, and history were given as secondary re-

search interests they were also associated with a good knowledge of

foreign languages. Researchers whose work was mainly
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theoretical, historical, or international and comparative, were stronger

in foreign languages than other respondents. Researchers in theoretical

and statistical research had a better knowledge of German than did others

(Table 206).

Use of information types. In the main, the frequency with which

different types of information (e.g. historical) were mentioned was

unrelated to language abilities (Table 207) . There was, however, a

slight indication that respondents who rated historical and descriptive

material as important were more likely, and that respondents who rated

statistical, conceptual, and methodological material of importance were

less likely, to read foreign languages than were other respondents.

No association emerged between number of languages read and use

of methods of finding references for research. The number of

abstracting journals used was also unrelated to language capability.

Respondents who owned a large personal library were more likely to

read foreign languages, especially German, than respondents who owned

very few volumes (Table 208). Also, respondents using more than one

library could read more languages than respondents who used only one

library (Table 209).

3.2.16 Foreign language material: scanning the literature (Question 45)

Respondents were asked to state whether or not they regularly scan-

ned literature in the languages they read. Between 150 and 200 fewer

respondents answered this question than answered the previous one

(Question 44) which dealt with ihe languages.they read. This dis-

crepancy was Aot:accounted for entirely by the 11 per cent of respondents

(that is about am) who read no foreign languages,

Of rePpondentswho did 'read foreignaanguages, Only one third
, _ . _

'-regularly Scanned literature infordignHlanguages. Literature in French

was slcanned.byabOut twice:.aS many respondentS as literature 14 German.

Only 134.espondents said they Scanned material in Russian.

Environment. Researchers from the London colleges were more likely

13
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than other researchers to scan literature in foreign languages. Re-

spondents from colleges of education, government departments and other

research institutes were much less likely to scan foreign material than

were other respondents. Only 24 respondents from government depart-

ments and 19 from colleges of education replied to this question.

Russian was much more widely read at Oxbridge than at the other uni-

versities (Table 210) . Otherwise, there were few differences between

institutions.

Status. There was a fairly clear relationship between the scan-

ning of foreign material and status (Table 211) . Apart from students,

senior researchers were more likely to scan foreign material than junior

researchers. Research students, however, were as likely to scan foreign

material as any other respondents. It is possible that age of re-

searchers may have a bearing on the relationship between status and

scanning foreign material, because it was seen that scanning of foreign

language literature increased with age (the research students apart).

Primary and secondary research interests. Respondents researching

in geography and anthropology were more likely to scan foreign material

than were other respondents and those in psychology, economics, and

education were less likely to do so (Table 212). Geography as a second-

ary research subject was strongly associated with scanning of foreign

material; twr respondents giving geography as a secondary

research lute , chey scanned foreign ma'Irial. Political science

was also associated with a heavy use of foreign language material.

Those who gave psychology as a secondary research interest were unlikely

to scan foreign material (Table 213). In this sense, researcherS with

a secondary interest in psychology, behaved similarly to those with a

primary research interest in psychology.

The data from the 3-way tables (rables 214 to 218) where primary

and secOndary research interests were tabulated against the scanning of

material in foreign languages Indicate that'researchers in the main-

Stream social science disciplines did not always engage in this activity

to the same extent as those with cross-disciplinary interests. For
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example, in the case of economics, 24 per cent of respondents with a

primary and secondary research interest in economics scanned material

in foreign languages, whereas 47 per cent of respondents with a primary

interest in history and a secondary research interest in economics

scanned foreign.language material. There was a complex relationship

between the cross-tabulation relating education and sociology as primary

and secondary research interests. Researchers with primary and second-

ary research interests in sociology were more likely to scan foreign

material (44 per cent) than researchers in education with a secondary

research interest in sociology (20 per cent). When the relationship

between education and sociology was reversed, that is when sociologists

with a secondary research interest in education were compared with

researchers with a primary interest in education, such a difference was

not apparent; 25 per cent of sociologists with a secondary research

interest in education scanned material in foreign languages, and 30 per

cent of the respondents with primary and secondary research interests

in education did so.

Type of research. Respondents whose research could be classified

as applied were less likely than other respondents to scan foreign

language material. Those whose research could be classified as inter-

national or comparative were, as would be expected, much more likely to

scan foreign language material than other researchers (Table 219).

Use of information types. It was clear that those who made fre-

quent use of historical information were more likely to scan foreign

language material than respondents who made little or no use of histori-

cal information, but in the case of other types of information ihere

was no relationship with the scanning of foreign language material

(Table 220) . A similar finding was apparent ,when the importance of

historical data was related to scanning of foreign language material

(Table 221). Respondents who judged this type of information to be

very important for their research were more likely to scan-foreign

material -than those who did not, Again, there was no relationship

between the importance of other types of information and scanning of

foreign materials.

Use of physical forms. The degree to which different physical
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forms of information were used was related to the scanning of foreign

materials (Table 222). There was a clear finding that respondents

who made frequent use of formal methods for the transmission of

information were more.likely to scan foreign language material than

respondents who made little or no use of formal methods. This

relationship was particularly strong in the case of microfilms, maps,

and films, but there was no relationship in the case of conference

proceedings, research reports, newspapers, government publications,

recordings, computer printouts, video-tape, or other pictorial

representations.

In the case of informal communications, there was a definite

tendency for respondents who frequently communicated with persons

in their own institutions to scan literature in foreign languages less

often than did respondents who made little or no use of personal

contacts. However, this was not the case where personal contacts

with colleagues in other institutions were concerned. No particular

language was associated with these contacts.

Reference searching. There was no evidence to suggest that

usefulness of various methods of finding references for research

was related to the scanning of literature in foreign languages (Table

223). There was a tendency for researchers who found discussions

with colleagues in their own institutions to be of use in tracing

references to scan foreign material less than others did, but this

tendency was not very pronounced, and in fact it was the only one

apparent in this tabulation.

Use of libraries. Researchers who made use of more than one

library were more likely to scan foreign material than were researchers

who made use of more than one library (Table 224).

Importance of speed. Respondents who wanted to know about new

publications very soon after publication were also more likely to scan

foreign material than were researchers who were not so concerned with

speedy notification of new publications (Table 225).

4
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Current awareness. Respondents who used bibliographies and

books to keep informed about current literature were less likely to

scan foreign material than respondents who used conferences and con-

ference proceedings for keeping informed (Table 226).

Method of dealing with material in a foreign language that re-

searcher can read (Question 46). Respondents were asked to indicLIte

if, when they came across a reference to an item in a foreign language

they read which appeared to be relevant to their research, they had

any reluctance to look up the original. About one third of respondents

had no more reluctance to follow the original than if it were in English,

about One third were slightly more reluctant, and one third were con-

siderably more reluctant to look up the original of foreign publications

(Table 228). Respondents from Oxbridge and the London colleges were

more likely than respondents from other environments to state that

foreign material gave them no trouble.

Respondents with a primary interest in psychology were reluctant

to follow up material in a foreign language (Table 229), and this find-

ing was in agreement with the previ,ous data showing that psychologists

were much less likely than other A-esearchers to scan material in foreign

languages.

Respondents who could read 3Onguages other than French and German

were more likely to follow up material in these other languages than

respondents who could read only French or German (rable 230) were to

follow up material in French or German. It is suggested that the

former were better linguists than those wls^ claimed to know French

and/or German only. The latter group Probably learned their languages

at school (and were considerably out of practice) while the former

group May'lLave been either nationals of other countries in the first

instance, or may have learned their languages for a specific purpose

after they had left scho61, It was the experience of the Experimental

Information Officer at Bath that those who had to rely on "school

FrencW! or "school German" were less able to deal with material in

these languages than were those who learned their French or German

later on in life.
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Method of dealing with material in languages not read (Question 47).

Respondents were asked to indicate what they did when they came across

a reference, other than an abstract, to an item which they believed to

be relevant, but which was in a language they did not read. They were

asked to indicate, separately, the method used to deal with material

that was not easily accessible in the original.

When the original was easily accessible, the most popular method

was to try and get the item translated, if the researcher believed it

to be very important. If they did not believe it very important they

usually got the gist of the article themselves, searched for a summary or

an abstract, or ignored the item - in this order of preference_ Where
the original was not easily accessible, respondents were very likely to

ignore the item, and they would get it translated only if it was judged

to be very important (Table 231).

Researchers who could not read any foreign language were much less

likely than others to follow up a foreign language reference when they

came across one, even when the reference appeared to be important.

Those who could read no foreign languages were nevertheless more likely

to follow up a reference if the original was available locally than if

it was not (Table 231).

Even those who stated that foreign language material was difficult

to cope with were not significantly different from those who were pro-

ficient in foreign languages in their willingness to tackle an article

in a language they Aid not know if it looked to be of importance to

thei work; they were, however, even more inclined to ignore a foreign
language reference if it did not look important.

3.2.17 Effect of language considerations on choice of research topic
and conduct of research

Choice of research topic (Question 48). It is clear from the

results in 3.2.15 and 3.2.16 that language acts as a considerable barrier



to the free flow of information in the social sciences. Researchers

with limited facilities for the translation of foreign material were

both less likely than other researchers to expose themselves to foreign

material, and, when exposed to foreign material of potential relevance,

less likely to follow it up. In spite of this language barrier, the

majority of researchers claimed not to have been influenced by language

considerations in their choice of research topics (Table 233). Seventy-

eight per cent of respondents stated that their original choice of

research subject was not affected by the proportion of material they

believed to be in English.

Researchers in psychology and statistics were less likely, and

researchers in history more likely, than others to be influenced in

their choice of research by language factors (Table 235). This find-

ing confirms other findings reported here which have shown that psycholo-

gists make less use than other researchers of foreign language material,

can read fewer languages, and scan less foreign language material.

When psychology was given as a secondary research interest, it was also

associated with little influence of language upon choice of research

topic (Table 236), In the case of researchers in history, it is probably

the nature of the material used in research that makes greater demands

upon foreign lang,uage capability.

One or two interdisciplinary research areas were found to be a

little different from the main social science disciplines (Tables 237-

241). For example, researchers with a primary and a secondary research

interest in economics were hardly influenced at eh.Dice

research topic by language considerations. However, researchers with a

primary research interest in history and a secondary research interest

in economics (perhaps economic historians) were likely to be very much

influenced in their choice Of subject of research by language considera-

tions; 60 per cent of this group said they were. influenced by their

knowledge-of the amount of material in foreign languageS that was poten-

tially relevant to their research. Although the number of researchers

in this group was extremely small (only 15) the direction of the relation-
.

ship is unmistakeable. Geographers interested in economics were, like

researchers with primary and secondary research interest in economics,

largely unaffected by language considerations. In the case of psychology,
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whether it was given as a Primary or a secondary research interest,

choice of research topic was largely unaffected by language considera-

tions. Respondents with a primary interest in psychology and a second-

ary research interest in sociology were particularly uninfluenced in

their choice of subject by language considerations. Only 3 per cent

of this group were so affected, and this contrasts with an average of

23 per cent for all other groups based on disciplines. There were

only 12 respondents with a primary research interest in history and a

secondary research interest in sociology, and 58 per cent of this group

stated that thetr subject of research was influenced by language con-

siderations. There was a definite tendency where history was involved,

either as a primary or as a secondary research interest, for respondents

to be much more affected in their choice of research subject by language

considerations than in other subjects.

There was a significant relationship (Table 242) between the effect

of language on choice of research and status of researcher: research

students were less likely than other respondemts to be affected in choice

of research by language, whereas research fellows and research assist-

ants were more likely than others to take language into account when

choosing research topics.

There was a slight indication (Table 243) that researchers who

made frequent use of historical and descriptive data were more likely

than others to be affected in choice of research sub(7.4 1 lar717uagel

considerations. Phir 'y was magni±ied %Caen importance of histori-

cal and .deseriptive data was related to the effect of language oucchoice

of research subject. Here researchers who rated historical amdelscrip-

tive qata:lAs very important for their research were extremely B.=1:1,y

to 11.. inflimenced by language considerations.

Reseazchers who could read French exhibited the same charerteris-

tics ms researchers who could read no languages at all in theirru:hoice

of ?research topic, but researchers who could read German, and effpeci-

ally those who could rQad _Russian, were more likely than those vZiko could

not te be imflueneed by language in choice of research subject ("Table 245).

This flatdimg suggests that as capability in foreign languages Pfincreases,

language consideraMions exert an increasing positive influence upon
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choice of research topic. This tendency would also b_ in agreement

with the finding that those who used historical and desc:riptive data

frequently were more likely than those who did not to be influenced

in choice of research t3pic by language considerations.

Conduct of research (Question 49). While over 75 per cent of

respondents felt that their choice of topic had not been influenced by

language considerations, a smaller majority (62 per cent) felt that

the conduct of their research had been uninfluenced by language diffi-

culties (Tables 246-253) . Twenty-seven per cent of respondents said

that the language problem had a small effect in this direction, 8 per

cent said that it had a moderate effect and only 2 per cent indicated

that the language problem had a substantial effect.

Respondents from the London colleges and Oxford and Cambridge

universities were more likely than others to state that their research

had been substantially affected by the language problem; respondents

from colleges of education, research institutions, and government de-

partments were more likely than other respondents to say that the

language problem had no effect upon their research (Table 246) . Status

was largely unrelated to the degree to which research was alffecti-rl.

the language problem; it was noticeable that research students were

more likely than other researchers to say that their research had been

slightly affected by tbe language problem, but the relationship between

status and language was not significant, and is not reported in detail.

Researchers in anthropology, geography, and statistics were much

more likely than researchers in other subjects to be affected to some

degree by language difficulties, and the constraints imposed by language

problems upon research in anthropology were evidently severe (rable 247).

Education was least affected by language difficulties. In the case of

secondary research interests '(Table 248) anthropology and geography were

more affected by language problems than were other subjects, although

in this case respondents with a secondary interest in statistics were

no more likely to be affected by language problems than other respondents.

Again, researchers in education were largely unaffected by language

difficulties. When primary and secondary research interests were

cross-tabulated in 3-way tables with data on the effects of language



upon conduct of research, one or two of the interdisciplinary areas of

research stood apart from the main social science disciplines. Re-

searchers with a primary _research interest in history and a secondary

interest in economics, having been affected considerably by languages

considerations in their choice of research topics, were less likely

than others to be affected in the conduct of their research by language

problems (Tables 249 and 250).

Research of a theoretical nature was more likely to be affected

by language problems than was research of an applied nature (Table 251).

Language was likely to exert its effect upon research to the same

extent, irrespective of whether the language was French, German, Russian,

or any of the other languages recorded (Table 252). Respondents who

read no languages were very unlikely in the conduct of their research

to be affected by language problems. This could of course be due to

the fact that they chose subjects which did not require any amount of

foreign material on the other hand these respondents may have been

less ambitious in covering their subjects than researchers able to cope

with foreign languages.

Foreign language problems: conclusion

It is evident from the foregotng results that social scientists

are not, by and large, either very well-equipped with language skills,

or very aware of current literature in foreign languages. Only one-

fifth of respondents could read both French and German - the two major

languages of social science publications apart from English - and just

under one-fifth disclaimed any knowledge of foreign languages at all.

Of those who did read one or more foreign languages, only one-third

regularly scanned foreign language material. There was also consider-

able reluctance to follow up foreign _references: only one-third of

respondents said they were no more reluctant to follow up a foreign

language reference than an English language one.
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It is noteworthy that when respondents were asked about problems

of keeping up with research in progress, only 52 mentioned foreign

research as a problem. In answer to the question about special infor-

mation problems (Table 329) very few mentions were made of difficulties

involving foreign language materials. Either the social scientist

finds the foreign language question largely irrelevant to his research,

or he rationalises his own linguistic inability into supposed irrelevance

of foreign material. In economics, it is true, English has become

virtually a lingua franca, but this cannot be said to be the case in

sociology or political science. During one of the interviews a

professor of sociology was quoted as saying:

We do need a better translation service, especially
for abstracts ... the language problem means that we have a
view of French sociology which is twenty years out of date.

The relatively poor use of abstracting and indexing periodicals

would mean that most researchers were underexposed to foreign language

material in the first place. Secondly, all the abstracting and indexing

periodicals that were used had a strong English language bias. For

example, such comprehensive and important bibliographical tools as

Bulletin SignalStique and Referativnyi Zhurnal were hardly ever mentioned

(see 3.1.9). It may be that some kinds of social science research,

especially applied research, do not travel well - what happens in Chinese

prisons may be simply irrelevant to the British applied criminologist.

On the other hand, there are small areas of research in the social

sciences where material in foreign languages is essential, and this

type of research is perhaps undertaken only by thoae who can read the

relevbtnt languages.

In the main, it seems that although most disciplines in the social

sciences could make use of material written in foreign languages, resear-

chers are prepared to accept a high degree of substitution in the

material used. Researchers do not usually extend their requirements to

foreign language material and hence are unlikely to say that their

research was draetically influenced by language probleMs. In the case of

respondents who read no foreign languages (and who did not therefore scan

literature in foreign languages) it is difficult to get an estimate of

1-dmRearchers were not really in a position to say what foreign
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language material would be of use to them, except in the case of the

occasional article which appears in translation. The same is also true
of researchers who do not scan foreign language material (even though
they can read foreign languages) , although these researchers are potent-

ially in a position to make judgement on the relevance of literature in
foreign languages.

3,2.18 Stimulus for ideas (Question 54)

Respondents were asked to rate on 10-point scales the value of
research, teaching, discussions with colleagues, reading, and conferences,
according to their value as a stimulus or source of new ideas for their
current research. Most respondents were able to comply with these
:Instructions and rated each of these activities. Research and reading
were rated as more valuable as a stimulus or source of new ideas than
conferences. Discussions with colleagues were of some value; and
respondents were about equally divided on the question of the value of
teaching relative to the other activities.

Information may have a low factual content but a high stimulus
value; and different kinds of information, and different media or
channels, may be important for factual content and for stimulus. It
was hoped that the data from this question would give some indication of
whether or not informal contacts were more important than formal infor-
mation-seeking activities as stimuli or sources or new ideas.

There were some environmental differences for answers to this
question. These were in the main obvious differences and merely served
to demonstrate the reliability and validity of the answers to different
parts of the questionnaire which investigated the research and communi-
cation activities which respondents were asked to rate in question 54.
For example, respondents from government departments and from research
institutions outside universities, and also independent researchers,
were much more likely than other respondents to rate teaching of no value
as a source of stimulus for ideas in reeearch: this result was to be
expected, because these categories of researchers would undertake very
little teaching, if any. However, researchers in relatively isolated
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environments were likely to value discussions with colleagues much more

than other researchers: independent researchers were more likely than

others to find reading a source of stimulus (Table 298).

Ratings on this question about sources of new ideas were unrelated

in the main to the status of researchers, although research

students found less stimulus from teaching than did other respondents

(Table 299). Sources for new ideas were unrelated to research experience

or to area of research (Table 300) . Respondents who had been in full-

time research before 1956 were more likely than others to get ideas from

teaching and from conferences, but this tendency was not .very strong.

There was a relationship between sources of ideas and

usefulness of physical forms. In the case of informal channels,

those who used colleagues or conferences as sources of ideas were

also likely, not surprisingly, to be the ones who noted that

colleagues and conferences were of use in research (Table 301).

There was little relationship, between the value of different sources

for ideas and the number of conferences and types -of conferences attended,

apart from the obvious relationship that researchers who ,did not attend

conferences did not find conferences a source ofstimulus for ideas

(Table 302)- There was little relationship between sources of ideas and

the type _of material exchanged at conferences or the relevanceto research

of material gained at conferences. It was noted that respondents who

judged material gained from conferencesto:be irrelevant- - : ,
.

were MOre likely than otbets . to,rate:conferenCes as of:no value as a

stimulus or source Of neW:i.,Cleas. :,This relationship need notnecessarily

haVe been the case, because material gained:at conferences, although

judged tof-be irrelevant for research, could perhaps have been of value

as a source of stimulus for ideas.

There was no evidence to suggest that some types of information,

or indeed some communication channels, fulfil a special role as a stimulus
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or source of new ideas. Informal contacts, including those gained at

conferences and discussions with colleagues, as well as the use of

channels, were important for the content of the information that was

transferred as well as for their value as a stimulus or source of

new ideas.

From the data it was impossible to obtain a measure of the

relative importance of sources for the transmission of information as

such, as opposed to their value as a stimulus or source of new ideas.

3.2.19 Delegation of searching for references and willingness to use
an information officer (Question 55 and 56)

Respondents were asked the extent to which they delegated their

searching for references and material, and to what extent they would

be prepared to use an information officer, if one were available.

Seventy-two per cent did not delegate the searching of references at

all, 21 per cent of respondents did so for part of their work, and

only 7 per cent delegated work extensively.

Age. There was a clear relationship between the degree of

delegation and age (Table 303) . Older researchers were much more

likely than younger researchers to delegate extensively their searching

for references and materials.

Environment. There were significant differences in degree of

delegation between different types of environment (Table 305) . Members

of non-uniVersity"institutions anclgovernment departments were much more

likely than other researchers to delegate searching for references.

Respondents from the new universities were more likely to delegate

searching.for references than were respondents from the other universi-

ties. Respondents from the Scottish universities rarely delegated

searching, and then only occasionally; those in colleges of education,

and independent researchers, also delegated searching for references

only occasionally.

Status of researchers. The relationship between status and dele-

gation of reference searching (Table 307) is very strong indeed; there

was a clear tendency for those of higher status to delegate more reference



searching. This was particularly clear for those wtth professorial

rank, who were very much more likely than senior lecturers or readers

to delegate a good deal of their seaT-ching. There was also a strong

difference between researchers with reader or senior lecturer status

and those of lower rank, while the difference between, for examole,

lecturer and assistant lecturer, or between assistant lecturer and

research fellow, was small. Only 43 per cent of respondents with

professorial status said that they never delegated searching for refer-

ences, as against 72 per cent of all respondents. At the other extreme

91 per cent of research students said that they never delegated reference

searching.

Although the variables of status and age were strongly related to

delegation of searching, several other factors were also associated.

These included length of service (Table 306), date of appointment to

present rank (rable 308), and length of research experience (Table 309).

There was a tendency for the older, mare experienced, and therefore more

senior respondents,to delegate more of their searching. Status in the

research team itself was also associated with delegation of searching.

Not surprisingly, directors of research were muCh more likely to leave

reference-hunting to their juniors than were research fellows or

assistants (Table 310).

Research interests. Except insofar as researchers in history and

geography appeared to delegate searching less than researchers in other

subjects, no strong relationship emerged between delegation. and primary,

or secondary, research interests. However the type of research under-

taken seemed to have a more marked effect on degree of delegation.

Table 311 shows that applied research was associated with a higher degree

of delegation, and theoretical work with a lesser degree, than for other

types of research.

Type of information. Heavy users of statistical material were

more likely than respondents who made little or no use of this material

to delegate searching for references (Table 312) . Frequency of use of

types of material (e.g. historical, conceptual) in research was un-

related to delegation of reference searching. When the importance of

statistical material was related to delegation (Table 313), a similar

relationship was seen: those who judged statistical material to be
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of importance for their research were more likely than those who did not

to delegate some reference searching. There was also a tendency for

researchers who judged historical information to be important to delegate

less than those who judged historical information to be of little or

no importance for their research. It is likely that delegation of

searching for statistical material is much easier than delegation of

searching for other types of material.

When delegation of searching was tabulated against use of research

materials (Table 314), two dissimilar patterns of behaviour emerged.

Alesearchers who made little or no use of print-media such as periodicals,

ilooks, conference proceedings, and theses, were more likely to delegate

searching than were those who used them heavily. This also applied to

s9me of the bibliographical toOris sudhas library dataloguas, biblio-

graphies, and references in booksandi periodicals. On the other hand,

researchers,7who made frequent use of informal contacts (consulting experts,

discussions with colleagues in own aird other institutions, consulting

librarians) vere more likely to delegate reference searching than

researchers who found these informal channels of little use.

There was evidence to suggest that delegation of reference searching

was associated with greater activity than average in informal communication

channels,' Those Who did not dismiss their research with their colleagues

in their own institution were less likely'to delegate reference searching

than those who did'discuss their Work (Table 315). This relationship was

eVen stronger in the Case of contacts with :colleagues in other institutions;

9] per cent of those who had no" such contacts never delegated searching,

Researchers who were Most Adtive in exchange of manuscripts and offprints

were more likely'to delegate-reference searching-than those who communicated

with external colleagues by personal contact only (Table 316).

Willingness to delegate searching for referendes to information

officer (Question 56a).

Respondents were asked how far they would be prepared to delegate

searching to a subject specialist with a detailed knowledge of bibliographies,

abstracts and indexes, libraries, etc., if such a person was at hand.
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The term "information officer" was not introduced because so few social

scientists ould have had experience of one at the time the questionnaire

was circulated.

Only 12 per cent of respondents said that they would not delegate

any reference searching to such a person, while the remainder of

respondents were about equally divided as to the amount of delegation,

and about half thought partial delegatton would be successful. Where

respondents considered t3ley could not delegate reference searching, they

were asked to give their reasons. Thesc luded: (a) no one else was

competent to do the searching; (b) it was d_IITult to formulate precise

instructions; (c) the serendipity value ott seal=ohinc- was lost;

(d) subject areas were small and delegation waE4,-Tannecessary; (e) research_

students registered for higher degrees wers laot, allouled to delegate

searching. No other answers were given to thi, openended question.

Where research was applied or experimerrrtal_reschers were more

willing to delegate searching to an informatir officer than when

research was theoretical or historical (Tabile -327). :This may be related

to the question of assessment, since in applied or experimental research

it may be easier to judge the relevance of material, and therefore the

probability of missing relevant material is smaller. The type of material

required in theoretical or historical research may be less easy to

identify and assess for relevance (Table 327),

Willingness to use an information officer was unrelated to age,

and in the main to environment, although researchers from government

departments nearly all said that they would use an information officer

and, as seen from the interviews, many in fact did make use of uch

facilities (Table 317). It is interesting to see here (Tables 324 and

325) that status of a respondent was not related to his willingness to use

an information officer. Those of professorial rank were no more willing

to delegate searching to an information officer than were others;

this contrasts markedly with the previous analysis where it was seen that

respondents of professorial status did in fact delegate to a far greater

extent than did other respondents. It can be concluded that although

professors are not always willing to use a=1 information officer they

are willing to delega=e searching to theac oown research assistants.
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Whether or not a researcher would delegate searching to an

information officer was largely unrelated to his research topic, although

workers in- education and sociology felt more able to delegate ext:ansively.

Researchers in history were less willing than others to delegate

reference searching, and when they were willing, they thought that only

part of their searching could be delegated. The reluctance of respondents

involved in historical research to delegate searching was also apparent

when primary and secondary interests were cross-tabu1r'ed against willingness

to delegate searching (Table 319-323). For example, 37 per cent of

respondents whose primary and secondary research inte7ests were in

economics said that they would delegate reference seart:thing extensively,

whereas only 19 per cent of respondents with a primary2research interest

in history and a secondary ,..esearch interest in economics would do so.

But this was not the case for respondents who gave economics as a primary

research interest and history as a secondary research interest: these

persons were as willing to delegate reference searching to an infor-

mation officer as were mainstream economists. Researchers in education

were slightly more willing than others to delegate reference searching

to an information officer, but this was not the case with the respond-

ents with a primary research interest in sociology and a secondary

research interest in education.

Although there were no differences between full-time researchers

and respondents who combined.research with teaching in the degree to

which they would be prepared to delegate reference searching taken

across alldisciplines, there were differences between disciplines

Within each of these sub-groups. Fullr-time researchers in geography

and polities (as opposed to respondents who combined research with

teaching) were less willing than respondents from other: disciplanes to

delegate reference searching._at all;-'and when political scientists

were willing to delegate reference searching, they were much more

likely to state than other respondents that only part of their search-

ing could be delegated. This was also so for full-time researchers

in anthropology. The same between discipline differences were not.

apparent in the case of respondents who combined teching with research.

Researchers who found abstracting and indexing journals, con-

sulting experts, discussions with colleagues (both in their own and

other institutions), consulting librarians, and bibliographies or
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references in books or periodicals, to be of use in tracking down

references were more willing to delegate reference searching zhan

respondents who found these methods of little or no use. On the other

hand, researchers who found some of the formal bibliographical tools

(library catalogues and specialist bibliographies) of use were on the

whole no more willing than others to delegate reference searching.

This was not, however, a negative relationship, and it does not

therefore invalidate the previous findingz.

_

There was a tendency for those-reapcndents whe made great

demands upon speed of publication (and the speed with which-dos-Li-acts

appeared in secondary sources) to be more willing than others to delegate

reference searching. Researchers in history made the least demands

upon speed (see 3.2.13).

Comment and Conclusions. Although only 6 per cent of respondents

made extensive use of other persons for information searching, the

answers to the question about the use of an information officer obviously

show that there was a good deal of enthusiasm for this idea, and that

infrequent delegation practised at the time of answering the questionnaire

was attributable to inexperience and lack of facilities, rather than to

an outright rejection of the idea.

There was', however, consistency in answers to the questions dealing

with actual behaviour and potential behaviour (if an information officer

was avallable). 89 per cent of respondents would be willing to make use

of an information officer, at least for some of their Work. Of those

respondents who would not be .willing to use an information officer,

93 per cent did not delegate reference searching at the time of answering.

Of those who would be willing to delegate part of their reference

searching, 73 per cent did not do- so at the time of answering the question-

naire; while of those who would be willing to delegate most of their

reference searching, 61 per cent did not do so at the time of answering

the questionnaire. Although the majority of researchers did not delegmte

reference searching (no doubt because they did not have the facilitlea

and assistance for doing so), most of them expressed willingness to do,

SO.
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JoT was evident tha_t status was one of the more important facIcors

infling the degree V= which searchinE was delegated. Responds
of pressorial rank (including directors of research teams) were -;:-.ch

more likely to delegate searching than other respondents. Age, eT!:erienre

and liigth of service were all related to degree to wihich searchiwas

delegated in a way which was consistent with the reaationship-betu

status and extent of delegation of searching.

Impressions gained from interviews suggested that many re4,searlilers

were not prepared to delegate Rearehing, even if they had the staff- to
_ _

do their searching for them, and 11 per cent of respondents did, im

fact, say that they would not even let an information officer do -ch:eir

literature-searching, mainly because they trusted no one but themseaves

to do it thoroughly. As one respondent put it:

Highly motivated slaves are rare.

The number of respondents who were not prepared to delegate

searching was enough to make one wonder whether many of the more senior

respondents delegated searching out of necessity rather than choice-.

Perhaps the majority of researchers, independent of their status, would

really prefer to do their own literature searches (possibly because of

the problems of judging relevance of material), but-under pressure '(end

provided with research assistance) find that they must delegate searching.

When asked if they would be willing to use the services of an information

officer, researchers may have expressed such a willingness, not because

they wanted to give up searching, but because other pressures on their

time made searches increasingly sketchy. In any case, when questions

are asked about hypothetical services it must always be remembered that

there can be quite a large discrepancy between what people,say they would

do, and what they would do, if the projected service were to materialise.

With this proviso in mind, however, it was evident that the idea of an

information officer was widely acceptable, even if it was faute de mieux.

There was a persistent tendency, though not a particularly strong

one, tor heavy users of bibliographical tools and the primary literF Aire

to be more willing than others to delegate reference searching. For
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example, researchers who made heavy use of research reports, theses,

and government publications were more willing to delegate reference

searching than respondents who made little or no use of these materials

and communication channels. Whether delegation-produces more reference,

and thus helps to account for heavy use, or whether heavy demands make

users more ready to delegate, is an interesting question: probably

there is an interaction, and both are true.

Willingness to use an information officer seemed to be largely

unrelated to many other information seeking activities. Researchers

in sociology and education were slightly more enthusiastic about such

a service. The only group who emerged as definitely unwilling to

delegate their searching activities were researchers in history. It

may well be that they were right in their judgement, and that the

researcher who works to a great extent with unpublished papers and

archival material would have the greatest difficulty in specifying his

needs precisely enough to ensure that a really thorough search was

carried out by someone else. Researchers in history, however, account

for only a small proportion of the social science users in the sample.

The 'Experimental Information Officer at Bath University noted that

some clients were prepared to delegate reference searching only in

areas of marginal interest; their primary research fields being

apparently too important to be delegated to someone else. On the other

hand another group of clients wanted the service to be concentrated

in the area of their primary research interest, while confirming their

own literature searching practices as before: in these cases there is

nc delegation as such, the information service being treated as a net

to catch any references the individuals concerned may have missed

themselves.

The Experimental Information Officer also obtained the impression

that the lack of knowledge of how to go about a large scale retrospective

search may have affected the attitude of clients towards the idea of an

information officer. One client decided net to make use of the infor-

mation service for current awareness searching; he regarded his Own

procedures as perfectly satisfactory, but was willing to delegate a

retroSpective search, because of an imperfect knowledge of the techniques

involved.

15 8
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Personality factors probably play a large part in the degree to

which researchers would delegate literature searches, although the

investigation ef personality is outside the scope of the present survey.

Perhaps the final word on delegation should be left to two respondents,

one of whom was highly committed to the idea of assistance_with_sarcbino-,.

mechanised retrieval and the like, and the other who deplored the whole

idea of intermediaries between himself and the information system:

Facilities for information-seeking at the university compare
very badly with those in research institutions. As a result,
I am for getting out of university life and going back to full-
time research:

Much of my pleasure in research is gained from the search for
the material. Last summer I covered about 500 miles ...

Information officers may be thought of merely as useful supplements

to the system. However their potential role may be much more crucial

than this. If the idea of an intermediary between the information system

and the user became generally accepted, the information system could

develop to a complexity that would be unthinkable if i had to be geared

to direct use by researchers; indeed, even the present system can be

made to work much better. The fact that the idea, untried though it

is at present, is far from unacceptable may be one of the most signi-

ficant findings of the Investigation.

. 3.2,20, Instances of late detection of information (Question 58)

Admission of late detection can indicate either conscientiousness

or laziness on the part of researchers. The conscientious researcher,

who hunts assiduously for information, is likely to come across so

much information that some of it is almost bound to be late; if he

had been less assiduous, the information would still have been there

but might never have been known to him. ,At the other extreme, the

more passive researcher, while likely to receive much less information

altogether, is bound at times to come across it too late - he could

have found it in time if he had been assiduous. In the first case,

the system may be held largely to blame; in the second, the researcher

can blame no one but himself.
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Respondents were asked if they had ever come across information

too late to be of maximum use to them, even though it existed before

their research was underway or perhaps completed. Twenty-six per cent

of respondents had never experienced this problem, 7 per cent had done
_

so frequently, and 68 per cent occasionally. This question gives some

idea of the cost to researchers of inefficiencies and inadequacies in

the information system and in their own information-seeking activities.

It is of course difficult to apportion the cause between the system

and the user.

Respondents from colleges of education were less likely than

others to experience this problem (Table 336), although it is doubtful

if these researchers were any more industrious than others in seeking

the information they required, or that they had available better

information services. It is more likely that respondents from colleges

of education were much less demanding, and therefore less rigorous in

judgements of the relevance of material received. They did in fact have

fewer information problems than researchers in other institutions (see

3.2.22), Respondents from Oxbridge, the London colleges, and the new

universities were more likely than others to experience instances of

late detection of information.

There was a definite tendency for more senior respondents to

experience late detection more often than others. Thirty-six per cent

of research students had never experienced an instance of late

detection, as against only 20 per cent of respondents with the rank of

professor or lecturer.

The relationship between instances of late detection of information

and experience in research was a complex one (Table 338) . If one takes

first those respondents who started in research in 1962 or later, the

more experienced tended to encounter late exposure more often than the

less experienced, who, when they did encounter it, tended to do so only

occasionally.

Instances of late detection of information were largely unrelated

to the subject of research, although those in history experienced the

problem less frequently than others. Where research was mainly of a



theoretical nature, instances of lat e detection occurred less frequently

than average, although there were no other differences between types of

research.

There was some evidence to suggest that instances of late detection

were more frequent with statistical data than with other sorts of

material (Table 340).

Heavy users of each of the physical forms experienced more

difficulties relating

use of

strong

any particular

in the case of

publications and

also extended to

research but not

to late detection than those who made little or

physical forrn. In particular, the tendency was

research reports, theses, newspapers, government

other official docUments, and maps; the relationship

the use of personal contacts and conferences in

to periodicals, monographs, conference proceed-

ings, newspapers, and microfilms and microfiches.

evidence to show (Table 342) that researchers who

and indexing journals, specialist hlbliograies,

There was also

found abstracting

bibliographies and

no

references in books and periodica10, and discussions and ao:irespondence
1

with persons in institutions elsewhere, as most useful in locating

references were more likely to experience instances of late detection

of information than those who found these sources of no use. Thus,

again it was apparent that researchers who were more active in any

one aspect of information seeking were more active in other aspects,

and in this instance, to experience caSes of late detection more often

than those who were less active seekers. There was also some indi-

cation that respondents who used two or three abstracting and indexing

journals were more likely to come across instances of late detection

than those who used only one abstracting or indexing journal (Table 343).

The data in Table 344 suggest that the quality and coverage of

local book-stocks are related In Some way to the frequency of late

detection. Where local book-stocws satisfied all requirements,

researchers were less likely than average to come across instances of

late detection.

There was little relationship betWeen incidence of accidental

discovery and frequency of late detection, but the relationships that
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did appear were interesting (Table 345). Those who often experienced

accidental discovery through wandering around book shops were much less

likely than average to experience instances of late detection than

others, perhaps because this activity made it more likely that relevant

material would be picked up in time. On the other hand, researchers who

picked up references by accident through the receipt of offprints were

much more likely than average to experience instances of late detection.

Perhaps those who went out and looked for information (e.g. in book

shops) wer likely to obtain material in time for inclusion in their

current research, whereas those more passive researchers who waited for

material to come to them were likely to find that it was a little late

for inclusion in their current research when it did come.

Those who did not find it important for their current research to

know very soon after publication about new material were less likely

than researchers who were more demanding in this respect to experience

late detection of information (Table 346).

Respondents who used conferences to keep up to date with current

literature were more likely than others to experience instances of late

detectic-i, perhaps because conferences are usually held infrequently;

there could be quite an interval between the appearance of a new

publication and the time when it had filtered through informal contacts

gained at conferences.

Researchers who were very demending in the speed with which articles

appeared in;abstracting journals, and,also researchers who were the,

.least demanding. (content to Waitfor over one year) were the, users least

likely to experience instances of'late detection, of information. It was

the researchers whip required articles to.appear in the period from 1 to

12 months after the original publication, who experienced more instances

of late detection than others. It is suggested that ijr,hile this is an

odd relatiGnship, there is a satisfactory explanation. Perhaps those

who demand very speedy notification are engaged in the sort of research

'where data must be hot off the press to be of value. A set of figures

two years old is quite irrelevant to a statistician who is working on

the frontiers of statistical prediction: Such data would in this case

have lost their value completely, and there would be no point in
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including them in the research even if this were possible. On the other

hand, the researcher who makes no demands at all as far as speed of

notification is concerned is probably working on a project where it is

virtually impossible for information to be too late to include; for a

historian spending ten years on a set of political manuscripts, a phrase

like "late detection" can have hardly any meaning at all.

Respondents who did not try to keep informed of research in pr3gress

were less likely to experience instances of late detection (Table 347);

this was another piece of evidence to suggest that the less active

researcher was likely to have fewer conscious information problems than

the more active, more demanding, and perhaps more conscientious resec,rcher.

Those who relied upon conferences and conference proceedings for keeping

informed of research in progress were much more likely to experience

instances of late detection than average. Again, as was the case in

keeping up with current publications, conferences can have drawbacks as

well as advantages. While conferences can be very valuable as a means

of getting to know about new work prior to publication, excessive rel-

iance on the conference as a means of information exchange can lead to

slackness in the use of other channels. Table 350 shows that thooe who

attended conferences were, in fact, more likely to experience late

detection of information than were those who did not do so. As might be

expected from this, those who found the information to be of central

relevance were more likely to experience instances of late detection

than those who found such information to be of marginal value to their

research or of no use at all '(Table 351). Those who delegated reference

searching extensively were more likely to experience frequent instances

of late detection rather than occasional ones, whereas those who only

partially delegated reference searching were more likely to experience

late detection only occasionally.

3.2.21 Accidental discovery of information relevant to research

Frequency of accidental discovery of material (Question 36a) It

would appear from the replies to the questionnaire that social

scientists discover relevant information accidentally in similar ways

to those used by researchers in science. Open access book collections,

which are the rule rather than the exception for a large proportion
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of stocks of libraries in the U.K., make accidental discovery an easy

and even pleasurable means of information retrieval for manyresearchers

even though it was not the most frequent method mentioned by respondents.

Future information systems design will almost certainly have to take

account of browsing and serendipity as being part of the pattern of

information behaviour in the social sciences.

Respondents were asked how often they had discovered material of

relevance to current research by accident or purposeful browsing (Table

302A). There was a clear concentration on a few channels - scanning

current periodicals, spotting a relevant reference at the time of looking

up something else and conversations with colleagues being most important.

Scanning current periodicals was the means by which accidental discoveries

most frequently occurred. Forty six per cent often discovered material

in periodicals, 44 per cent did so occasionally and only 10 per'cent

rarely or never. The second most frequent method was spotting relevant

material when looking up something else; thirty eight per cent of

respondents replied that they often made accidental discoveries in this

way, 50 per cent occasionally and 12 per cent rarely or never. Current

scanning and specific reference seeking revealed relevant material by

accidental discoveries with similar frequencies.

Informal methods, particularly conversations with colleagues did

not produce such frequent accidental discoveries as using the formal

system; twenty five per cent often made accidental discoveries this

way, just over half replied that it took place occasionally and twenty

per cent rarely or never made accidental discoveries this way.

The frequency of accidental discovery by wandering through library

stacks
1 is similar to that by conversations with colleagues; twenty

per cent replied that it occurred often, half occasionally and thirty

per cent rarely or never. In contrast, when this type of random

browsing took place in bookshops only five per cent said that it often

resulted in accidental discovery; and 61 per cent replied that it rarely

or never took place. The receipt of offprints was only slightly more

likely to result in accidental discoveries than browsing in bookshops;

55percent said that discoveries were rarely or never made in this fashion.

1The wording actually used in the questionnaire - wandering along library
shelves - was unfortunate, but could hardly have been misunderstood.

16.
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"Other" methods appeared to account for very little accidental discovery.

Importance of accidentally discovered material (Question 36b)

Respondents were asked whether the material accidentally discovered was

of importance to their research. Accidental discoveries were rated by

four categories of degree of importance and within each category the

frequency of occurrence of discoveries of the particular degree of

importance was recorded (Table 302B).

Sixty per cent of respondents replied that material not currently

relevant but within their research interest was found often, 33 per cent

said they found this type of material occasionally, and 6 per cent rarely

or never. FOY those who found accidentally discovered material indirectly

important (usually suggestive of a new approach or wider frame of

reference) , 31 per cent replied that this occurred often, 59 per cent

occasionally and 10 per cent rarely or never.

Accidentally discovered material was sometimes marginally important

to research, and when so considered, 41 per cent said this was often the

case, 54 per cent occasionally and 4 per cent rarely or never. Of those

who found accidentally discovered matertal directly important 34 per cent

said this occurred often, 54 per cent occasionally and 12 per cent rarely

or never.

When material found by accidental discovery was judged to be of

importance often for current researchv it was so judged by two-thirds of

respondents to question 36b by way of being directly, marginally, or

indirectly important (i,e. of some degree of importance for current use),

and by one third of respondents as of general(but not current) relevance.

The same was true when material discovered by accident was judged to be

important occasionally - it was of current importance for two thirds of

respondents.

The low ratios in Table 302B do not directly reveal these facts, but

they are apparent when actual replies in the column are counted. The

low percentage in the rarely or never category serves as a check; respondents

positively considering accidentally discovered material of some importance

would be unlikely to say that they rarely or never experienced finding it.

1 6 5
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Comparing the replies to questions 55a and 36b on accidental discovery

it is apparent that while the great majority of researchers sampled were

able to answer the question on frequency of accidental discovery by

different methods of discovery far fewer were able to indicate the

importance of the material discovered.

However, it has been shown that those who did ec_:_scover it and consider

it of any importance tended to benefit by their discoveries; the

phenomenon of accidental exposure to relevant information could be

quite significant in the social sciences.

3.2.22 Special information problems (Question 57a)

Respondents were asked to indicate if.::they had 17rvormation problems

of special difficulty or importance during .7fthair current researeh, and if

so to indicate briefly the nature of the imS1 lems.

Nearly half the respondents (47 per Q:us.-cd0 experienced no serious

information problem. In all, D77special -InalThrmationlpmnblems were coded;

there were also quite a number of other pwoihaems that occurred with-a

very low frequency and were included in an 7other" category.

The most frequent information problems encountered were access to, and

lack of, published and unpublished information. The other problems that

were coded were mentioned by only a very Small minority of respondents:

they included problems relating to the confidentiality of data, non-

comparability of-statistical material, difficulties of maintaining personal

contacts, the uncooperative nature of other researchers and government

departments; difficulties with computing and data processing, methodological

difficulties, poor library facilities, language problems (inCluding

difficulties of keeping up-to-date:with foreign research), and problems

of access to materials published in other countries (Table 329).

Enquiries about information problems bring into focus the question

of information use versus information need. It may be suspected that

a number of respondents who said that they had no information problem

would have replied in the affirmative if they had been questioned more

deePly. This waS the case in the interviews; superficial enquiries

suggested that interviewees had no difficulties, but upon further probing,

illustrated With examples of problems that-can-be met in information

1 C.!
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searching and retrieval, a number of

indeed a problem. The questionnaire

very imperfect, way to

published information;

respondents mistakenly

having carried out an

able but they did not

study problems

respondents agreed that there was

method is of course only one,

about lack of published or un-

these categories may have

believed information to be

been inflated because

non-existent

unsuccessful search, when in fact it was

know how to retrieve it. Here

ness services, and better facilities for

amounts of material would be helpful,

mation officers.

as

browsing and

after

avail-

current aware-

scanning large

would properly trained infor-

5nvironment. Respondents from London colleges and redbrick uni-

versities experienced less difficulty than others in gaining physical

access to published information; those in Lomdon also found access to

unpublished information easier. (Oxbridge respondents were a little

more likely than others to experience difficulty in obtaining access

to published information; one of two respondents from Oxford said in

interview that although library stocks at Oxford were perhaps the best

in the country, day-to-day work which required frequent access to

material was made difficult in Oxford becaus's of the s;cattar of published

materials across several libraries. The few independent researchers

in the sample found access to both published and unpublished material

difficult, and this, together with material published abroad, accounted

for all their information problems; this

representative of independent researchers

noticeable variation in the tabulation of

may not, however, be truly

generally. The only other

special information problems

against environment (Table 330) was that researchers from government

departments were very often

MUch more likely to mention

respondents. This finding

views,

nearly

abroad

where government

always mentioned

and that getting

aware of material published abroad and were

this as an information problem than.other

confirms impressions gained from the inter-

social scientists, and in particular economists,

that a good deal of relevant material existed

to know about it, getting hold of it, and

getting a translation where necessary, pr.esented difficulties. It is

.possible that members of government departments are simply more aware

of foreign research than

they should be.

are others, though it is hard to explain why

Ttespondents from colleges of education were less likely than others

to mention information problems.: and.in spite of the inadequate research

facilities available at moSi.college of education libraries, they were,

slarprisingly, much less likely töcilention problems of access to published
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information than were other respondents. It must be concluded that

the information demands of lecturers in colleges of education are not

all that great, or, tf demands are great by their own standards, then

they are igmorant of vast amounts of matertal that could be relevant

to their work. Research in colleges of education is really only in

its infancy, and this may be reflected in 17.Lhe library facilities and

services available. In the past colleges of education have been very

much vocation orientated, and practical womk has been emphasized to

the detriment of research.

Subject of resez.carch. Data in Table a31 show that information

problems varied considerably from one discapline to another. Researche

in psychology and statistics had fewer information problems tham others,

and researchers in geography were more likely than others to mention

difficulties. These variations cam hardty be attributed to differences.

between bIbliograpical tools in the var13i6ntus disciplines. It :is not at

present possible tu make a comparison bethween the coverage of, Tor

example, Psychological Abstracts and Geographical Abstracts, hut the

impressionistic evidence suggests that these two disciplines are served

fairly well by bibliographical tools. It has already been seen that

the geographers in the sample were comparatively heavy users of material

published before 1900 (and, naturally enough, of maps), while the

psychologists tended to use relatively little material published before

1918 (Table 151). Geographers therefore use material which is not

easily retrieved by means of. the usual bibliographical tools.
1

When given as a secondary research interest, psychology was again

associated with a smaller number of respondents than average mentioning

information problems, as was education (Table 332) . Those with a

secondary interest in history were particularly troubled by problems of

physical access to, and lack of, both published and 'unpublished infor-

mation. There was a tendency for researchers with a secondary interest

in political science to mention a variety of, information problems, as

was the case with researchers with a primary interest in political science,

and researchers with a secondary interest in sociology.

1 Geomorphological Abstracts (continued with extended coverage as
Geographtcal Abstracts) did not start publication until 1960, while
Psychological Abstracts was first published in 1927.

168
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Researchers working in the areas of international, financial, and

historical research mentioned more information probLems than other

respondents. Researchers concerned with theoretical research mentioned

the least number of special information problems; this was expected, and

confirmed impressions gained in interviews.

Research_in the applied field was particuLarly associated witmL_

difficulty of :access to unpublished information, confidentiality c data,

and problems in the comparability of statistics fromdifferent sour:-,as.

Researchers in, the area classified as financial zeswarch were more

likely to come- across problems of access to unpublished information zend

a lack of published information than other researChers. Researchany.s

working on international or comparative topics found access to mate.-Ttal

published abroad a special problem, as well as lack of published intfaa.-

mation.

There was a clear indication (Table 333) that respondents who ma:de

no use of historical, descriptive, statistical and methodological

materials litentioned fewer special information problems than researchers

who made moderate or heavy use of these information types. A similar

pattern was seen when importance of information types was related to

special information prOblems; those who regarded historical data as

very important found lack of published and unpublished information a

problem.

Physical forms. The number and type of special information

problems experienced were largely unrelated to the frequency with which

the conventional print-media materials were used. In the case.of

newspapers, government publications and other official documents, and

also in the case of microfilms and microfiche, maps, and films, heavy

users wero likely to experience more information problems than those who

used these materials lightly or not at all. Respondents who used conferences

and contacts with colleagues were alSo more likely to have special

information problems than those who did not use these channels of

communication.

More evidence to suggest that special information problems were

related to the less common types of material can be found in the fact

that heavy users of microfilms and microfiches were more likely to

mention access to both published and unpublished information as a

169
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speciaL problem. Heavy users of maps also mentioned the problem of

access to umpnblished information; they may have had in mind unpublished

maps (such, :as those produced in local authority planning departments),

or, more prmbably, unpublished statistical data.

Respon6ents who judged as most useful, library catalogues, biblio-

graphies, ai".nd references in books and periodicals, who frequently

searched Labi.A.ay shelves in outside institutions, and consulted librar-

ians for locating references were more likely to experience spcgclal

information prbblems than researchers who made no use of these methods

of locating references- There was no relation between judged use-

fulness of dascussions with local colleagues and searching the library

shelves cf.tioTeir own Institution. This again suggests that those research-

ers who werle-most active, both in libraries and with other colleagues

(in this case extending their reference searching outside their own

institutiens) were more likely to come across information problems

than researchers who were less active and restricted their reference

searching to their own institutions (Table 334). In this case, it may

have been the problems themselves'that prompted much of the information-

seeking activities.

Solution of information problems (Question 57c). Respondents

were asked to state the entent to which their information problems had

been solved. Four degrees of solution of information problems were

distinguished from replies to question 57c: (a) full and satisfactory

information supplied as quickly as needed - only 3 per cent of respondents

found this to be the case; (b) full satisfaction, but less quickly than

desired (8 per cent); (c)-partial solution, irrespective of speed (57 per

cent); (d) no solution at all (22 per cent).

Thus there is certainly a deficiency somewhere in the system, on

the part either of researchers or of information systems, or both, when

only 11 per cent of special information problems are fully solved. A

rough estimate of the number of unsolved problems can be gained from

the fact that 366 respondents were included in Table 335; if each of

these respondents had only one information problem then only 40 prohlems

out of a possible total of 366 would be solved. This leaves a rather

large figure of at least. 346 information problems partly or wholly

unsatisfied. On the other hand, only about half of the respondents

mentioned information problems, and the answers were fairly evenly

distributed across a large number of difficulties.
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however, it must be pointed out that the question-

naire -1,L7.:..-=---larkobably a very imperfect instrument for the probing of

inEc=mo:t:1-, problems. It has been emphasized throughout this report

thort '.eE-.4earcher can often reshape his research when he meets a

in order to circumvent it. How many of those who claimed

chat- th-7v bad no problems had made such a change of direction in the

pas1 :-7we rE-. not know; indeed, the effect of information systems on the

ccndu:t:r.t research is a highly important and almost unexplored area.

3.3 altral communications

SE4Ln 3.2 dealt with the information requirements for research,

and cam-wated mainly upon the requirements for literature, and the

use of ttLiographical tools. Section 3.4 will deal with the formal

informir an requirements for teaching. The present section is set

apart, ',Aelanse it deals mainly with the use made of informal channels

of communication, and only indirectly with the information that is

required and the information that is transferred through these channels.

There is now no doubt that informal communications play a very

important part in the transmission of information in research communi-

ties. 1 The informal channels of communication do not always function

in the dilmect transmission of information, but play an important part

in motivmZdfing researchers, as an alerting process, etc.
2 In addition

to thes.e dharacteristics of the informal system, the other obvious

attractimns are speed of transmission, and currency of the information

that isElzmunsmitted.

In .atddition to the section in the questionnaire which dealt speci-

fically with the informal contacts, a number of other parts of the

questionqaire dealt with contacts that researchers had with persons in

their own and other institutions, and with attendance at national and

international conferences. For example, in the uuestion dealing with

See, fw example, Allen (1967), Allen and Cohen (1969), Menzel (1968),
Felz (L956), Orr, Coyl and Leeds (1964); and for studies of informal
communtcations amongst social scientists see, for example, American
Psychalved.cal Association (1963--. , United ,States National Research
Cou=1Z-irmittee on Information in the Belmavioral Sciences (1967)
and Ac../U.. t h (1966) .

2 See Midnrael. (1968) for a discussion of the characteristics of informal
systems, and the advantages TWormal systems.

-it
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the use of physical forms (section 3.2.5) respondents were asked to

rate the extent to which they used conferences and colleagues during

their research. It was found that these informal channels were rated

as very important and in some cases more important than some of the

newer formal channels (for example, videotape) . In the section (3.2.6)

dealing with methods of locating references for research, colleagues,

conferences, and consultations with experts were included and judged

to be important. Respondents when asked about keeping abreast of new

publications (3.2.13) and also about keeping track of current research

in progress (3.2.14), however, mentioned that conferences played a

negligible part when compared with formal channels for the transmission

of information.

It was difficult to assess the relative importance of the formal

and informal channels of communication in the dissemination of infor-

mation. In some of the questions mentioned above (e.g. use of physical

forms) assessments were made of the uso of formal and informal methods

in order to allow for direct comparison. It was found that the vast

majority (90 per cent) of respondents discussed their work with colleagues

in their own institution, and 93 per cent of respondents had some form

of communication with persons in external institutions. Fifty-eight

per cert of respondents had attended conferences in the last twelve

months.

More details about discussions with colleagues, experts, and

attendance at conferences are given below.

3.3.1 Discussion with colleagues (question 50)

Although the majority of respondents did discuss their work with

colleagues'this activity was largely unrelated to other aspects of

information gathering behaviour or to the background variables of re-

searchers. For example, discussion with colleagues was largely un-

related to the age or status of responUents, length of time they had

been in the institution, research experience, whether they combined

research with teaching or were engaged full-time on research.

Also, communications with colleagues were largely unrelated to primary

research interest or to,type of research (e.g. methodological, statistical,

172
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applied).

However, discussion with colleagues was related to environment

(Table 254) because respondents from government departments were more

likely to discuss research with their colleagues than were other re-

spondents, and those from colleges of education were less likely than

other respondents to do so.

There was a definite tendency for discussions with colleagues to

increase as the size of the research team increased. This relation-

ship was statistically significant (Table 255).

Discussion with colleagues was almost totally unrelated to the

use of formal channels of communications. For example, discussion with

colleagues was unrelated to the type of information used, the frequency

with which it was used, and to the judged importance of different types

of information. It was also largely unrelated to the frequency of use

of periodicals, books, bibliographies, abstracting journals, etc., to

the particular physical format used, and to the formal methods of

searching for references (Table 257).

In the main, whether or not a respondent discussed his work with a

colleague was unrelated to the number of abstracting journals used in

research, to the delay tolerable in appearance of publications in

secondary sources, to methods of keepftng informed about current publi-

cations, and to methods of keeping track of current research.

Respondents who judged as useful discussions with colleagues for

finding references for research (data from question 20) were much more

likely than those respondents who did not find colleagues useful for

locating references, to give a positive answer to question 50 which

asked about discussion with colleagues in general. This relationship

gave an indication of the reliability of answers to the questionnaire:

for example, 13 per cent of respondents did not find discussion with

colleagues useful in obtaining references, and 10 per cent did not

discuss their work at all with colleagues. Evidently, when

discussions with colleagues took place, the exchange of references

was a frequent occurrence. This view was conlirmed by the

experience of the Experimental information Officer at Bath.
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When discussions with colleagues were about the same research
project the exchange of references often resulted from such contacts.

However, conversation about work amongst people in the same disciplines,

or amongst social scientists from different disciplines, or even amongst

social scientists and non-social scientists involved progressively

fewer exchanges of references relevant to research. It was also

observed in this experimental situation that the flow of references was

equally distributed from junior to senior members of the research and

teaching community and vice versa: professors were seen as

sources for references on certain topics by junior lecturers, and the

latter often supplied references to their superiors.

Contact with colleagues in external institutions (Question 51a).

Only 7 per cent of respondents made no attempt to keep in touch with

colleagues in other institutions. Communication by correspondence and

social contacts (e.g. personal visits, telephone conversations, etc.)

were mentioned about twice as frequently as communication by exchange

of offprints and circulation of unpublished manuscripts. Researchers

in anthropology, geography, psychology and statistics and mathematics

were a little more likely than others to exchange offprints. Respond-

ents from colleges of education were much less likely to interact with

colleagues in other institutions than were other respondents. The

frequency with which offprints'were exchanged and unpublished manuscripts

circulated by college of education respondents waS about half that of

other respondents (Table 368). They did not differ with respect to

communication by correspondence or social contacts. There was a clear-

cut tendency for respondents with more experience in research to ex-

change more offprints than researchers with less experience, although

research experience was not so clearly related to circulation of

unpublished manuscripts (those with about 10 years! research experi-

ence were more likely to circulate manuscripts than those with greater

or less experience) and research experience was unrelated to the fre-

quency with which respondents kept in touch with colleagues by corres-

pondence and informal contacts.

In the main, communication with external collaagues.was unrelated

to the age of respondents (although respondents in the older age groups

were slightly more likely to exchange offprints than younger respondents)

1
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and to the length of time in employing institution (Table 260) . Re-

spondents with professorial status were more likely to exchange off-

prints than were other respondents (Table 259) . Research students

were as likely as other respondents to make contact with external

colleagues, but they were much less :Likely than other respondents to

exchange offprints or circulate unpublished manuscripts (Table 259).

Only one client of the Experimental Information Officer at Bath

attached great importance to the exchange of offprints. This client

spoke of an "offprint swapping club", worldwide in its scope, operating

in experimental psychology, and of the problem of breaking into it.

Contacts with external colleagues were largely unrelated to type

of research (e.g. theoretical, applied, statistical), or to the number

of persons in a research team (Table 261) although lone workers were

slightly less likely to communicate with external colleagues than were

researchers working in a research team. Contacts with external

colleagues were also unrelated to marginal discipline and to the fre-

quency of use, and importance, of types of information (Tables 262 and

263) . There-was one exception: researchers who made no use of either

statistical or methodological materials were less likely than other

respondents to keep in touch with external colleagues, and this was

true also of respondents who rated statistical and conceptual material

of little or no importance to their research (Table 262).

The judged usefulness of formal methods of locating references was

largely unrelated to methods of keeping in touch with colleagues in

other institutions (Table 265).

There was no relationship between keeping in touch with external

colleagues and number of abstracting journals used in research, but

there was a slight relationship betweer estimated importance of knowing

about current research soon after publication and keeping in touch with

external colleagues (Table 266). Respondents who rated early knowledge

of current research as not very important were unlikely to maintain

contact with external colleagues by the exchange of offprints and eircu-



lation of unpublished manuscripts, although they were just as likely as

other respondents to communicate by correspondence, personal visits,

and telephone calls. However, respondents who rated early knowledge

of current research as not very important made fewer external communi-

cations than other respondents.

Turning to the problem of keeping informed about research in

progress, respondents who made no attempt to do so were less likely

than others to keep in touch with external colleagues; this applied to

all methods of keeping in touch with colleagues. Respondents who used

conferences/conference proceedings and personal contacts to keep in-

formed about research in progress nearly always kept in touch with

external colleagues (Table 268).

Respondents who discussed their w.Jrk with colleagues in their own

institution did not necessarily maintain contacts with external coll-

eagues, and vice versa (Table 269). Seven per cent of respondents who

said that they discussed their work with colleagi,es in their own insti-

tution did not maintain contact with external colleagues, and 15 per

cent who did not discuss their work with colleagues in their own insti-

tution maintained no external contacts with colleagues. Thus, there

were 26 respondents who had no contacts either with internal or external

colleagues, and 118 who maintained contact with internal but not external

colleagues.

3.3.2 Attendance at conferences (Questions 52 and 53)

Respondents were asked to state the conferences attended during the

previous twelve months. For respor;dents who had attended, they were asked

to state how they picked up information (if in fact tiley did), and whether it

was of central or peripheral relevance to their research. The findings

from these questions must be read cautiously: the number of conferences

attended in one year is usually quite small (when compared, for example,

with number of visits to a library) and some disciplines may have had

more conferences, by chance, in a twelve-month period than others. It

i5 therefore unsafe to generalize about conference goers and non-

.178
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conference goers.

Thirty-two per cent of respondents had attended no conferences

during the last twelve months, National conferences were attended

much more often than international conferences, although the number of

mentions of international conferences vas appreciable (in fact, 16 per

cent of responses) . These data are reported in Tables 270 to 291.

During the previous twelve months respondents were about twice as likely

to attend one national conference as two, and about twice as likely to

attend two national conferences as three.

There was a tendency for older respondents to have attended more

conferences during the previous twelve months than younger respondents

(Table 270); whereas 43 per cent of respondents in the 21-30 age group

said they had attended no conference, only 20 per cent in the age group

of 51 and over had not attended a conference during the preceding twelve

months.

Respondents from the London colleges, the new, technological and

Scottish universities were more likely than others to have attended a

conference during the preceding twelve months. Respondents from

Oxbridge, government' .:;epartments and college of education were less

likely than average to have attended a conference. Very few respond-

ents from government departments had-attended more than one conference

during the year (Table 271),

There was a clear-cut relationship between conference attendance

and status (Table 273) . Research students, and research assistAnts

to a lesser extent, were much less likely to attend confclIrences than

respondents with lecturer or professorial status. Respondents with

professorial status were much more likely than anyone else to attend

conferences - only 15 per cent of them had not attended a conference,

while as many as 60 per cent of research students had not attended a

conference.

Researchers in political science were much less likely than other

respondents to attend national conferences (although their attendance

at international conferences was about average).
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Geographers and psychologists were more likely than average to

attend conferences, and sociologists and researchers in history were

less likely than average to en Bo (Table 274). Psychology, geography,

and education (as secondary research interests) were associated with

a greater than average attendance at conferences, and political science

(as a secondary research interest) was associated with a less than

average attendance (Table 275).

Attendance at conferences was largely unrelated to type of research.

Lone researchers were less likely than researchers working in a research

team to attend conferences (Table 284). Principal investigators were

more likely to attend conferences than their staff, and research students

were much less likely to attend conferences (Table 285) . Researchers

who had a marginal interest in literature and philosophy were less

likely to attend conferences than average, and respondents with a marginal

interest in education, biology, and science were more likely than average

to attend conferences (Table 286). Attendance at conferences was un-

related to the number of marginal disciplines cited.

ThGre was a tendency for researchers who frequently used statistical,

conceptual, and methodological material to be more likely to attend

conferences l;han researchers who made infrequent or no use of these

materials. This was not the case for the relationship between frequency

of use of descriptive and historical data and conference attendance (Table

287) . This same pattern was apparent when importance of statistical,

conceptual, and methodological materials werc related to conference

attendance (Table 288).

Attendance at conferences was unrelated to the frequency with which

periodicals, books, research reports, theses, and other formal types of

documentation were used (Table 289) but attendance at conferences (as

indicated by answers to Question 52) was related to the use made in

researGh of conferences and colleagues (as indicated by answers to

Question 17).

Respondents who used abstracting journals, experts, discussions

with colleagues in own institution and elsewhere, specialist bibliograph-

ies, biblographies or references in books and periodicals, and book



reviews were more likely to attend conferences than respondents who did

not use these methods for locating references. The one exception to

this general trend was in the case of library catalogues, where those

who traced references by this method were less likely to make use of

conferences than those who made no use of library catalogues. There was

no relationship between attendance at conferences and the frequency with

which references were obtained by searching through library shelves,

either in a researcher's own institution or in another institution.

Respondents who made use of professional societies for keeping

informed about current literature were more likely than other respond-

ents to attend conferences (rable 290). There was a similar picture

ia Table 291 where method of keeping track of current research was

related to attendance of conferences: respondents who made use of

progessional societies were more likely than respondents who did not

do so to attend conferences.

Conference attendance was largely unrelated to whether or not a

researcher discussed his work with colleagues in his own institution,

but was quite strongly related to the extent to which a researcher kept

in touch with colleagues in other institutions. Those who did not do

so were unlikely to attend conferences. Respondents who kept in touch

with colleagues in other institutions by the exchange of offprints were

much more likely to attend conferences than those who kept in touch

with external colleagues by correspondence or personal visits ar tele-

phone calls.

Value of conferences. Information gained at conferences was

usually of some use to a researcher, but it was much more likely to be

of marginal relevance rather than of central relevance. Only in a

very few cases was information gained at conferences likely to be of

no use at all. Information at conferences was aslikely to be trans-

ferred by formal papers as by discussion.
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Researchers in history were more likely than others to get useful

information from conferences, aad researchers in sociology were mord

likely than average to find that conferences produced no useful infor-

mation. Researchers in psychology were more likely than others to

come by information at conferences by the exchange of formal papers.

Researchers working by themselves and those working with one other

person wei.e more likely to find information gained from conferences of

use ccmpared with researchers who came from larger research teams

(Tab/e 292).

In the main, the value of material gained from conferences was

unrelated to age of respondents, environments from which they came,

length of experience in their present occupation and their status,

secondary research interests, and status in research teams.

The value of conferences was largely unrelated-to marginal disciplines

cited, number of marginal disciplines cited, frequency of use of types of

information, importance of information types in research, use of physical

forms of material, and methods used for discovering references tor

keeping informed about current literature or keeping track of current

research.

The majority of respondents, as has already been noted, discussed

their work with their colleagues in their own institution, and this was

largely unrelated to the value of material gained at conferences and the

methods by which it was gained (Table 295), with the exception that

respondents who did not discuss their work with their colleagueS were

twice as likely as those who did,to find material gained from conferences

irrelevant. Where a respondent had no personal contact with persons

or colleagues in other institutions a similar trend was seen: that is,

these respondents were less likely than others to find material gained

at conferences relevant or even of peripheral relevance to their research.

When they did come across information at conferences, it was more likely

to come from the papers read rather than from discussion or informal

contact with delegates or speakers.

A number of clients of the Experimental Information Ofgicer at Bath
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mentioned that the true value of conferences as regards information

gain was long term rather than immediate, and often took the form of

references obained, perhaps years later, from individuals befriended

at conferences.

There was a slight tendency (Table 297) for researchers who

attended only one conference to find material gained at conferences

more relevant to research than those who attended two or more

conferences.

3.3.3 Informal communications: conclusions

The vast majority of respondents discussed their work with

colleagues both in their own and in other institutions. Communications

with external colleagues were much more likely to take place by tele-

phone and personal correspondence than by exchange of offprints or

unpublished manuscripts.

Sixty-eight per cent of respondents had attended a national con-

ference during the last twelve months. The extent to which conferences

were attended was related to eavironment and status of respondents.

Information gained at conferences was much more likely to be of marginal

relevance than of central relevance. Information at conferences was

as likely to be transferred by formal papers as by personal contacts.

3.4 Information requirements in teaching

The second part of the questionnaire related to information needs

that arose in the course of teaching. The aim of this sction of the

questionnaire was to study the relationship, if any, between rasearch

and teaching needs, and ways in which information gained in one activity

might be of use in the other. It was also thought that for some uni-

versity staff teaching might generate more information needs than re-

search, or that the needs might be quite different. At any rate,

information needs generated by teaching seemed of sufficient importance

and interest in their own right for supplementary data on them to be
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worth collecting. Finally, however carefully the sampling was re-

stricted to likely researchers, it was bound to include some who were

not researching at the time.

This part of the report considers only teachers in higher or further

education. The sample included 18 schoolteachers who were registered

for higher degrees, but these are not discussed here.

This section referred specifically to the information needed in

order to teach students. No question was included about materials

needed as teaching tools in the classroom, but some respondens may

have understood the question this sense.

3.4.1 Nature of sample

Number of respondents. Six hundred and fifty respondents were

involved in both teaching and research, and 278 were engaged in research on13.

Although the sample did not deliberately include anyone who was engaged

only in teaching, there were in the event 149 in this category: that is,

they had engaged in no research in the six-month period before filling

in the questionnairci. Researchers in anthropology were less likely to

teach than other rrsp,sndents, but otherwise there were no differences

between disciplines.

Qualifications. There was a close relationship between subject of

qualification and subject taught (this was demonstrated by the percentages

falling along the 0.igonal in Table 352) . On average more than half of the

respondents with a qualification in any given subject were teaching in

this subject only. For example, 60 per cent of those respondents with

a qualification in psychology taught psychology, 66 per cent with a

qualification in sociology taught sociology, and so on. Those with

qualifications in anthropology, education, or political science, were
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less likely than average to teach their own subject. For example,

respondents with a qualification in education often taught psychology;

respondents with a qualification in politics often taught sociology;

and respondents with a qualification in statistics or mathematics fre-

quently taught economics. Geography was almost invariably taught by

graduates in that subject.

Respondents teaching geography were much more likely to have a PhD

than respondeuts teaching any other subject, while those teaching edu-

cation were less likely than others to have this qualification:- Pro-

portionally, respondents teaching economics were less likely than others

to have a PhD, but slightly more likely to have a Master's or Bachelor's

degree. Researchers teaching psychology were imich more likely than

others to have a professional qualification combined with their degree,

usually having also a higher degree; on the other hand, economists

were very unlikely to have a professional qualification. Teachers of

education were more likely than others to have a professional qualifi-

cation combined with their degree; to a slightly smaller extent, this

was so in the case of teachers of sociology. There were 10 respondents

teaching education who had no degree and a professional qualification

only, but this was rarely the case with other subjects (Table 353)..

3.4.2 Research interests and subject taught (Question 61)

There was a close relationship between subject of primary research

and subjeci; taught (Table, 354). Those with primary interests in econ-

omics, geography, politics, psychology and sociology were very likely

to be teaching their research subject. Anthropologists were more likely

to teach anthropology than respondents with no qualification in anthro-

pology, but in both ca*3es qualifications or research experience in

anthropology were also associated with sociology as a teaching subject.

Researchers in education also taught psychology, and to a lesser extent,

arts subjeczs. Thirty-two per cent of researchers in sociology were

distributed across all the other disciplines taught in the social sci-

ences. Respondents with a research interest in history often taught

politic_al science, econcmic history and other arts subjects. Researchers

in statistics very often taught economics. There was also a

relationship between subject taught and secondary research interest
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(Table 355), although, as might be expected, it was nowhere near as

strong as that between primary research interest and subject taught.

3.4.3 Teaching load (Question 62)

Twenty-one per cent of respondents who taught estimated their

teaching load at 12 or more hours per week. Fourteen per cent taught

for 10 hours per week, and the same percentage for 8 hours Per week.

Respondents teaching economics, psychology and statistics had a

much lighter teaching load than others. Respondents in anthropology

and education had a particularly heavy one (Table 357) . The heavy

load for anthropologists was due, no doubt, to the large number of

research students in the sample with a primary interest in anthropology,

because research students had a heavier teaching load than any other

group of respondents (TabJe 357) . Researchers in applied fields had

a rather lighter load than others.

3.4.4 Usefulness of physical forms (Question 63)

Respondents were asked to indicate the usefulness of periodicals,

books, research reports, computer printouts, and the like for teaching,

as they had previously been asked to indicate the use of these for

research.

Nearly all respondents used periodicals and monographs for teaching

purposes, as they did for research. Only 3 per cent said that they did

not do so, but as suggested in earlier sections of this report, 'a figure

as small as this may well represent an error category, and this can

probably be discounted. When judged usefulness of physical forms for

teaching and frequency of use for research were compared (Table 359) it

was evident that periodicals and books were judged most useful (rather

than least useful or moderately useful) for teaching more often than they

were "often" used (the equivalent category in the case of use for res-

earch) for research. The same wan trae of collections of readings and

conference proceedings. Research reports and theses were not used so

often for teaching as for research (this is hardly surprising, as these

materials are strictly research products) , and they were more likely to

be judged "least useful" rather than "moderately" or "most" useful.
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"New media" tended to be used much more often for teaching than for

research purposes. Recorded sound, film, video-tape, radio, and TV were

all regarded primarily as teaching toOls. This was to be expected, as

there has been a growth of interest in the use of new media in teaching,

reflected in the establishment of Educational Technology Units at a number

of universities and similar developments in colleges.

Not surprisingly, computer printouts were found to be of little use

for teaching: 810 per cent of respondents did not find them useful for

teaching (compared with 62 per cent of respondents who did not use them

for research purposes).

Age bore some relationship to judged usefulness of physical forms,

but only a very small one. Respondents from the youngest age group were

slightly less likely than others to use research reports and theses for

teaching, and those from the fifty-plus age group were more likely than

others to use government publications and other official documents

frequently. Films, and other pictorial media, as well as sound recordings

and video-tape, were likely to be used a little more often by the older

teachers than the younger ones; this is surprising in view of the fairly

recent development of non-book media, but it may be that senior teachers

have readier access to expensive equipment. Older respondents also relied

more on radio and TV, colleagues, and external contacts. Colleagues in the

teacher's own institution were, however, just as important for the younger

as for the older teacher.

There were also one or two environmental differences, but again

these were small. Respondents from colleges of education tended-to find

nearly all of the physical forms of more use for teaching than did other

responients. FOr example, respondents from colleges of education rated

periodicals, theses, newspapers, government publications and other official

documents, maps, films, and video-tape to be of more use forteaching than

did others. They also rated colleagues and conferences higher than other

respondents (Table 360).

Respoudents from Oxbridge were particularly likely to find the newer

media (films, video-tape, etc.) to be of little or no use for teaching;

they also rated radio and TV, conferences and contacts with colleagues in



other institutions as of less than average use in teaching. This may

be adherence to tradition, or lack of exposure to new media.

The usefulness of physical forms for teaching was not clear13 r 'ated

to the lecturer's status, but in any case relationships can be examined

only over a restricted range, as very few research fellows, assistants or

students answered the teaching zction of the questionnaire. All that can

be said, therefore, is that between the levels of professor, reader/senior

lecturer, lecturer, and assistant lecturer, no differences were appa.rent

in the judged usefulness of different physical forms of information for

teaching.

Although periodicals and books, collections of readings, research

reports and theses were used by the majority of respondents for teaching,

other media such as newspapers, government publications, microforms, maps,

films and the like, were used much less frequently: this is similar to the

pattern for research, and reflects in great part the much smaller amount

of material in these categories. But superimposed upon this pattern was

another which was particularly evident in the case of the less frequently

used forms; those who used reports, theses, newspapers, governmont

publications, etc., for research were more likely than average to use them

for teaching.

One or two examples will make this relationship clear. For teaching

purposes, 31 per cent of respondents said that newspapers were not useful,

and only 12 per cent judged newspapers often useful. But of those who

used newspapers frequently in research, only 18 per cent said that they

did not use newspapers for teaching, and 22 per cent judged them often

useful fcr this purpose (Table 367). This type of relationship was

apparent in the case of research reports, government publications, and

microcopies. In the case of the less used media (maps, films, sound

recordings and video-tape) the discrepancy between the average use of

these forms and the use in teaching made by respondents who used them

frequently in research is great. For example, only 27 per cent of all
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respondents used films in teaching, but of those who used fthn for

research, 75 per cent judged them very useful in teaching.

A similar pattern was seen in the case of the more frequently used

physical forms; even in the case of periodicals and books, which nearly

all researchers and teachers used, there was still a tendency for those

who used them very frequently in research to be more likely Illan average

to judge them useful for teaching.

From these findings it would be expected that when the judged usefulness

of physical forms for teaching was tabulated against subjects taught, the

same patterns would be exhibited as when the use of forms for research

was tabulated against subjects of research. Reference to Table 374

shows that this is, in fact, the case.

Respondents teaching psychology were more likely to use research

reports thz-in were those teaching other subjects, and they made less than

average use of newspapers, maps, and films. Respondents in education

also made greater .n average use of research reports in teaching, and

they were more likely to use the newer media (films, other pictorial

material, and tape-recordings) than were any other respondents. In the

teaching of science subjects films were also used a good deal, and to a

slic.,:htly lesser extent in psychology (perhaps this is accounted for by

the educational psychologists). In the teaching of economics, politics,

and statistics, films, other pictorial media, and sound recordings were

very unlikely to be used at all,

3.4.5 Methods of finding published information (Question 64)

Respondents were asked to indicate on 5-point scales the usefulness

of published bibliographies, abstracts, colleagues, searching library

shelves, book reviews, references in books or journals, and other methods

of finding published information relevant to their information needs in

teaching.

Seventy per cent of respc, I; said that pc(blished bibliographies and

abstracts were useful to some e::;;:ont 93 per cent mentioned collDagues as

being of some use, 84 per cent mentioned searching library shelves, 95

per cent book reviews, and 97 per cent references from books or journals.
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The pattern is familiar from the material in preceding sections which

have dealt with methods of finding published information relevant to

research. The method considered by most useful ir teaching, as

in research, was the tracing of references from boi,ks and journals.

Forty-nine per cent of respondents said that this was the most useful

method for teaching; published bibliographies and abstracts, discussions

with colleagues, and searching library shelves were not so useful as

sources of references, although they Nere used by most respondents to some

extent (Table 375). Book reviews were, it may be remembered, rated as

"very useful" in finding published information relevant to research as well.

These data bear out some of the impressions gained during the inter-

views, where it had already been established that the rather casual, and

certainly unsystematic,use of book reviews and especially references

contained in books and journals, was a common method of tracing published

information relevant to research and teaching. The data here do however

contrast with impressions gained in the interviews, in that 70 per cent of

respondents to the questionnaire rated published bibliographies and

abstracts as being of some use in finding out about-published -nformatjon;

this was not the impression gained from the interviews, where formal biblio-

graphical tools were played down. Data from the questionnaire axid the

interviews agree about the use of informal channels of communication as

media tor transmitting information about published material; they would

certainly seem td be frequently used, although not necessarily rated the

most useful. The data in Table 375 confirm the impressions gained from

the interviews that the gathering of information for the purposes of teaching

is a rather hit-and-miss affair, and rarely done in any systematic way. In

section 3.2.9 it was seen that the role of secondary tools relative to the

less systematic methods of finding sources of informatJ.on was small in the

case of research: the relative role of secondary tools was even smaller

for teaching.

Older respondents rated book reviews more useful for locating

published information for use in teaching than did younger respondents

(Table 375), although about 95 per cent of all respondents used book

reviews to some extent, irrespective of their age-group.
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Theu-e were one or two environmental differences. Respondents from

new univers:ities rated abstracting journals and published bibliographies

more useful in tracing references for use in teaching than did respon-

dents from other institutions, and respondents from colleges of education

rated these methods as less useful than did others, possibly because

college of education libraries subscribe to fewer abstracting services

than do universities. College of education lecturers also relied heavily

upon book reviews - 55 per cent of them said thatthis was a particularly

useful method oftracing material (Table 376).

Status was not an important factor here, but the tendency for older

researchers to rely more heavily than others upon book reviews for tracing

references relevant to teaching was also found when method of tracing

references was related to the number of years in teaching or research.

Those who entered teaching or research before 1950 were more likely to

rate book reviews very useful for trang references to published

material than were others(Table 377). There was no evidence that

respondents with more experience of teaching or research made any more

use of informal channels of communication than did the less experienced;

they were just as likely to rate contacts with colleagues useful in

tracing references to pubished material. In fact, although the tendency

was small, respondents with only two or three years experienc:e were

likely to rate this channel of communication more useful than were

teachers with ten or more years' experience.

Respondents in education, psychology, and geography judged abstrac-

ting journals and published bibliographies to be of more use in locating

references for teaching than those who tautvht other subjects. Again,

this pattern was familiar in the case of locating references for research,

where mainstreai. psycholorists and geographers were more active in using

bibliographical tools. Teachers of psychology, anthropology and sociology

found discussions and contact with colleagues more useful in locating

references than did others. Teachers of psychology judged book reviews

to be less useful than did others, but judged references in books and

periodicals to be of more use. There were no other major differe.2ces

between subjects taught. The only teachers to stand apart were the

psychologists. They were more active than most in using abstracting



journals and published biLliographies, and in communicating with

colleagues, less likely to judge book reviews important for locating

teaching material, and more likely than others to find relevant references

in books and periodicals.

3.4.6 Adequacy of the local book stock (Question 65)

When asked to estimate the extent to which their local library

satisfied their information requirements for teaching, 9 per cent replied

that all their requirements were satisfied, 53 per cent considered that

most of their needs were met, and 26 per cent felt that only some of

their needs were satisfied.

Local book stocks at Oxbridge were more likely to E f:;- all

teaching needs than were those in other universities; for ,aJzample, 32

per cent of respondents from Oxbridge said that local book stocks

satisfied all their needs. In the case of technological universities,

local book stocks were less likely to satisfy all or most requirements

(Table 379). This was expected; technological universities probably

have the smallest university libraries in the country, while library

provision at Oxford and Cambridge is vast.

The status of responthnit did not affect the judged adequacy of

local book stocks to any extent, nor did the length of time a respondent

had been in teaching.

A comparison between the adequacy of local book stocks for

teaching needs and adequacy of local book stocks for research'is shown

in Table ,J80. Where local book stocks were adequate for research purposes

they tended to be adequate for teacLing, but local book stocks that were

adequate for teaching were not necesf,lrily adequate for research. This

can be seen when comparing the row and column ratios of Table 380. For

exampl, when local book stocks satisfied all research requirements, only

58 per cent of all teaching requirements were satisfied. However, when all

teaching requirements were satisfied in the local stock, only 20 per cent

of the respondents had all their resaarc' requirements sattEled.
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There were few discipline differences in the way in which local

book stocks met information needs for teaching, and the data are not

reported.

34.7 Accidental discovery of material (Question 66)

In the first part of the questionnaire questions 76a and 36b dealt

with "accidental discovery" of references and information for research

(see 3.2.21). Enquiry was limited in the second part of the question-

naire to the frequency with which items of interest or importance for

teaching were found when searching for material in connection with

research.

rt was noted in 3.2.21 that the scanning of current periodicals,

looking up a given reference and spotting something else at the same time,

and conversations with colleagues, were the three main methods by which

researchers accidentally come across information relevant to their

resea2ch. Other methods, including wandering around library shelves,

receipt of offprints or pamphlets, and looking in bookshops were respon-

sible for some accidental discoveries; but methods such as publishers'

handouts and newspaper articles, are not often of value.

Respondents were asked if, when searching for material in connection

with their research, they found items of interest or importance for their

teaching. Forty-six per cent of-respondents did so often, and 41 per

cent occasionally, while only 7 per cent said that this rarely or never

happened. (Five per cent were not doing research, and so this question

was not relevant in their case.) 'Pals data is reported in Table 381.

This kind of accidental discovery happened more often at Oxbridge

than elsewhere, and was less likely to happen o respondents from tech-

nological universities and colleges of education (Table 382). The th..ta

re7-ting to research imatitutions and government departments were not

reported, because the number of respondents in these institutions who

were engaged in teaching was negligible. As was to be expected, those

who often came across references relevant to research by accident were

more likely to find items of interest or importance for teaching during

their searching for research material (Table 381).
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Teachers in education, political- acience, geography, and arts subjects

were more likely than other respondePA5 to come across material relevant

to teaching in this way (Table 383).

Those who concentrated on formA4 vibliographical tools - abstracting

journals and published bibliographi0 were more likely than those who

made little use of these toolsto coke gi.ross references relevant to

teaching when searching for research Ilaterial. It was also the case that

those who frequently used book review 4nd references in books and

journals as a method of tracing relelilwt references for teaching were

more likely to come across such referes when looking for research

material than were those who made llts or no use of these methods

(Table 384).

3.4.8 Keeping track of developmenty vroad subject areas for

teaching (Question 67)

It was suggested to respondent0 that their teaching presumably covered

a much wider subject area than theiy* research.
1 Respondents were asked to

indicate how they kept track of devOppmentS in this broader area. Seven

hundred and twenty-eight respondent0 ansWered this question, and there

was an average of 2.5 methods givar aOswer to the question. Reading

and scanning periodicals was the me4)vd Used most frequently, accounting

for 26 per cent of the responses. %k terms of frequency of mention it was

followed by general reading (18 per :011t), informal communication with

colleagues and others (16 per cent), ond book reviews (11 per cent). Only

2 per cent indicated that they did Atl-P atteMpt to keep track of developments

in subject areas in which they tauelt, Browsing in libraries, conferences,

and scanning abstracts, were all irAORtiently used, each accounting for

about 6 per cent of mentions; newePtiss, and wee:ates (including the Times

Educational Supplement) were rarely IIIOXItioned aS methods for keeping track

of broader areas of interest for tegkolloe.

1One or two respondents pointed oll4; that their research interests were,

in fact, wider than their teaching kiterests, but there is no reason to

suppose that this in any way invalP4at 0 their answers.
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3.4.9 Conclusions

The majority of respondents combined research with teaching in

the universities (as mentioned at the beginning of 3.4 teachers were

not specifically included in the sample who received the cuestionnaire)

and so the data give little indication of the requirements of teachers

as such: what they do give is a comparative indication of the information

requirements of teaching, as opposed to those in research, of respond-

ents who, in tke main, were both teachers and researchers.

The same general trnds that appeared in 3.2 on requirems for

research, also appeared in on requirements for teaching. Discipline

and s'ibject differences, as well as individual differences, were in the

main greater than the differences between teaching and research.

3,5 Publications, productivity, and information

3.5.1 Information input and output

Although the present investigation, along with most other user

studies, concentrated attention upon the information required for

research and teaching, in. terms of other contexts (e.g. national policies

for support and planning of research, information services) it is the

usefulness and practical value of the results of research and teaching

that are taken into account in the allocation of resources. It can be

argued that the provision of information, itself an expensive commodity,

by costly information services, cannot be justified in terms of the

fulfilment of information requirements of researchers alone: only if the

information ia required to further research that leads to the solution

of practical problems in the long term. The difficulty in this argument

revolves around the eonepts of usefulness and practical value. The

argument is complicated by the tradition in science of supporting pure

research in the belief that there is always potentially a payoff, and

that breakthroughs when they do come (albeit relatively infrequently)

hrve enormous scientific and technological consequences. It is doubtful

if ttis state of affairs exists in the social sciences although the

provision of inforuntion, both in science and social science, is now

:F.,en as part of the support that research requires, over and above
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limited and usually amateurish information retrieval efforts of

researchers and teachers themselves in the pursuit of their research.

The allocation of resources for research (including information)

is closely connected with the evaluation of the results of research and

the measurement of performance in research. Measurements of performance

in basic research include: (a) number of publications; (b) recognition

by scientific community, for example, honorific awards, prizes, high

status jobs; (c) citations; (d) ranking of research papers and scient-

ists by peers. In applied research all of these measurements have been

used, and in addition measurements of number of pate:Its, new products,

intca-nal and limited circulation reports.

There have been few attempts to look at th: _.lation between per-

formance in research and information requirements and the provi!Aon of

information services. Obviously this would touch upon only one aspect

of performance - not all performance studies are concerned with antecedent

variables. There are a number of focal points in this area. Attention

can be concentrated upon performance in research as a measure in itself,

on the relationship of performance to institution social and managerial

structures, or, as Whitley aad Frost (1971) suggest, the measurement of

performance may reflect the desire of management for a basis for

allocating resources and rewards. In fact, this latter area could well

be extended to include the allocation and provision of information

services,

In research communities the relationship between input of infor-

mation and research output is complicated because typically researchers

require information before they can do their research and information

output is the product of their research. The various input/output

possibilities are outlined in the following model of information outputs

and inputs of researchers.

.1 9 4
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The processes and loci)s above the dotted line in the above diagram

are fairly well underthtood, and the system is well developed. The

processes below the line are not at all well understood - this alone

stands in the way of development.

Information received by the user, whether actively or passively and

by whatever channels, is defined as input; in the case of the r( 'archer,

outputs are usually verbal or written communications (e.g. a leocure, a

report, an article, a paper, a book, or e77en a seminar) ; in the.case of

the practitioners, output is usually practical action of some kind. The

output of the researcher may be input to other researchers, or to

practitioners, or to policy makers - or just dead weight. A distinction .

can also be made between direct outputs (e.g. papers, lectures) and

indirect outputs (e.g. understanding, action).

At one extreme, a situation can be envisaged where the only pur-

pose of publiction is individual advancement, and the only measure of

output is publication. This is a self .generating, self-perpetuating,

and basically unsatisfactory system, evc_ there are useful by-
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products of the need for production and publication. This raises the

very fundamental question whether the information needs of researchers

are in fact nearly as important as the information needs of practition-

ers.

Most user studies have been concerned with inputs. Studies of

information needs and the bibliographical system required to provide

them look for the best way in which documents of relevance can be brought

to the attention of researchers and teachers. Few studies of the

information system have touched upon aspects of user behaviour that

determine information-seeking and gathering activities. The way in

which the information contained in documents is used by the researcher

or teacher, once it has been placed upon his desk, is not at ral well

understood. There are few studies of the research process, of creativIt-

and scientific discovery, especially of the way in which these processes

are related to information inputs.

It is common to assume that information is put to some useful

purpose. It would be difficult to justify an information system for

researchers or teachers on the basis of input alone. It is possible

that situations exist where information input is wasteful, or even

positively disruptive to research where it may work against research

output. There may also be cases where the demand for information is

insatiable.

The present Investigation dealt only at a very superficial level

with these interesting questions. To a large extent the material gath-

ered in the Investigati,a is of a descriptive nature, outlining'the

ways in which social scientists make use of primary and secondary liter-

ature, and in this sense the study follows the traditional user enquiry.

It concentrates upon information inputs. Data regarding information

input are necessary for information systems design, but othr data are

required. The nature, quality, and usefulness of outputs are also

factors to take into account in design stages although number of

publications as an indication of output or productivity is very crude.

It could be maintained that, for a given piece of research, the

information system which is associated with the largest output is the

most desiraLle system, the one to be preferred and developed.



There is no doubt a relationship between information input and

productivity. In fact, one or two studies in the social sciences have

pointed in this direction. Parker, Lingwood and Paisley (1968) showed,

in the interdisciplinary area of communications research, that a

measure of interpersonal contact with other researchers was the strong-

est predictor of productivity. This index was compiled from assessments

of receipt of pre-prints and unpublished papers, personal communication,

personal contacts, visits, etc.: the greater the input, the greater the

output. Researchers who had more pc7sonal contacts Lad who received

more pre-prints etc. were more productive than researchers who had fewer

personal contacts or who received fewer Pre-prints. Shilling, Bernard,

and Tyson (1964) found higher productivity in laboratories which

permitted unrestricted use of long distance telephone calls and encour-

aged travel to other laboratories. Other studies (e.g. Cole and Cole,

1967) have looked at the social and et-,ironmental correlates of

productivity rather than the way in which information input is

associated.

The thesis is sometimes put forward that the study of the

communication behaviour of scientists (and the subsequent design and

provision ot information services) is undertaken to learn about the

relationship between information input and research productivity.

Parker, Longwood, Paisley (1968) suggest that funds are invested in

improved scientific communication in the hope that this will lead to a

more efficient use of funds invested in the whole of science, and that

if this is to he realised, the relationship between scjentific commun-

ication and scientific research productivity must be demonstrated so

as to show the kinds of communication that must be supported to-achieve

increased productivity. The United States National Research Council

Committee on Information in the Behavioral Sciences (1968) Report on

Communication systems and resources in the behavioral sciences suggested

that the relationship between the information input and research output

should be studied with the aim of designing information services that

would have a positive eff: a pi.oductivity.
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3.5.2 Productivity (Question 11)

Respondents were asked to state the number of publications

related to their research during the preceding three years. Their

answers were related to the background variables and characteristics

included in the analysis, and also to the major variables dealing with

information and documentation requirements.

Sixty-nine per cent of respondents had published nothing during

the three years previous to answering the questionnaire; 13 per cent

had published one item; 7 per cent two items; and 6 per cent three items

(Table 16). Over half of the respondents who had not published in the

three-year period had worked on their project for two years or less.

Because the number of respondents who had worked on their project for

more than four years was small it was impossible to establish a

reliable relationship between number of publications and length of time

spent on their research project. The chi-squared test for this relat-

ionship was very significant, but of little value, as the distribution

of respondents across the time variable was very skewed in favour of

the short period spent on current research topic.

Sixty-eight per cent of researchers worked by themselves (Table

18) ; 14 per cent with one other perSon, 7 per cent with two other persons,

4 per cent within a research team of four, and 7 per cent in a research

team of five or more. However, there was no strong relationship between

number of publications and number of associates in a research team.

For example, of the 117 respondents with a single publication, 59 per

cent worked by themselves, 23 per cent with one other person, and 7

per cent in a research team of five. Of the 624 respondents with no

publications, 73 per cent worked by themselves, 12 per cent with one

other person, and 6 per cent in a research team of five.

It might be supposed that time devoted to research would be related

to number of articles published. There waS no evidence to suggest that

this was so. The majority of respondents spent 28 or more hours on research

per week. Researchers who had published ten items spent, on average, the

nas



same time on research per week as researchers who had published none

(Table 19).

The total number of articles published is a very raw and crude

measure of productivity, although it is one of the few measures that can be

operationally defined. In terms of the present analysis it is quite clear

that length of time spent on research, number of workers in research team,

and time devoted to research have very little effect on the number of

publications produced. There was no indication of a significant connection

between any of the information requirements investigated and number of

publications. Many respondents complained about difficulties of physical

access to material, but there was no relationship between this problem and

number of publications: it cannot be assumed that time saved in obtaining

bibliographic material would be spent on writing papers.

Thus, the present data give no clues as to how productivity could be

increased by alterations to information inputs. It may be that a more

detailed study of the research process in the social sciences would come up

with clues about productivity (measured, it is to be hoped, in terms of

quality, and usefulness in practice, as well as quantity).

1
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Chapter 4

OVERVIEW

4.1 Objectives of Investigation

In the absence of large-scale user studies in the social sciences,

the Investigation was undertaken to provide a national survey of

information requirements in the social sciences and related fields.

It was argued that reliable and valid data were required because, in the

absence of knowledge about information requirements in the social

sciences, solutions adopted in science could well be taken over, where-

as there were good theoretical reasons to suggest that significant

differences exist between the problems in the two fields.

The findings provide a comprehensive overview of the information

requirements in the social sciences, although a large-scale survey of

this type could not obtain great quantities of data in depth. Rather,

the aim has been to provide an aerial view of information problems in

the social sciences, from which areas requiring further attention can

be identified.

It was the stated atm of the Investigation to provide material

useful for the design of information systems. Data from user studies

are not sufficient by themselves for systems design: other data are

required about the details of the existing formal information systems,

and especially the structure of the primary literature and the degree

of bibliographical control that is currently provided; data from the

testing and evaluation of actual and trial information services (which

can also provide feedback data on stated user preferences and require-

ments) ; and data on the economic, psychological and practical con-

straints that an information system must meet. There is no point in

conducting a survey of information needs for its own sake; the only

point in doing so is to collect data which can be used for the improve-

ment of 'information systems, .or for the design of new ones. In



framing the questions, therefore, basic questions which seemed essential

for information systems design were kept in mind. For example, did

the basic pattern of information need divide according to discipline, or

according to environment, or what? Were any patterns or trends detectable

which could be associated with age, suggesting that the pattern of use

and need was changtng or likely to change in the near future? Did users

have certain blockages or preferences which should be taken into account

in designing information systems? What particular aspects of the

formal system did they find difficult? What would happen if one created

more aibstracting journals - would they be used as well as, or in prefer-

ence to, existing ones, or not at all? Should abstracting journals aim

to be general and comprehenstve, or specialized and smaller in size?

Underlying all these questions, ther::: was the basic question, what

information does this person require for what he is doing, in what form,

with what speed of delivery, etc.?

All main aspects of information need and use, formal and informal

alike were studied. It is of course much easier to ask questions con-

cerning the formal system than concerning the informal system, as it is

"harder", more easily identifiable, and more memorable. Questions

about the informal system tend on the other hand to be more general

and vague. To explore informal communication more fully would require

a much fuller use of interviews and of daiy-to-day observation.

1

The Investigation aimed to collect jaata not only on current infor-

mation gathering practices and informattion uses, but on more fundamental

issues relating to the nature of the work being carried out and the type

of information required for it. Since one cannot ask very well what

information a person needs without finding put what he is doing, it was

necessary first to find out exactly what researchers were involved in.

One of the earlier questions in the questionnaire asked how researchers

were going about their reSearch. This question proved too ambitious

and difficult; it was hoped that researchers would he able to struc-

ture their answers in such a way that some basic patterns of research

could be distinguished, but a fair number of respondents did not answer

this question at all, and of those who did, the answers could certainly

not be categorised into a limited number of basic patterns. There is

a wealth of information in the answers to this question, but tt did not

2 I
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prove possible to code it in a form that could be analysed using the

MVC program. However, the answers to this question still require and

deserve study, since very little indeed is known about the research

process in the social sciences.

Although most aspects of user needs have been covered by the

questionnaire, the interviews, and the Experimental Information Service,

further data on most of these aspects would be desirable. However, to

judge trom user studies in science, the effort required to obtain further

information from surveys which could claim to be valid and reliable, would

probably be out of proportion to the value of the information obtained.

The law of diminishing returns with user studies using survey methods

operates very rapidly; and it is doubtful if general surveys of the type

so common in science, where the results are difficult to compare, contrast,

and accumulate, would have much to add. At this stage, now that we have

a general outline of the field, a more tightly knit type of investigation,

in which hypotheses drawn from the survey data are tested in real-life

situations, is required.

4.2 Method of enquiry

Three methods were used in the investigation. The main method was

a questionnaire circulated to a national sample drawn from a population

of all the social science rese -chers that could be found. The second

method used was interviews, wi three categories of person: a sample

of those who did not respond 1- ;he questionnaire (in an attempt to see

whether they were non-typical: some who answered the questionnaire

but who were worth following d, and some who had deliberately been

left out of the questionnaire sample, and who were approached only by

interview. The third method was day-to-day observation of a very small

number of social scientists. Technically this was not part of INFROSS,

but a separate grant from OSTI; an Experimental Information Service

(EIS) in the social sciences was established at Bath University,

starting in January 1969, the dual aims being to test the validity of

the concept of a personal information service in the social sciences

in a university, and to gather data by observation on the day-to-day

information habits of social scientists. This service covered social

scientists in Bath (on a face-to-face basis) and in Bristol University

202-



(by mail) . EIS has contributed to INFROSS, providing a useful check

on some of the findings from the questionnaires and interviews.

The social sciences were defined for the purposes of INFROSS as

anthropology, economics, education, political science, psychology,

and sociology. The main emphasis was on researchers, whether in

universities or elsewhere.

With a very long questionnaire like this, the amount of data pro-

duced was absolutely enormous. Simply because the field was unex-

plored, a number of analyses were carried out that proved in the event to

yield nothing of value, ut this could not have been known beforehand.

Some of the computer tables have not been included in this report at all.

Further analysis of the data is still possible, and they are available to

anyone who wants to use them Rs a mine for his own purposes.

The questionnaire data were presented in three ways: (a) straight-

forward frequency counts (e.g. percentage of respondents making use of

theses) ; (b) two-way tables relating one information attribute to

another or to a demographic variable (e.g. relationship between use of

abstracts and subject of research, or relationship between use of

abstracts and environment) ; and (c) three-way tables relating three

attributes or variables (e.g. relationship between use of abstracts

and subject of research for respondents in 20-29 age range). In the

majority of cases the data in these tables were presented in terms of

row or column ratio.

The limitations of cross-tabulation must be recognised: at the best

they can be used to compute correlation coefficients, but measures of the

statistical significance of the relationship do not of course imply

causation.

4.3 Summary of major findings

For details of each section of the questionnaire data the reader is

referred to the relevant subsections*in Chapter 3. In this chapter the

extent to which the data answer the questions raised in the Report on the

Preliminary Stage is considered, together with comments on the more

203



striking findings of the study, and suggestions as to ways in which further

studies could build upon the foundations laid by INFROSS.

It is not possible to offer a succinct statement of the findings of

INFROSS, because the nature of the enquiry and the results do not lend

thcmselves to this type of summary. The communication pattern in social

science research is complex, and this leads to a multiplicity of require-

ments, sometimes almost imperceptibly merging into one another, and sometimes

conflicting with one another. This finding is not confined to INFROSS.

The only other major study of the information requirements of, and

communication patterns in, a social science discipline the American

Psychological Society (19(33, 1965, 1969) Project on Scientific Information

Exchange in Psychology (PSIEP) - gave ample evidence of the complex nature

of the information requirements of psychology. The type of data gathered and

processed in INFROSS and PSIEP is not unlike the data obtained in the

majority of user surveys in science and technology, where findings have

not always been capable of being stated in a way that would make them

directly usable in systems design.

The assumption was made at the beginning of the Investigation that

there was an information problem in the social sciences. In the absence of

social science user studies it was not possible to be absolutely certain that

this was the case, but from the everyday experience of social scientists and

librarians there was subjective evidence to suggest that an information

problem existed. The appearance of new information services during the last

decade was taken as further evidence that the existing information system was

not capable of meeting existing and growing needs.

It can certainly be safely asserted now that there is an information .

problem in all of the social sciences. The problem has become more acute

with the increase in published material, but it goes far beyond the problem

of keeping track of new literature. Social scientists and information

specialists are nows'more aware of communication difficulties, and of infor-

mation services that can effect improvements in information transfer. There

is a change of attitude, not always accompanied by a concomitant increase in

knowledge about new services. The feeling that an information problem exists

remains vague and largely unstated until the social scientist is exposed to

larger quantities of information, and until his attention is drawn to the

inefficient methods he often uses.
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It is very clear from the data that as far as the researcher in the

social sciences is concerned there is a long-term and complex interaction
with the formal bibliographical system, especially with the primary literature.

INFROSS data are mainly about this interaction; it is much easier to ask,

and answer, questions about "hard" and identifiable channels of communication

than about informal methods; it is in the formal system that improvements

are most possible, and it is formal channels such as periodicals and

monographs that spring most readily to the mind of respondents faced with

questions about their information uses - they are more readily identifiable

and memorable than informal contacts. There is no single outstanding

finding to emerg_ For example, it is not the case that nearly all

psychologists use an abstracting journal and nearly all the sociologists

do not such startling and surprising findings would indeed be of interest

and require much further research and attention. Instead there is a

gradation of requirements and methods of use from one researcher to another

and from one discipline to another.

The information problem in the social sciences extends much further

than could be explored in depth in the Investigation. It includes

questions about the use made of information after it has been retrieved

and made available to the user, the nature of social science knowledge

and research processes, the value of information for research and the

application of social science knowledge. These questions are not unrelated

to Information needs: after all, ultimately it is the information that will

make for better research, and that will lead to the solution of practical

problems, that must be provided. Data on these aspects of social science

research from the questionnaire were rather meagre, although some of

these questions have been considered in an offshoot of the Investigation -

a monograph by Brittain (1970).

4.3.1 General comments on information problems

Although the main section of the questionnaire concentrated upon the

formal communication channels, there were one or two places in the

questionnaire where respondents were called upon to make comments, and in

other places some respondents recorded unsolicited comments. Some of

these related to general issues regarding the function and use of infor-

mation which-were not specifically mentioned in the questionnaire, and also

to the information problem as seen by the researcher. During interviews



there were greater opportunities to record comments.

Most researchers appeared to be familiar with formal bibliographical

tools, though their use of them was unsystematic, not thorough, and

limited (in that they used fewer tools than would have been useful).

Many respondents re firmly oriented towards conventional print media

and libraries.

There is no substitute for a good library at one's place
of work: -any other arrangement (for example, central depot)
entails too great a lag between the idea and its implementation.

I do not welcome any of the movements away from the

printed word.

Many suggestions and comments indicated that the information

explosion was recognised as such; and that the solution is to be found

in the reorganisation of methods of information transfer and bibliographic

control (with additional emphasis placed upon the proiluction stage of

written material) rather than burdening the user further with more and

more information, and thereby passing his threshold for assimilation.

Respondents were not always very articulate when commenting upon

information problems and solutions. A typical attitude expressed by

researchers during interview is summed up by the comment from one

researcher:

There is a nagging feeling that one ought to be chasing
information, and information about information.

There was comment about the function of information, and sometimes

doubts were expressed about its value.

Importance of information can be overrated. More

information does not always result in increased knowledge

and probably seldom produces increased wisdom.

There are enough books already written to give one all

the background information needed. The basic requirements
remain energy, initiative, resourcefulness and application.

In my field (professional developments) I find the real

original work is seldom written up.

Problems of physical access to statistics and documents were

often commented upon.



Accessibility of books is far more important than the
provision of information.

Facilities for information seeking at the university
compare unfavourably with research institutions.

More free access to government material.

There is a case for the publication of some govern-
ment data.

Very hard to trace films because they are rarely
mentioned in bibiiographies.

There was also some dissatisfaction with the way in which academics

are encouraged to publish because of the relationship it has to promotion,

rather than publishing because there was something important to say.

There is too much publication of trivia based on
inadequate evidence published by university researchers
who need to publish to progress.

Find some criteria other than publication as a
measure of academic standing. So much is published
that communication is getting in the way of communication.

Apart from the two spaces provided in the questionnaire for

spontaneous responses and comments, respondents had little opportnnity

to question the formal bibliographic system and the methods currently

available for information transfer. However, there was enough comment

contained in the questionnaire (and these were backed up with impressions

gained from interviews) to show that not all researchers were satisfied

with existing information services, although very few respondents had

constructive suggestions. It would have been very surprising if some

respondents and interviewees had not drawn attention to the increasing

volume of published material, and to the problem of keeping up to date

with their own field, which involves reading more and more, but at the

same time drawing upon a smaller proportton of available material.

These problems were mentioned often, but not to the degree that might

be predicted by the exponents of the "information explosion".

4.3.2 Information demands, uses, and needs

Demands tor, and uses of, information are partly a function of

real and expected availability. Demands may not be made when there is

a low expectation of availability, and obviously no demands are made

when the user does not know of information that may be of potential
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value to his work. Data were collected on most aspects of information

need, whether articulated or not; questionnaire, interviews, and

observation of day-to-day activities were used to supplement one another

in exploring as many aspects of need as possible.

The results leave no doubt that a good many social scientists do

not manage to satisfy all their information needs that could be satisfied,

and that information of potential value is passing them by. This is due

to: (a) lack of time or motivation to read material that could be

easily made available or that is already available; (b) difficulty in

retrieving information that is known or thought to exist: (c) ignorance

of the existence of information that would be of value and relevance to

research.

Lack of time/motivation. This problem is a complex
mixture of user and system characteristics. The amount of
social science research and literature is increasing, and
except in very highly specialised areas the user is faced
with either knowing less and less about his area of research
or spending more time in information-gathering and assimil-
ating activities. Better information retrieval services
(in most of the social sciences computer-based retrieval
services do not exist) , incorporating acceptable selection
and filtering techniques would go some way to reducing the
bu:rden of going through large amounts of information.
Easier physical access to relevant material would also help.
However, many social scientists complained about the amount
of information that was immediately available (perhaps on
the user's dcsh or as a note of a relevant reference in his
files), rather than the difficulty of retrieving information.
Improvements in information and documentation services could
go only a little way in :relieving these pressures. SDI
services might help to relieve the pressure on the resear-
cher caused by large numbers of irrelevant documents, as
would improvements in precision of large-scale information
retrieval services.

Difficulty in retrieving information. SoMe researchers
described briefly ,dUring interview their ideal:information
system: it conaistedpfa local yisUalydisplay_Unit (preferably
on the userf,s desk), with immediate accesS using natural language
fOr the first CoMMAnd-sequenCe.. :1V10-st' social scientists were

qUite unaware ofthetechulcul difficulties,involved:in such
systems_7which:infact it. may ,tie quite possible:tO solve, at
'great:60st -77 aS well as.' the terMinological and claSsificatt
ory problems :thatare-.still_very far from solution, Apart
from problems Of phySical access to info=mation, the
greatest probleM in retrieVing inforMation remains the
entry of the user into the store of information.
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rat from the way in which theory and data from experimentation

.ate in science, and may therefore make for different demands upon

ition systems.

Extent of social sciences: boundaries within social science, and
classification of users

)ne of the objectives of the Investigation was to see whether

xtion services should be developed along narrow-based and discipline-

ad lines, or broadly-based lines cutting across disciplines. It was

Iry to obtain data about the pattern of need across all the

lines and to make comparison from one discipline to another. With

objectives in mind it was obviously necessary to include in a single

as many of the social science disciplines as possible, so that

able data from a/1 disciplines would be available together.

From the point of view of information systems design and the supply

ormation, it is very important to be able

ing to their needs, for the simple reason

for all types

eivable.

of user in all disciplines

The most obvious classification

:e as well as

to classify users

that a comprehensive

and environments is

of researchers

in science) is along the lines of the major

(in social

disciplines

; is possible that classification according to information require-

cuts across traditional discipline boundaries. It is one of the

strengths of INFROSS that it does provide a mass of comparable data

a very broad field, so that every finding can be related to other

igs. It is of very little use, for example, to know that 75 per c.

:lologists do something, unless one has some idea of what other

do.

In planning for information:systems within a broad area, the

natiOn transferred'must be considered Separately froM the methods

tiOttanSfer 1*. -It is ObviOUs-'thatthere will'be many Subgroups of

within a broad Arearequiring differentinformatiOn. The bOUndaries,

may correspond roughly -tO luktternei: of need, may or may liOt follow

pline boundaries closely. Very-little is known:-about .the scatter of

ial-across disciplines, or about the inforMation and docuMents

red in interdisciplinary research. These are major issues, affecting

ossibility of a comMOn -600l of documents'from-Which'different

210
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disciplines can draw, and are fundamental to the problems of dealing

with overlapping areas.

Data were obtained from the questionnaire analysis about the channels

through which information is transferred (e.g. journal, article, telephone,

face-to-face contact, film), the relative frequency with which they were

used, and their usefulness. Differences between disciplines were slight

in this respect: that is, the use (and usefulness) of, for example,

conferences or monographs did not vary much from one discipline to another.

Details about individual items within each category of material (e.g.

journals, books, reports) were not collected in the questionnaire. Some

data were recorded in interviews about individual items; enough to show

that the items regarded as central to researchers (e.g. "core" journals)

were different for each major discf-pline. However, the materials

required to satisfy information requirements in peripheral areas of

interest, as well as those in interdisciplinary research, may be very

different and may not show the same degree of separation as exists between

the established social science disciplines. Bibliometric studies are now

required.to measure fairly precisely patterns of requirements for

individual items and to see how far these patterns correspond with existing

discipline and/or subject boundaries. Bibliometric data could be

supplemented with further data from enquiries about user requirements for

individual items.

When such data are available it may be that important differences

will be 'found both between and within disciplines: differences relating to

the structure of information systems, rr" 'eir contents. For

example, taking sociology and economics as examples, it may be that: (a)

the structure of the information system serving sociology (e.g. ratio of

abstracting journals to primary journals, percentage of communication taking

place.through informal channels), is mot the one that best serves economics;

And (b)Hthere exist fairly homogeneous, groups of users within an accepted

discipline, to whom information that is generally thought to serve the

users in the discipline has little or no relevance.

The Investigation has thrown some light on these questions. At

least within the major social sciences covered in the Investigation, there

is no evidence to suggest that each discipline in the social sciences
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requires an entirely separate and specially constructed information

system. Obviously the actual material that flows through the infor-

mation system must vary from one discipline to another, but the way in

which it flows could quite well be arranged on a common basis. Re-

searchers from all the main social science disciplines make similar use,

both in terms of frequency and purpose, of bibliographical tools; and

with small variations from one group of users to another, they will

tolerate similar delays in getting to know about material after it has

been published, about current research in progress, etc.

The Investigation was unable to throw much light on the question

of "inner circles" within the major social science disciplines, because

most of the analyses of the data were made across the main social science

disciplines: for example, psychologists were contrasted with sociolo-

gists, rather than specialists in psycholinguistics with specialists in

sociolinguistics. An attempt was made to identify groups of researchers

in interdisciplinary areas by cross-tabulating questionnaire data for

researchers with a primary -7-esearch interest in education and a second-

ary research interest in s'o=dology (and vice versa), and the same for

psychology and education. However, the narrowing of the subject range

in this way dtd not highlIght any strong differences in information

requirements. It is in any case not a very good method for the identi-

fication of interdiscipli,laizy researchers; there is, for example, no

way of telling from the questionnaire data whether those researchers

with a primary research interest in sociology and a secondary research

interest in education can really be counted as sociologists of education.

The differences that were identified between the major social

science disciplines were small compared with those between researchers

and practitioners, and between researchers and applied social scien-

'tists. At the beginning of the Investigation several different

categories of.users were correctly identified: these were social

scientists in government departments, college of education lecturers

and school teachers, and social workers. The results of the study of

these three groups are presented in Research Reports numbers 2, 3, and.

4 respectively,

In brief, the differencs between researchers and non-researchers
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extend to the amount and quality of the information required, as well

as the channels through which it is conveyed. The type and content

of information required is quite different, and the way in which it

,is packaged and transferred must vary from one group to another.

There are other groups of users, who were not included in the

sampling frame: for example, clinical psychologists as a special sub-

group of psychologists, researchers in community development, and

researchers in action research, mission-oriented research and applied

research. Social scientists employed in industry were not included.

It is probable that the information requirements of these groups

differ from the requirements of researchers, perhaps to the same extent

as requirements of non-researchers differ from researchers.

4.3.4 Demographic and environmental variables

The classification of users according to demographic, ecological,

and environmental variatles provides another way in which groups of

users may be identified who have different information requirements.

It is perhaps less likely that environmental differences play as

important a part in determining information requirements as discipline

or type of research, but nevertheless, if they do influence 1...aquire-

ments to an appreciable extent, then they may be relevant to the design

of information systems.

Few environmental differences appeared in the analys5.s. There

was a minor example of environment exerting an effect upon communication

patterns in the case of anthropology, which is a relatively small

discipline, and very strongly represented at Oxford University. During

interviews with researchers it was apparent that research in anthropology

was largely localized at Oxford, where specialize4 collections of

referenceS a,nd data were available, and informal cOntaCts numerous.

The'same situation, where a disCipline is localized largely to a parti-

cular environMentis'unlikelk to arise frequently. It is not the case

with Other disCiplines in'the soCial ScienceS4- although within any

discipline specialiZed-research may develop-and be located in a con-

fined area. Information systems design must be flexible enough to

accommodate localized requirements, although whether or not they are
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met will always depend upon the economic viability of supplying small

and specialized groups of users with services.

There is another environmental difference where the location of

specialized research in a particular area is due to economic, geographi-

cal, or service reasons, rather than to historical reasons and the

availability of printed material and libraries (as is the case with

anthropologists at Oxford). Examples of research projects located

in particular envf aments for these reasons include the Severnside

and Tayside resear-LA projects.

Further studies of information requirements could look in detail

at specialized pieces of research, contained perhaps in single

institutions or at least fairly clearly defined geographical limits.

Such studies would enquire into the ease with which information was

obtained, the special role played by informal contacts and chance

factors, and the effect of geographical factors on the flow and accessi-

bility of information.

The fact that environmental differences are not a major factor

in information needs is welcome, since it is hard to imagine how one

would organize a system by environment when the primary materials are

organized by, or fall naturally into, disciplines: the same materials

would need to be processed in different ways 'A;c1 suit users in differ-

ent environments.

4.3-5 Types of information use

The questionnaire contained three questions in this area. The

first concerned the raw materials being used (archives, experiment Or

observation, interview or questionnaire, etc.) ; the second concerned

the types of information used (historical, statistical, etcL); the

third asked about the physical forms of information they used (periodacals,

monographs, theses, etc.).. The responses to these questions were

related to discipline and-environment, and indeed thethree questions

were related to one another in the analyses. In hxief, what came out

of these questions was that most r.aw materials, types of information,

and physical forms were used by most categories; no particular
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discipline or environment had a monopoly, or anything near it, of any

one type of raw material, type of information, or physical form.

Indeed, the answers to these three questions were analysed against the

answers to all other questions in the questionnaire, and although

certain patterns did emerge, the findings make it extremely doubtful

whether any of these categorizations can be used as the basis for

information systems design - that is from the user's point of view.

From a production point of view it may of course make very good sense

to produce separate bibliographies for reports and theses, as happens

at present. The weakness of relationships between the answers to

these three questions and other questions was something of a surprise;

extreme concentrations were not to be expected, but neither was the

very wide scatter that resulted from the analyses.

Of the various types of information listed in the questkonnaire,

historical and descriptive information was least used; methodological

and conceptual information was used by nearly all respondents, with

psychologists being the heaviest users; while the fifth category,

statistical information, was most used by economists, especially those

in government departments.

The answers to the questions on use of physical and other forms

were rather interesting. The 3 per cent who never used monographs,

.and the 3 per cent who never used periodtcFNls, were something of a

mystery - pertwns due t 01-ror -rat'ne: anytli.ing else. The high

_figures for non-use of microfilms, and of mon-book materials such as

recorded sound, and videotapes, were intaresting.

Respondents were also asked which two phySiical forms they found

easiest or most convenient to use, which two IBIstsit convenient, and

why. As would be expected, books and periodknalts were overwhelmingly

the eaSiest or most convenient to nse; whileitorofilms and non-book

materiials came out bottom Interestingly, camputer'-printoUt was not

frequently listeciamong the inconvenient formS;. The reasons given

fuor. inconvenience Of'microforms :were the commaalones, Increasing

numbers of microfOrms, 'and increasing accessility, have Obviously

not yet broken through the user barrier.
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Respondents were asked which forms of information they used in

their current research for each of the various types of information.

Books and periodicals were used for all types. Of less common forms,

government publications, newspapers, consultation with colleagbes

and conferences were associated with descriptive information; computer

printout with statistical information; newspapers with historical

information; computer printout and consultation with colleagues with

methodological information; and consultation with colleagues, news-

papers and government publications with conceptual information.

The formal information system is built around a small number of

channels and formats for the transfer of information; the monograph

and serial literatures form the greater bulk of the formal communi-

cation system, followed in importance by government publications.

theses, research reports, etc. The more recently established channels

of communication (for example videotape,

use) are still used very infrequently by

no doubt from the data that the print

audiotape, on-line

most researchers.

media are vastly more

for the researcher than the non-print media. This must be

to the tradition established of using print media anci the relatively

late appearance of other chanrIels and formats, paLll

computer

There is

important

partly due

che habits

already established in academic and research pursuits, and partly to the

very small amount of research material at present available in these

formats. The main conclusion to be drawn is that the new media are

largely untried and unknown; their real place and potential have

still to be established.

4.3.6 Informal channels of communication

The Investigation dealt as fully as is possible in a general

questionnaire with informal communications; the interviews and the

Experimental Information Service added useful supplementary information

which could not easily be obtained by questionnaire. The results

indicate that researchers enter into a large number of informal communi-

cations, with persons both in their own place of work and outside.

Contact by correspondence and face-to-face meetings were the two most

common methods of making external contacts, but exchange of manuscripts

and offprints was fairly frequently used as well. Sixty-four per cent

2



of respondents had attended conferences in the previous twelve months.

There was a tendency, particularly in anthropology, geography, sociology

and statistics, for respondents who combined teaching with research to be

more likely to attend conferences than those engaged in research only.

An appreciable number of respondents had attended international confer-

ences.

There were remarkably few relationships revealed by analysing use of

informal channels against other answers to the questionnaire. Use of

informal channels appeared to be unrelated to status, age, discipline,

and even to extent of use of formal systems. There were some environ-

mental differences; researchers in government institutions were most

likely to use informal channels, those in colleges of education least

likely. Also, the bigger the team, the more likely the researcher was to

discuss his work with his colleagues - this is hardly surprising. There

were however considerable variations in the answers to questions relating

to informal channels, and it would seem most probable that the decisive

factors are related to personality. While the personality characteristics

of researchers would be fascinating to explore, unfortunately there is

very little that can be done wtth the knowledge once it has been obtained:

one can hardly devise different sorts of information systems for different

personalities.

Conferences seemed to be of less information value than one might

have expected. /n general, the communications entered into at conferences

proved to be of marginal rather than'of central relevance, and, perhaps

surprisingly, formal papers were considered as useful as informal discuss-

ion. This does not support the common view that what is really important

at conferences is informal discussion. The conflict between the

accepted view and the findings of INFROSS may be apparent rather 'than

real; information gained at the bar may indeed be important and

extremely interesting, although it may not always be relevant to

immediate research.
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4.3.7 Use of bibliographica) tools

Abstracting and indexing _journals. Respondents were asked to list

the abstracting and indexing journals they used for their.current research.

Deliberately, a list of journals was not given, since this might have

tempted respondents to mark tools they had heard of but never used. The

open question carried the risk that respondents would forget some they

had actually used, but they were unlikely to forget any they had used to

any extent. In fact, many new abstracting and Indexing journals, unknown

to librarians or anyone else, were invented by respondents, some of them

sounding quite useful, as well as a host of primary journals; it is

evident that by no means all of our respondents knew what an abstracting

and indexing journal was.

Sixty-five per cent of the sample mentioned one abstracting and

indexing iervice (that is, one identifiable service - inventions were not

included in the analyses) . Sixteen per cent used two, 11 per cent 3, and

1 per cent as many as 7. Since material relevant to most of the social

sciences tends to be widely scattered in the primary literature, and

therefore in the secondary services, the fact that nearly two thirds only

used one service is striking, though not surprising. The average number

used was 1.7. An analysis of type of information against use of

abstracting and indexing services revealed little relationship.

The individual tools most likely to be used were coded separately;

in the event, some of these proved to receive very little use indeed.

The only three services that came out :really well were Psychological

Abstracts, Geographical Abstracts, and Sociology of Education Abstracts.

The first and second of these are probably the most comprehensive of

abstracting services in the social sciences; the last is the best example

of an abstracting service In the social sciences covering a limited area.

This seems to suggest that where there is a good abstracting service,

whether in a broad or narrow area, it will be used. Psychology and

geography are, however, among' the 'hard'. social sciences, and psycholog-

ists and geographers appeared in several respects to be more akin to

scientists in their information use than other disciplines in the sample.

The sociological and economics abstracting journals are also good, but

were not used to anything like the same extent.
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Respondent» were asked to rate abstracts, as opposed-to simple

author-and-title entries, when assessing the relevance of references.

There was a strong preference for abstracts, those who used abstracts

most having the strongest preferences. A small number considered that

author-and-title entries were better than abstracts; this was not an

error in their marking of the questionnaire, as they wrote it in-them-

selves.

It was believed when designing the questionnaire that the terminol-

ogical difficulties in the social sciences would cause problems in the

use of abstracting and indexing journals for users when searching for

subject entries. Thirty per cent of those who did find difficulty marked

the category indicating that they found it difficult to put into

convenient terms their subjects or concepts, and 33 per cent could not

easily find the terms the indexer had used for these subjects or concepts.

Sociologists found most difficulty. Those respondents who used informal

methods of obtaining references most were most likely to find difficulty

with abstracting and indexing journals, presumably because of their

unfamiliarity. A different question asked about difficulties or

inconveniences in using services they had listed; the most common comments

concerned layout, and quality of indexes.

Abstracting journals were used by respondents mainly to keep track

of research relevant to their own research, and also for keeping informed

about current literature and more general developments. Their use tor

comprehensive retrospective searches was relatively rare.

A citation index in the social sciences. One of the most interesting

findings in the whole questionnaire came from the answers to a question

concerning citation indexes. A brief explanation was given of how a

citation index worked, and respondents were asked to rate such a tool_

according to its potential usefulness to their research. Over half replied

that such an index would be very useful, and only 5 per cent that it would

be of no use at all. Answers to this question must be treated with caution,

since it is hard to know whether all respondents understood fully what was

meant by a citation index, and even harder to know whether they would

actually use one if it were provided. However, the replies do suggest that

a citation index is well worth trying. The theoretical advantages over
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conventional tools are even greater than in the sciences; the terminology

in the social sciences is "softer", the structure of knowledge is less

stable (resulting in problems in arranging the contents of abstracting

journals according to a classified arrangement) , and the scatter of

relevant material across primary journals is probably greater. An
experiment with a citation index in the social sciences seems loag over-

due.

Use of library catalogues and bibliographies. Of those who replied

to this question, 39 per cent did not list any library catalogues at all,

and 41 per cent mentioned special bibliographies they had used. These

two types of tool are the main means of access to monographs, as opposed

to periodical literature, and their low use is rather surprising. A

possible explanation is that in their own special field of research,

respondents would expect to know the relevant monograph literature, and

did not need to search specially for it. The question on the usefulness,

limitations etc. of printed bibliographies and catalogues did not yield

very useful results. However, it is worth noting that 47 per cent of

users who commented on library catalogues thought the extent of detail

in them was too little. It would be most interesting to know what extra

detail they wanted. This question incidentally illustrates the diffic-

ulties of asking users about existing information tools; they are unable

to envisage easily how they might be improved, and having no criteria

against which to judge, their criticisms are often rather feeble, not to

say naive.

Book indexes. A question .about book indexes again was not very

revealing.. 40 per,cent -paid theyjlad experienced no difficulty in_using

indexes; 23 per cent eald,that indexes were often insufficiently compre-

hensive, and a further 25 per cent tound this was occasionally so.

Fifteen per cent found ppor choide
. of terms pr poorarrangement common

problems, and 25 per cent foun&them Occasional problems, By far the

most popular suggestion for improvement was for bigger and more

comprehensive indexes. Twenty-three.respondents saTld that indexes

should be prepared by profes0_onal indexers rather than authors, and

24 said that indexes should be prepared by authors rather than pro-7

fessional indexers.
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4,3.S Use of libraries

One question concerned the use of books - whether respondents

generally needed to use them in conjunction with one another, or whether

it was equally satisfactory to have them available consecutively. The

point of this question was that if consecutive availability is adequate

most of the time, inter-library lending and closed access systems are

likely to be much more satisfactory than if books are frequently needed

in conjunction with one another, when large open access collections

would appear to be much more suitable. In fact, respondents were about

equally divided. The "harder" disciplines - geography, psychology and

statistics - were more likely to use books consecutively, while anthrop-

ologists were more likely to use them in conjunction.

More interesting is the number of libraries used by researchers.

Three per cent said they used none; at the other extreme, 11 per cent

used, or had used, 6 or more in connection with their current research.

The older, more senior, and more experienced researchers tended to use

fewer libraries than others; this may be an indication of mobility

decreasing with age. Researchers in statistics used fewest libraries,

psychologists next fewest. Among the heaviest users were historians,

political scientists and geographers. Use of libraries was largely

unrelated to the type of information required, and the physical forms

used.

The adequacy of local bookstock was the subject of another question.

Only 4 per cent found the local bookstock adequate for all their require-

ments, 33 per cent for:most, 36 per Cent for some, 24 per cent fol.- few,

and 3 per cent for none. ResPondents from Oxbridge and government

departments were most likely to find their local bookstock adequate,

followed by respondents from Scottish universities and independent

research institutions.. There Was a positive association between age of

respondents and estimated adequacy; evidently, the older researchers

get, the more easlly they are satisfied. Those wanting methodological

and conceptual information were most easilY satisfied, those wanting

historical and deseriptive information least likely to find the local

bookstock adequate.
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Ninety per cent of the total sample made use of pre-1945 material;

6 per cent made use of pre-1800 material. Researchers in statistics,

economics and education made the least use of pre-1945 material, the

heaviest users of older material being in history and anthropology, and,

to a lesser extent, geography. As for types of information required,

there was a positive relationship between use of older books and

historical material, a negative relationship with statistical material,

and no relationship at all with methodological and conceptual material.

The more volumes owned by a person, the more likely he was to use older

books.

4.3.9 Methods of locating references for research

This question listed twelve methods (the twelfth being "other") of

discovering references to relevant published information. Respondents

were asked to rate them each according to usefulness. A quarter of

respondents never used abstracts or indexes, library catalogues, search-

ing library shelves, or book reviews. Rather fewer individuals (about

one sixth) never consulted experts for this purpose, discussed with
. . .

colleagues, or had discussions or correspondence with persons outside

their own institution. Just under half never consulted librarians, and

one third never used specialised bibliographies. By far the most

common method was following up references in books and periodicals; 94

per cent of respondents found this method useful, and 59 per cent rated

it as the most useful method.

The low use of librarians for this purpose is perhaps not a surprise.

What is rather a shock is that the more Senior individuals were more

likely to find librarians of little or no use. Respondents in colleges

of education did tend to use librarians much more than other respondents;

this may be attributable to the intimacy of the college library, and the

closer personal Contact college librarians are usually able to have with

their clientele. It may also be partly attributable to the Inexperience

of college of education staff in finding out things for themselves; it

was noticeable in several analyses that they were even less good at

using the information system than their opposite numbers in universities

and research institutions. Researchers in education were an exception:

they were considerably more likely to seek' the assistance of library
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staff than other researchers. Statisticians were low on their use of

most methods. Psychologists used abstracts and indexes much more than

most, 63 per cent rating them as very useful; they also used librarians

very little indeed. As one might expect, heavy users of print media

(books etc.) used abstracts and indexes a lot, light users used biblio-

graphical tools a good deal less. There was no difference in the use

of bibliographical tools by users of non-book materials and of informal

methods. One separate question was devoted to the ways people used of

finding out about non-book materials, if they used them at all, since

there are few guides as yet to these materials : personal contact was

the most common method mentioned. The methods that have been developed

over the years for bibliographical control make possible a systematic

approach to tracing references. The results of the Investigwlion show

that in fact social_ scientists rarely make rational and systematic use

of bibliogralph±cal-tools. Instead, the7 prefer less systematic methods.

For example, Arylogcating references, reearchers are much mpre likely to

follow up references contained in journals and monographs they happen

to be reading tham to use bibliographical tools. Ninety-fomx per cent

of respondents made some use of this method, and 60 per cent did so

often; only 32 per cent made frequent use of abstracting and indexing

tools for this purpose. The logiCal sequence of information/document

searching, proceeding from tertiary and secondary bibliographical tools

to the primary literature, is not followed.

The present formal bibliographic system is far from ideal: for

example, the coverage of the primary literature by abstracting journals

is poor in some areas, often the extent of coverage is not known.

However, it is unlikely that these deficiencies in the formal system

incluence users to any great extent, and therefore the present unsyst-

ematic and in some cases infrequent, use of bibliographical tools

cannot be attributed to these deficiencies along.

Although most respondents did not make great use of existing

library staff for tracing references, 40 per cent of respondents

thought that they could make extensive use of an information officer,

and only 13 per cent said that they would not use one at all.

* At least, there were at the time of the questionnaire; NCET is
rapidly remedying this situation now.
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4.3.10 Keeping up with current publications

The most popular method of keeping up with what is currently being

published in research was abstracting and indexing periodicals, mentioned

by 40 per cent of respondents. The next most popular method was

personal communication with individuals (19 per cent), followed by

browsing in bookshops and consulting book reviews (each 13 per cent).

Very little mention was ma' nf review articles or of printed

bibliographies such as BNB. Gr_twitla_ast use of abstracting and indexing

periodicals for this purpose -Jams mnde LT-researchers in geogssaphy,

psychology,and education.

Eighty-four per cent constdeirred it moderately or very important to

know very soon after publicaticnt waF,,being published; only 15 per

cent considered it not very importamt. The least demanding disciplines

were anthropology, history, andtistims. There was no relation

between the answers to this quet.aon andluse of historical or descriptive

material, but users of stat,istkcal, Methodological, and conceptual

material tended to demand.speedy notification.

Answers to questions about what sort of delay is tolerable between

publication and appearance in an indexing or abstracting journal are to

be regarded with some caution, since they are almost bound to be

conditioned partly by expectations; people do not usually ask for what

they consider to be unreasonable or impossible./ Nevertheless,-it is

still of interest to look.at the answers to this question. Eleved per

cent were willing to wait a year-or more; at the other extreme, 8 per

cent thought a delay of up to one month was /tolerable', and 29 per cent

a delay of between 1 and 3 months. Psychologists were most demanding,

followed by researchers in education; next came geographers, ecOnomists,

sociologists, political scientists, and, last, anthropologists and

historians. Users of methodological and historical information were

least anxious to have speedy appearance in abstracting journals.

Applied researchers were most demanding, followed by experimental

researchers. Those who used a number of abstracttng journals tended to

tolerate le.BEI delay than thoa'e who Imed only one.
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4.3.11 Keeping track of current research in progress

Some respondents did not bother to keep track of current research

at all. The most common method of keeping track was some form of

personal or informal contact; 37 per cent of mentions were of informal

methods of one kind or another, compared with 18 per cent of formal

methods, such as research registers. There was little difference

between subjects in answers to this questie-1. Problems mentioned by

respondents were, in order of frequency of mention, lack of published

information about ongoing research, incomplete or out-of-date research

registers, difficulty of tracing research R other countries, time

involved in tracing research, non-cooperativm from other workers, mass

of material too great to work through, no central indexing or abstract-

ing services for research in progress, difficulty of physical access to

material, and field of research too small to warrant time spent in

tracking it down. Researchers in government departments and technolog-

ical universities mentioned many more problems than researchers in

other environments.

Perhaps not surprisingly, respondents tended to use similar means

for keeping track of currently published material and of research in

progress. Those who kept track of research in progress were particularly

active in the use of informal methods.

4.3.12 Delegation of searching

Respondents were asked about the extent to which they delegated

searching at present, and the extent to which they. wculd be willing to

delegate to a hypothetical information officer. At present, delegation

seems to be rare; only 7 per cent delegated extensively, and 72 per

cent did not delegate at all, though the older and more senior respond-

ents were more likely to delegate (only 43 per cent of professors did

not delegate at all). Researchers in non-university environments

delegated far more than those in universities, presumably because

library and information services are usually more positive and developed

in these places. When asked about their willingness to delegate, however,

the answers of respondents were totally different. Only 12 per cent

stated that they would not be willing to delegate at all, the remainder
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of respondents being about equally divided between those who were

willing to delegate extensively and those who were willing 7,-,o delega

partially. Reasons given for unwillingness to delegate included th .

view that no one else other than the researcher was competemt to do -Lae

researching, that it wes difficult to formulate precise instuctions,

that the serendipity value of searching wns lost, and that a :particular

subject area was so small as to make delegation unnecessary. Those

involved in applied or experf.mental research were more willing to

dele=3ate; users of theoreticza or historical material were least willing:.

One might suppose that those-who wanted factual material (e_g_ statist-

ics) would find it much easier to delegate than those who wau-ted

theoretical or conceptual material, and this was in general ze case,

but researchers in education and sociology were most willing of all to

delegate, and neither of these disciplines can be said to be entirely

concerned with hard data. Those researchers who were most concerned

with speed of notification were most ready to delegate.

Of those who stated that they would be willing to delegate

partially, 73 per cent did not actually delegate at all at the time of

the questionnaire; of those who were willing to delegate'extensively,

61 per cent did not do so. If information officers were available on

the required scale, and respondents did what they actually said they

were willing to do, there would obviously be major and fundamental

changer in their information habits. What is not known is whether

this willingness would be a wholehearted one, or forced on them through

shortage of time and other extraneous factors_ However, even if this

is so, it does not invalidate the willingness of researchers to delegate,

nor the value of information officers if they were available.

This may not be the most significant finding of INFROSS, but it is

certainly one of the most interesting in its implications. If extensive

delegation to information officers were the general practice, the whole

design of information systems would be fundamentally affeced. At

present, information systems are designed, if not for easy use by

researchers, at least with their usage in mind. This prevents their

development beyond a certain level of complexity and sophistication,

though even so some bibliographical tools are by no means easy to use.

If, however, one oould assume an intermediary always between the
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inforstin and the user, information systems couldb)e dev,gAoped to

aamostA'Of level of complexity; the enormous constni7t.tnt of ready

usability Ihnuld cease to exist, and this should mak,e it possible for far

more efficient and effective retrieval systems to tdevelcced.

One final word on information officers may be ,iesirbae. The use

of librarians was minimal. This contrasts very shalv=ply witth willingness

to delegate to someone called an in-rormation To one

respondent, at least, there would be, a serious snag in deLegation: he

said "Much of my pleasure in research is gainedl frcTtUthe search for the

material. Last summer I covered about 500 miles

4.3.13 Late detection of information

The phenomenon of late detection is a difficult one to interpret.

Admission of late detection can indicate either c.ankicilentiousness or

laziness. The conscientious information hunter is T...iliceAy to come across

so much information that some of it is almost bound: to be late; at the

other extreme, the passive grazer, while likely to much less

information altogether, is bound at times to come too late across

information he could have found in time if he had been assiduous. In

the first case, the system may be held largely to blame; in the second,

the researcher has no one to blame but himself. Seven per cent of our

respondents stated that they frequently came across information too late

to be of use to them, 68 per cent occasionally, .and. 26 per cent never.

Respondents at colleges of education were the least likely to experience

it, presumably because of inadequate exposure to,information. sources.

Heavy usets of the lesS COmmonly used physical forms of information

(research reports, theses, government publications, etc.) were more

.likely to find information too late, as were those who used the formal

information system heavily, and those who most wanted speedy notification

of new publications. The penalties for late detection in the social

sciences are a good deal less than in science and technology, where, for

example, ignorance of a relevant article on a researcher's spc-...1

subject can make all the difference to the value of a piece of retiarch,

quite apart from the question of Triority of discovery.
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4.3.14 The use of foreign language material

Social scientists, like researchers in all other fields of

scholarship, do not draw upon the world's literature for their research.

From the analyses of the data undertaken so far it is not possible to

say that social scientists make less use of foreign language material

than scientists. A further study is in preparation in which the data

from the Investigation will be compared with data from other studies of

the use made of foreign language material.

The problem seems to lie not so much in inability to speak a foreign

language, as in the methods that researchers use to deal with material

that they come across in foreign languages, and of course, their

reluctance to scan foreign language publications to pick up material

that may be of relevance to them. Forty-eight per cent of respondents

could read French, and 17 per cent German; only 11 per cent of respond-

ents could read no language other than English. Compared with scientists,

it is suspected that coverage of Russian literature by social scientists

is fairly small, because only 2 per cent of them could read Russian.

However, it could be argued that the amount of material in Russian that

is relevant to social science is fairly small anyway; psychology may be

an exception, but psychologists were only slightly more likely to read

Russian than other social scientists.

Researchers in education, psychology, economics, and statistics

were less likely to read foreign languages than researchers.in geography,

political science, and anthropology. This difference may reflect to

some extent the .relative amounts of foreign language material in these

disciplines, and partly, the different degree course requirements for

proficiency in foreign languages.across the social science disciplines.

However, by any standard, the situation looks to be far from satisfactory,

with the possible exception of the proficiency which social scientists

show in French. Further data were obtained about the methods used to

deal with literature in languages not read by researchers. The usual

practice was either to ignore the article (especially if it was not

available locally), or to obtain an abstract of the article in English.

Researchers were unlikely ,to go to the trouble of commissioning a

translation. When material was judged to be important for research,

,228
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there was a much greater tendency to obtain a translation, and only in

a few cases was the maternal ignored: but the number of articles that

were judged to be important for research was very small absolutely, and

relatively they may represent an extremely small proportion of articles

that would be judged relevant if foreign language material came to the

notice of researchers to the same extent as English language material.

Proficiency in foreign languages had, according to respondents,

little effect upon their choice of research topic: that is, the topic of

research was not usually dictated by the degree to which material in

foreign languages was felt to be relevant and the researcher's foreign

language ability, no doubt because it was assumed that in most areas of

social science the amount of relevant foreign language material is

small (this assumption may be the result of rationalization) . Once

research was under way, its conduct was not greatly affected by foreign

language problems: here again, researchers may have prejudged the issue

by making assumptions about the lack of material in other languages.

4.3.15 Special information problems

Respondents were asked whether any information problems of special

difficulty or importance had arisen during the current research of the

respondent. Much the most common special problem mentioned was physical

access to, and availability of, information, published and unpublished.

A large number of other problems were mentioned, but none of them was

mentioned by more than a few individuals. College of education

researchers were least likely to mention problems; again, this seemed

to be an indication of their limited horizons. Theoretical researchers

did not have much to say in answer to this question, probably because

much theoretical work depends on hard independent thinking, rather than

on utilizing the work of others. Of the various disciplines, geography

seemed to have the most problems, psychology least.

Respondents were also asked whether they were able to solve the

problems they listed, and to what extent. Only 3 per cent said that

they had solved them to their full satisfaction as quickly as desired;

a further 8 per cent had fully solved them, but less quickly than

desired; 57 per cent had only partially solved their problems, and 22

229
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per cent had found no solution at all. This adds up to a large number

of unsolved and partially solved problems, but the information system

may not be to blame for this some of the problems may simply be

insoluble, in the ,.;ense that the relevant information has simply never

been created.

4.3.16 Teaching needs

The final part nf the questionnaire concerned information needs in

teaching, as opposed to research. The Investigation did not set out to

capture teachers as teachers, although the sample did in fact include

some who were not doing any research at all, only teaching. However,

this last part of the questionnaire enabled a comparison to be made

between information needs in teaching and in research within the same

individuals. In fact, they proved not to be very different, though

there were some different emphases. What did appear was an interelat-

ionship between teaching and reoearch, in the sense that in hunting for

information relevant to their research, individuals often came across

information relevant to their teaching, and vice versa. Library book-

stocks tended to be rather more adequate for teaching needs than for

research needs, but this is not surprising.

4.4 Questions/problems for further study

The following general questions and problems have arisen during the

Investigation. They are not of course limited to this particular

enquiry, nor indeed to.socia1. science user studies; they touch upon

fundamental isSues in information science. More specific tests that can

be carried out on information services are proposed for the new project

at Bath University - research towards the Design of Information Systems

in the Social Sciences (DISISS).

(a) The objective of user studies (not always stated as such
specifically) is the production of data that can be used in
information systems design for the introduction of new information
services, and/or the modification and improvement of existing ones.
Most user studies omit to indicate ways in which the results can
be incorporated into information systems design. Further research
is required to make the results of user studies applicable to



(b)

( c)

(d)

(e)

( f)

way in which the results of user studies are related to other
system variables; (ii) to obtain the data required to implement
the results of user studies in information systems design; and
(iii) to acquire feedback from prototype information systems and
experimental services, providing further data on user require-
ments which can be incorporated in refined systems.

Part of the data required for systems design in 0:0 above is
a detailed specification of the material that is used and required.
A user study typically provides data about the relative use of
channels (although here some indication of absolute rather than
relative frequency of use is required for design purposes) , but the
individual items, their frequency of use and importance, have to be
known if the data are to be used in systems design. Data on the
use of specific items can be obtained from a combination of methods
including citation counts (which probably produce the most object-
ive and reliable data although not necessarily the most valid),
followed by case studies of users, from information officers, inter-
library loan statistics, and various types of library survey.

Data on the interaction of users with information systems is
required in design. To some extent INFROSS established the users'
interaction with the existing information system (although even
here more detailed observations could be made) ; but in the presence
of unfamiliar systems (e.g. on-line computer displays) a number of
the interactive factors may change quite drastically.

A distinction between information and documents has rarely
been made in studies of information needs. The distinction is of
crucial importance as information systems design progresses from a
mere recording and retrieving of documents (which may include
technical improvements in physical access, identification,
etc., to more sophisticated information services,
including packaging of information and data, and information
analysis centres. Further studies should aim at bridging the gap
between the concepts of information and documents. For example,
little is known about the way in which information is put into and
extracted from documents (a hardware problem as well as a psychol-
ogical one, in which the cognitive aspects of information prbcessing
would have to be considered).

StIldies of use and need should take place in conjunction with
studies of the usefulness and value of information. Data about
the quantity and quality of social science information, the
relevance of social science information to research and practice,
the nature of social science knowledge and the way in which it
accumulates to form building blocks for the advancement of the
social sciences are required in information system design. These
are problems that have been neglected by information scientists.

The generation of information, as opposed to the demand for
it and its use, is commonly neglected. Researchers are typically
producers of information: at the other end of the user spectrum,
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the practitioner, and perhaps to a lesser extent the applied
scientist, are users but rarely producers. Longitudinal studies of
the passage of information through information systems is required.
As information passes through the system it continually changes

shape. For example, information may begin as an early communicat-
ion of a new experiment or piece of theoretical research to
immediate colleagues; it may then pass through a prepublication
manuscript to published documents, and then into abstracts.
Further changes occur when the information is condensed in repack-
aging for inclusion in abstracting journals, reviews, or state-of-
the-art reports. At the final stage of transformation information
(or a document) is cited in the work of other researchers: less
frequently, citations may amount to quotations. At each stage in
this process different :needs. and requirements are satisfied,
although very little is known about the multipurpose function of
information in which, during its life cycle, a variety of needs and
requirements can be satisfied.

A study of the production side of information would throw
light on the relationship between needs and requirements at produc-
ing and receiving ends of the information transfer process. It is
suspected that the two rarely coincide: that is, producers of
information do not usually write or publish because a need for the
information exists. When a book is published the writer may have
something to say, but not necessarily what the user wants to hear,
and the publisher is guided largely by profit considerations. It

is only at the level of information retrieval and literature
searching that needs are seen or specified.

An important question hardly touched upon in the'InveStigation
concerns the degree of ort and time that a researcher is
prepared to put into getting information. For example, no assess-
ment Was attempted of the man-hours spent in tracing information.
Some indication is required of the time spent in various aspects of
information seeking and gathering (e.g. time taken travelling to
and froM library, Using,catalogueS, seeking aSsiatance Of librarians,
finding material.:on shelves, browsing, reading,.and recording
bibliographic details., ratios of time spent on secondary/primary
material, checking out material, etc.), compared with the time
spent in actual,reading of retrievedmaterial, writing, zathering
data fromeXperiments/surveys, etc. Little has been done to
establish Optimum referendeseeking:activitieSi' 'for-example;, how
long shouldj7esearchers pursue 4 search:through the formal...system

before seeking the help'.of library staff or information officers,
or shoUld they go tO library staff'first?

A related question to the one abbVe concerns .the ergonomics

of bibliographical tools Well-.designed tools and systems Could
reduce seeking effort considerably. ,Ifthe.researcher could spend
less time on checking catalogues and bibliographies, he might be
able to spend the tiMe saved more profitably on other aspects of
research.MOst social science researchers found the tasks involved
in locating and retrieving doCuments and information fairly time-
consuming, and 4'task:they 'did' not reliSh



(j) Very little is known about the stages of research and the
different information requirements that may characterize each stage.
For example, it is doubtful if the classical model of research,
where the researcher undertakes a thorough review of the literature
before planning his research and starting to collect data, is
followed by many social scientists (indeed, it is doubtful if this
takes place in the sciences) . In fact, researchers were asked in
the questionnaire to indicate the stages of their research chronol-
ogically. The answers were very varied, and although an attempt
was made to code answers for input into the MVC program along with
'the rest of the data, it proved to be an impossible task because of
the limitations of the program and the diversity of answers, which
could not, as was hoped, be classified into a moderate number of
patterns. However, further attempts are being made to process the
answer to this question, and it is hoped that the results will be
reported later and incorporated into subsequent research.

4.5 Changes in emphasis

At the time the Investigation began in 1967 very little was known

about information problems in the social sciences, with the exception of

the studies by the American Psychological Association. However, in

science and technology, there were between 400 and 600 studies (depending

upon the method used to calculate the number and the way in which user

studies are defined) and it,was very apparent that social science

information requirements had been almost totally neglected. The role of

user studies in information science and information systems design has

been discussed in the last few years, and serious doubts have been cast

upon ,the usefulness of unlimited enquiries and unguided developments

(e.g. Allen, 1969; Herner and Herner, 1967; Menzel, 1966; and Paisley,

1968). These authors1lave pointed out that_the results of user studies

are often incompatible and do'not'accumulate to form a body of knowledge

about information .requirements. .Criticisms have beem levelled at the

methodology of user studies', and indeed about the feasibility of establ-

ishing information needs by asking users (Menzel, 1967).

Changes in_emphasiscan.be attributed in part to the twenty-one

reports issued by the American Psychological Association between 1963 and

1969, and the writings_of the researchers Garvey and Griffith (1963,

1964a, 1964b, 1966, 1967A,1967b,..1968; -and Griffith and Garvey, 1964)

engaged upon the Project On Scientific .Information Exchange in Psychology

(PSIEP). Following the APA: studies, the Experimental Publication System
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(EPS) and the National Information System for Psychology (NISP) have

developed as experimental services during the last two years (Kinkade,

1970a; Van Cott, 19700. Also during this period the United States

National Academy of Science/Social Science Research Council (1969) publ-

ished Behavioral and social sciences: outlooks and needs, and the

National Research Council Committee on Information in the Behavioral

Sciences (1967) issued Communication systems and resources in the behav-

ioral sciences. These reports dealt, at a fairly general level, with the

state of research in some of the social sciences, and looked at information

requirements and needs largely from the point of view of the nature of

social science research and the structure of social science disciplines.

At a much less ambitious level information services have been developed

for social scientists and practitioners closely allied with the social

sciences. These include an information officer for social scientists for

an experimental period (Bath University of Technology, 1970, 1971); the

selected dissemination of information to social work organisations

(Bloom, 1969) ; and new forms of publication, including the re-introduction

of a Current Contents series for social scientists.

The INFROSS team has had contact with a number of researchers working

in the field of social science information, as well as many contacts with

users. This has undoUbtedly had an effect upon the thinking of the INFROSS

research team. INFROSS has been the major study of its kind, and one of

its functions has.been the informal coordination of activities in social

science dInformation research.

Briefly, changes of emphasis that are now apparent are given below.

The future of user studies in the social sciences may well depend upon

these changes of attitude, just as much as on the hard data from the

Investigation.

(a) Rethinking of the objectives of user studies, and the
way in which the results of-the user survey can be
applied in systems design

(b) Emphasis upon the usefulness of the results of user
studies, rather than the accumulation of data from
user surveys as an end in itself

(e) The extreme difficulty of establishing information
needs as opposed to demands or uses

3 4
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(d) The problem of the non-accumulation of information
and data in the social sciences/and of the nature
of knowledge in the social sciences

(e) The necessity for further studies of applied fields
in particular, the identification of new areas of
research, particularly action research, mission-
oriented research and applied research - areas in
the social sciences which are developing fast

4.6 Comparison of results of INFROSS with other studies of social
science information

A review of the literature on social science user studies was

undertaken, expanded and published as a monograph (Brittain, 1970), where

it was concluded that very little work had appeared since the last review

of social science user studies was made by Paisley (1965). The few

studies dealing with various aspects of social science information that

have appeared since Paisley's review -do no more than explore the field

and highlight problems. The only information research to appear in the

social sciences that is comparable to INFROSS in terms of scale is the

APA study; and although this dealt only with psychologists, the relevant

parts of INFROSS must obviously be compared and contrasted with the APA

study.

To begin with, the differences in finance and aims of the two projects

must be stated, because this has affected the findings and the comparabil-

ity of the results. The range and scope of PSIEP, as well as the resources

available from the APA-, were greatly in excess of those available in INFROSS.

Over a period of five years the PSIEP was able to cover many of the formal

and informal aspects of information flow, production and dissemination

functions of journal and other print media, the informal exchange activit-

ies of psychologists at conferences, and many aspects of the information

system that are identified in the present chapter as topics that requtre

further attention. Secondly, the PSIEP had as a test bed Psychological

Abstracts and potentially all journals published by the APA, in which some

changes could be effected. Early on in PSIEP some recommendations for change

were fairly quickly tried out, then introduced: namely, a reduction of the

-delay in getting primary material into Psychological Abstracts, and the

introduction of pre-convention circulars for. discussion (a practice, incid-



entally, which has been folaawed by the Brd.tish Psychological Assogciation

since 1970, although without, 'at least so far as is known at present,

feedback about its desirability or usefulness). Thirdly, and this is not

so well known, the most recent developments in the AP& National Infor-

mation System for Psychology (NSIP) do not depend directly upon the

results of PSIEP. In fact, additional planning in the form of Experimental

Publication System (EPS) was required before new information services

could be designed and implemented (Clark, 1971; Kinkade, 1970a; Van Cott,

1970).

When the results of PSIEP are compared with the INFROSS findings a

number of differences appear. These can be attributed to a number of

factors: (a) real differences between psychologists and social scientists

in general; (b) differences between American and British psychologists; and

(c) differences in methodologiemli approaches between the two studies, which

may have included differences _1=emphasis, questions, etc.

In PSIEP Report number 9, ffue number psychologists reading zurnal

articles was very law relative:- tro the numbe= of subscribers to jouramuls

published by the APA_ Data on-tti-ds was not obtained in INFROSS, but would

be very useful in gauging the exxact degree to which the present system is

used.

As part of the planning for NISP, a study by questionnaire about the

attitude of APA members towards Psychological Abstracts, APA journals, and

possible innovations in communication and information services, was

conduci:ed (Kinkade, 1970b). It was suggested that the coverage of

Psychological Abstracts should be extended, that it should be divided into

sections, that the time lag between publication of articles and appearance

of an abstract should be between one and two months, and that a time lag

of four to eight months would be unacceptable. This is in contrast to the

data from INFROSS where 74 per cent of psychologists would accept a time

lag greater than three months, and only 3 per cent specified less than one

month.

On the question of scatter, APA members expressed dissatisfaction with

the way in which material of interest to them was scattered over a wide

range of journals. Researchers in the INFROSS sample accepted the fact
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that a good deal of the information they required was scattered, and

that searching and retrieval were part of the process of research (the

position was very different for practitioners). It is inconceivable

that all information of interest should be contained in a small number

of journals. Perhaps it could be contained in a small number of infor-

mation systems, but that is quite a different matter. This difference

between American and British psychologists may be due in part to the

large number of practitioners, including clinical psychologists, who

are included in the APA membership, and whose information requirements

have been carefully considered in the planning stages of NISP.

On many other aspects of imformation need, INFROSS 'and ATA question-

naire data are in agreement. Visual amd auditory methods of information

transfer were not particularly attractive to respondents for the

transfer of primary information and the newer communicataon media were

used only infrequently, although as teaching aids many respondents wanted

to make use of audiovisual teaching aids - quite a different field from

information transfer between, and within, the research community as such.

About two-thirds of respondents in the-ATA study wanted to use films tch

illustrate psychological techniques: thaz is:perhaps alvinformation

requirement apecifie to psychologists, willich did not emerge in INFROSS.

There was general agreement between INFROSS and PSIEP about the

value of some information services: for example, monthly lists of new

books, andselected bibliographies in major topical areas of psychology.

A large majority felt a need for state-of-the-art summaries and other

forms of packaging and information distillation.

The INFROSS questionnaire included questions about raw materials of

research, methods of keeping track of references, and ways of keeping

informed. Each of these activities was accounted for, to some extent,

by methods, tools, and materials that were not specified in the question-

naire. A category was provided for "other" and between 5 and 10 per cent

of responses fell into this category. It was not possible in analysis to

identify individual items in the "other" category. Nevertheless, in

some instances the number of responses that fell into this category is

enough to suggest a need for further study. It is possible that the

methods of locating references for research, keeping in touch with



current research, etc., mentioned in this category are quite important,

and would at least supplement existing methods.

It has been suggested (Brown, Pierce, and Taube, 1967) that many

researchers express discantent with the present journal system: for

exmmple, that too few of he important papers produced m,.re, published in

journals_ Discontent with existing serials publication-was expressed by

American psychologists in. .PSIEP. In fact, one of the chaef justifications

to= EPS was the discontent withh the existing transfer of information

through the _formma jouwnaa system. Brown, Pierce and Talube (1967) stated

that delay in publicatiotkwas the single most frequent complatmt about

cur-rent scientific journmas. A reduction in -the delay olf producia;g

Psychological Abstracts f011owed, and although long de/mys have remained

in .the publication of articles in jaurnals pubalsaled by- APA, some of these

journals now include a Ii:st of manuscripts accepted flue. publication. The

changes in the Iormal_ cummunications system instigated14yAPA were based

up(on the assumptions (a) a greater degree of focuTsing in the distri-

bthtion of information was required, so that individua1..2=esearchers were

provided with a "hand tailored" service; (b) a diversith-yr of contents must

be available in the information system, but mot necessaily incorporated

into the material that flows to individual researchersl (c) there must be

a minimum editorial effect upon the material and researCh that is published;

and (d) a reduction in the delay of publication and dissemination is very

important_

With these general principles as guide lines the APA Experimental

Publication System proposed that journals stopped binding papers into

issues and distributed instead to each researcher and practitioner a stream

of single papers, abstracts and titles. The preprint exchange system was

considered, but met with a good deal of opposition from established jour-

nals in psychology, and in planning for NISP the idea has been considerably

played down. However, the EPS represents a compromise on this matter; in

order to avoid delays and to ensure that much more material reaches resear-

chers than does at present through the formal system, the EPS transmitted

documents to users on a personalized basis with minimum delay after

preparation of the documents, and with minimum interference from journal

editors.
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Many information systems have been designed and existing ones

modified in the belief that prompt dissemination of information is of

paramount importance for scientists, and that other factors may have to

take second place. There are at least three aspects to) the delv4y in

disseminating the results of research, and it may 13,& tInat they must be

differentially catered for in an information system_ There may be a

delay between: (a) completion of.a piece of research.amd its publication,

:usmally in a journal, a report, or, less frequently, im a monograph; (b)

:publication and researchers getting to know about it.; .and (6) publicat-

ion of articles/monographs and their :zppearance in. secondarq sources.

-East part of the information transfer-process contrttImttes Tto tile delay to

some extent. A general model of information transfer-is as follows: (a)

research; (b) some local dissemination to immediate -coaleagues and contacts;

(c) presentation of preliminary results and conclusionns at conferences,

local meetings; (d) perhaps preprint dissemination.; Ce) publication; (f)

entry into secondary and tertiary sources, where hf.lhELLcographical control

can be exercised. This is the model that was sugge:stted in the PSIEP

studies, although it is not necessarily always the ammee, and one or more

of the steps may be missed out in information transfer. If all these parts

of the dissemination process follow quickly upon each other, then most

researchers would perhaps wait until material could be retrieved through

the secondary sources (which would be the most efficient communication

procedure, in the sense that the greatest amount of information could be

transmitted with the least degree of effort), but the time lag between

successive elements in the model can be very long. A suggestion that came

early on from PSIEP was to reduce the delay by formalising (supposedly

inefficient) informal communications. In science, this aspect of communic-

ations is often referred to as "the invisible college", although the

existence of such a network in the social sciences has not been firmly

established. To reduce the various delays, ap well as to get other infor-

mation about research which is not very suitably conveyed by the formal

system, researchers go in for inforMal contacts, prepublication dissemination,

conferences, contacts with immediate and more distant colleagues, etc.

However, when such activities are formalised much of their attraction and

flexibility is lost.

From a close reading of the PSIEP reports and the subsequent

developments in EPS and NISP, it is fairly clear that EPS and NISP were

not closely tied to the wealth of detail contained in the PSIEP reports.
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In other words, although PSIEP covered the whole range of communications,

4chaJmnels, and users in psychology and related fields, the reults were

mot incorporated into the design stages of EPS and NISP. The focus of

-attention following the completion of PSIEP was the modification of the

,aublication system in psychology, especially that controlled by the AM.

-The changes in the formal system of psychology are small when compared

wit:21 the areas covered by PSIEP, and fairly simple when compared with the

complexities described in PSIEP reports, especially the complex inter-

action between formal and.informal communications. However, althou01 the

chamges effected may have touched upon only a few aspects of information

flow, they have nevertheless been radical changes and may turn out to be

very far reaching.

Now that the data from INFROSS have been analysed and fully reported,

±t is a challenge to the research that follows on from INFROSS - research

.tawards the Design of Information Systems in the Social Sciences (DISISS) -

-to make use of INFROSS data in design stages, especially in setting up and

testing experimental information services.

4.7 Future directions

In the main INFROSS has achieved what it set out to do. It has

covered all the major social sciences and provided much data about all

aspects of requirements for formal information communication and, to a

lesser extent, informal communication. This would have been a much more

costly and unwieldy operation if each social science discipline had

mounted its own user studies, because many of the results would not have

been comparable from one study to another. Menzel (1966) , Herner and

Herner (1967), and Paisley (1968) have all pointed to the lack of

accumulation and comparability of the results of user studies. INFROSS

has avoided the prOliferation of small-scale and piecemeal studies in

social sciences, at some sacrifice of depth, and has been able to ident-

ify areas that require further research.

It is doubtful whether further studies along the lines of the

established user survey would yield much additional data for the

planning of social science information systems: tha point of diminishing



returns is soon reached. Bbwever, user studies do aot necessarily

cease at the time design begins. Feedback from users is required in the

refinement of both the prototype stages of information systems develop-

ment and in the operation of services. A change in emphasis is quite

apparent in the material that naw goes into the chapter on information

needs and uses in the Annual Review of Information in Science and

Technology. The chapter on user studies by Lipetz in the 1970 volume,

for example, includes a large number of references that only a few years

ago would not have fallen-within the domain of user studies - studies

that deal with use patterns as recorded by citations and frequency counts,

rather than studies relying entirely on data collected from interviews and

questionnaires.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer as much of the questionnaire as you can. If a question or

section is quite irrelevant to you, please indicate this by writing N., against

it. If any of the pre-coded questions do not allow you to give full answers,

please feel free to add comments.

TICK BOXES AS APPLICA.'E

In oeder to enable us to follow up selected respondents by

interview, we ask you to put your name to the form. You are however

assured that all the information you supply will be treated in

absolute confidence.

la. Name

b. Age group:

2. Academic and professional qualifications:

Degree or
qualification

Date
taken

Subject(s)

Mr./Mrs./Miss

21 30
31 40
41 50
51

3a. Institution where currently employed:

you joined it:

c. Status:

d. Year you were appointed to your present status or post:

e. Year you first entered teaching or research:

For office
use only

la. 1 2 3
. . .

. . 9

lb. 1 2 3
4 .

8 Q

2. 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

3a. 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

3h.

3c. 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

3d.

3e.

If you are engaged currently in resea7-ch, or have completed a piece of

research in the last six months, please fill in the whole form. If this does

not apply to you, please turn to question 60.
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RESEARCH NEEDS

4. Please state briefly the exact nature of the research in which
you are involved or enwagod or, if you are not involved at the
moment, which you have completed in the last six months. If
you are involved in more than one project, please select one
only (it does not matter which).

5. At what date did you begin active work on this project?

6a. Are you conducting it

month year

alone?
in conjunction with others?
if so, how many?

For office
use only

4.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

5.

6a.
1 2 3
4 5 6
. 8 9

b. and what is your status in the research? 6b.
1 2 3

principal investigator or director
. 8 9

research fellow or assistant
other (specify)

7. Approximately how many hours in an average week are you able to I 7. Y X 0
devote to your research? 1 2 3

If
4

in a university or college
(term hours

5 6
vacation 7 8 9

If elsewhere

8a. Is there a time limit on the completion
of your research?

b. If so, when?

c. By whom is the time limit imposed?

hours

FiNo

month year

The institution where you work
A granting body
Publisher
Yourself
Other

If so, by whom?

8a. 1 2 .

. 8 9

8b.

8c. 1 2 3
4 5 6



9. How have you actually set about your research? If you can
state the various stages chronologically, it will be helpful.

See examples on next two pages

10. Would you please outline briefly any special methodology you
are using in your research?

11. Please list briefly, with references, any articles relating to

this research that you have had published in the last three

years:

249

For office
use only

9.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

Y X O
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

10. Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

11. 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



QUESTION 9. EXAMPLES OF RESEARCH PROFILES

A. ECONOMETRICS: research involving the evaluation of statistics

collected by others

"Regional Economic Planning"

(An examination of regional economic growth - an attempt to calculate the
"balance of payments" as between regions, and the relationship between input and
output per head on a regional basis)

Procedure:

1. Collection of all a.,ailable regional statistics.

2. Determination of different employment rates4 working on three specific years.

3. Examination of regional production figures where available.

4. Examination of non-financial regional statistics such as car-ownership and
unemployment, and the conversion of these to monetary terms where possible.

5. Collation of figures thus produced, and production of report.

Problems:

a) General problem when working on statistics compiled by other people:
interpretation is made more difficult by the fact that one does not usually
know how any particular statistic was originally calculated.

b) Different Ministries define regions in different ways, which means that such
regional statistics as do exist are difficult to collate.

c) Statistics on services at reoional level, as opposed to goods, are virtually
non-existent.

d) The Census of Production for 1954 uses a different classification of
industries from that employed in 1948 - this makes comparison between the
two editions difficult.

e) Publication of major economic surveys is often slow - the results of the
Census of Production made in 1963 are still not available in 1967.

f) Unpublished statistics held by Government Departments could be very valuable,
but are not always available.

B. POLITICS: research using historical materials and methods

"The growtb of party discipline in Parliament, 1880 - 1905"

Procedure:

1. A fairly unsystematic literature-search to locate some of the material that
already been written (for background reading).

2. A search through the division-lists of five Parliamentary session.; during
the period. Hansard was used for 1903 - the others are not reported in
the Hansard of the time, and had to be consulted in the British Museum.

Problem: There are no party labels, which means that the researcher must
rely to a large extent on hiF own knowledge of personalities in
the period.



3. Identification, through Hansard, of the issues involved in each division.

4. Identification of the significant cleavages in voting, and the most
important "rebels" involved.

5. Lists of the "rebels" in the Parliament of the time, and accumulation of

background knowledge.

Problem: Biographical materials in this period are inadequate; not only
arc they comparatively few in number, but they are often poor in
quality, concentrating on what are, for the researcher,
irrelevancies - (e.g. interesting personal data, rather than
information about occurrences in the House of Commons).

6. Work on methods of Party discipline in the period, principal,..y on the

workings of the Whip's Office (background work on organisation etc.) and
Patronage (particularly legal - culled from the Law List and the London
Gazette, though the latter was not much use).

7. Further and more detailed work on voting - examination of voting in

Standing Committees.

Problem: Could not find voting figures for Standing Committees in 1883,

the year of the inception.

8. Attempt to trace the growth of pressure on M.P.s from their constituencies.
Involved an examination of the constituencies which the "rebels" represented,
and particularly involved searching through local newspapers of the period.

9. (At present) Evaluat!on of the data obtained, in preparation for writing-up.

C. SOCIOLOGY/EDUCATION: Research using statistical and survey methods

"Young people in industry: selection, training, attitudes and development."

Procedure:

1. Literature-search for background material, and planning of the research.
The project is an atteli,pt to discover the relationship between school record
and the career-guidance given by the Youth Employment Service, and the actual
performance of the sample during the first two years of Work.

2. Drawing-up of sampling frame. Project will involve three separate samples:

a) a group in their last year at school
b) a group in their first year at work
c) a group in their second year at work.

3. Establishing contact with bodies who will be able to assist in the research,

especially:
a) Local Youth Employment Service
b) the Technical Colleges attended on day-release by those of

the sample who are working
c) the Engineering and Industrial Training Board
d) local branches of the Ministry of Labour,

4. (At present) Work on local Ministry of Labour records.

5. Interviewing of sample, using structured interview - particular concern
with attitudes to work,

6. Evaluation of survey data and material collection from Ministry of Labour

and school records.

7. Writing-up.

el.) "Liz I



N.B. You will probably find the questions on the following few
pages difficult. Please do the best you can with them, even
if your ratings are only a rough approximation.

12. What are the raw materials'. of your current research?
(Please mark all relevant items)

1. Unpublished documents (archives, unpub?.ished
survey data, etc.)

2. Published documents (books, periodicals government
publications, newspapers, etc.)
(N.B. Mark this item only if you use this as
primary research material, not if you use it e.g. n
as a vehicle for informing yourself of previous
experiments or surveys)

3. Experiment and/or observation carried out by your-
self or under your direction

4. Interview or questionnaire survey conducted by
yourself or under your direction

5. Mathematical mode/ or computer simulation

6. Other
please specify:

El

LI

13. Please list the above categories, to the best of your ability,
in order of their importance for your current vesearch,
using tha numbers in the left column above.

Order of importance I Source

1. (most important)

2.

3.
4

4.

5.

6. (least important)
_

14. What disciplines or subjects, other than the one central to
your research, do you see as potentially r-alevant or able to
contribute to your research?

For office
use only

12. 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

13.

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

14. X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



15. Please rate, as best you can, each of the following kinds of
information according to the extent of your use in your

current research.
ring nos. as appropriate

not most
used used

Historical (i.e. relating to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

historical events)

Descriptive (e.g. Marriage ceremonies
of an African tribe, social life in 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

a mining village)

Statistical (i.e. actual statistics 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

or numerical data)

Methodological (indications or
examples of methods or approaches 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
which might.be applicable to your
research)

Conceptual (theories, ideas, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
philosophical frameworks, etc.)

N.B. These categories are not intended to be mutually exclusive:
e.g. the same information can be both historical and
statistical.

16. And please rate them according to their im ortance for your

current research.

(It is assumed that you would not use any of the above
categories unless it was essential to you, but the extent

of your use may not be the same as the prominence it has

in your work; for example you may read a great deal of
historical material, but statistics may be of more crucial
importance to you.)

not most
important important

Historical 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Descriptive 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Statistical 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Methndological 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Conceptual 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

For office
use only

15.

16,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1

3.

4.

5.



17. Information can be made available in various basic physical ror office
forms, or in other ways. Please rate, as best you can, each use only
of the following according to the extent of your use during
your current research by ringing the appropriate number. 17.

PHYSICAL FORMS
not most
used used

1. Periodicals 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Books (monographs) or pamphlets 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Books (collections such as conference
proceedings, collected readings in a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
subject etc.)

4. Research reports 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Theses, dissertations 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Newspapers (daily or weekly) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Government publications and other
official documents (e.g. U.I4.)

8. Microcopies (whether microfilm reels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
or st.rip, or micrneards)

9. Maps

10. Films (pictorial, not films of
printed material)

11. Other pictorial (e.g. photographs or
illustrations)

12. Tape recording r other sound
recording

13. Video-tape

14. Computer printouts (e.g. of
statistical data)

15. Other
please specify:

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

OTHER FORMS

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 .

2_

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

13.

11.

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ]5.

16. Radio or television

17. ,7erferences

18. Colleagues in your own institution 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ,7 8 9
(by discussion etc.)

19. Colleagues or experts elsewhere
(other than at conferences, i.e. by 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Correspondence or discussion)

20. Other 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
please specify:

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.



18a. Of the PHYSICAL FORMS you have used, which TWO do you find
easiest or most convenient to use? (Use numbers in left

margin) (This question is concerned with the usability of

the forms, not their accessibility.)

b. And which two least convenient?

1.

For office
use only

18a.

1.

2. 2.

18b.

1. 1.

2.

c. Could you say briefly why you find them least convenient?

9.

19a. Which forms (physical and other) have you used in your current

research tor each of the various types of information listed

in quetion 15?

Type of information

Historical
---

Descriptive

Statistical

Forms used
(use numbers in left

margin on facing page)

Methodological

Conceptual

h. Please underline the form (or forms) you consider most important
(qualitatively) for each type of information, confining your

answer to your current research.

18c. (i)
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

18c. (ii)
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

19a.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

19b.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



20. There are several methods of discovering references to relevant
published information. Please rate, as best you can, the
following according to their usefulness for your current
research:

not most
useful useful

1 Abstracts or indexes (e.g. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Sociological At,tracts)

2. Consulting known expert or authority 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Discussion with colleagues in your 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
own institution

4. Discussion or correspondence with
acquaintances elsewhere

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Library catalogues 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Searching library shelves:
in your own institution 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. in other libraries 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. Consulting librarian 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. Specialist bibliographies, published
as separate items (e.g. Bibliography 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
of rural land economy, by D.R.
Denman)

10. Bibliographies or referonces in books 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
or periodicals

1 1 . Book reviews 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

12. Other 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

please specify:

21a. Do yoU use the same methods for obtaining references in the
central area of your research and in marginal or peripheral

areas?
Yes
No

b. If "No", please indicate the methods where your rating would be

different for marginal areas, using numbers in the left

margin of questiOn 20.

Method Rating Method Ratina.

For office
use only

20.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

21a.

1 2 .

. 8 9

21b.

2.
q.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.



22. Do you have photocopies made of papers, tables, or articles of
interest to your current research?

Frequently
Occasionally
Rarely or never

23. Do you keep a personal file of references?

If so, in what form? (e.g. punched
cards, etc.)

Yes
No

24. If you use films, sound recordings, or other "non-book"
materials, how (briefly) do you find out about their
existence?

For office
use only

22.
1 2 3

. 8 9

23.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

24.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

25a. What abstracting and indexing journals have you usect for your
current research? (Please list all that you can'remember,
each on a separate line)'

Accessible
your own
nearby

Yes

in
or

library

No

1.

-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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25a-

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 0

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

Y X O
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 S

Y X O
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



b. Please name any others you know cf, you might have used
if they had been more accessible

c. Name any of the above which you have found particularly
difficult or inconvenient to use, indicating briefly the
reasons:

26. When assessing the rclevance of references for your research,
how would you rate abstracts as opposed to simple author-and-
title entries?

About the same as author-and-title entries
Rather more satisfactory
Muchmore satisfactory

^
27a. When searching in abstracting or indexing journals for subject

entries related to your research, do you have difficulty in
finding appropriate index entries?

Yes
No

b. If "Yes", is it because:

you find it difficult to put into convenient
terms the subjects or concepts in which you
are interested?

you canrl.ot easily find the terms the indexer
has used for these subjects or concepts?

both?

For office
use only

25b.

26. 1 2 3

8 9

27a.
2 3

. . .

. 8 9

2713.

1 2 3

. 8 9



28. In the pure and applied sciences, if you know of a certain
article relevant to your research, you can now find out what
articles have subsequently cited it. This may be a more
effective way of finding material on a subject than the
conventional abstracting or indexing journal, since it avoids
the problems of classification and terminology. Do you
consider that this sort of tool (a "citation index") would be,
or wc .1d have been,useful to you in your research?

Considerably useful
Moderately
Not very
Not at all

For office
use only

28.
1 2 3
4 . .

. 8 9

29a. Have you had difficulty or inconvenience in using books through 29a.

inadequate indexing? (This refers to book indexes, not to Y X 0
indexes to periodical literature) 1 2 3

4 5 6
7 8 9Yes

No

... ...v, .... .......= ...J...4 v.L. Often Occas.I Rarely

insufficintly comprehensive indexing

poor choice vf terms or arrangement

no index at all

b. In the light of your experience, have you any suggestions as to 29b.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

how indexes could be improved?

30a. Please name any library catalogues (whether on cards or slips,
or in book form), and, if you can, any printed bibliographies
(published separately, not as parts of monographs) that you
have used for your current research:

30a.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

b. You may well also have used several bibliographies whose titles 30b.

you cannot remember. Would you please say approximately hoi., Y X 0

many, with a rough indication of the subjects covered by them? 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



31. Please comment on their usefulness, limitations, or difficulty
to use, giving examples where possible:

(a) Print.ad bibliographies

Comprehensiveness:

Arrangement:

Annotation (or lack of it):

Other comments:

(b) Library catalogues

Arrangement (filing):

Extent of detail (whether too much or too little):

Other comments:

260

For office
use only

31 . ( a)

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

31 .( b)

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 :7L

4 5 6
7 8 9



32. How many volumes (approximately) directly related to your

current research do you own personally?

Fewer than 10
11 - 25
26 - 50
51 - 100
more than 100

33, What libraries have you used for your current research, whether

for borrowing or consultation? Please nst them in order of

their usefulness to you.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

34. What proportion (roughly) of the books and periodicals you have

used for your current research have you borrowed from other

libraries?

0
1 - 10

11 - 25
26 - 50
51 - 75
76 - 90

more than 90

35. How adequa1.e for your current research is the book-stock of

your own institutions's library?

Sufficient for all your requirements
most of your requirements
some of your requirements
few of your requirements
none of your requirements

For office
use only

32,
1 2 3

4 5 6
8 9

33.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

34.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

35.
1 2 3
4 5

8 9



36a. "Accidental discovery" i a common experience in research-
How often have you picked up material for you.: current
research by accident or by purposeful browsing?

Often Occas-
ionally

Rarely 1

or neveA

By wandering along library shelves

By scanning curr-ult periodicals

By locking up a given reference and
spotting something else at the
same time

By receipt of offprints or pamphlets

In book shops

In conversation with colleague:.

In other ways
please specify:

b. Is material found in this way important?

Often Occas-
ionally

Rarely
or nevel

Directly important to your research .

Marginally impo?-tant to your
research
Indirectly important, e.g. in
suggesting new lines, approach or
a wider frame of reference

Not of relevance to your isilmediate

research, but within your general
range of research interests

c. Can you give an example or two of information found by

browsing which you consider to be of importance?

37. Do you generally need to use books in conjunction with one
another, or does it serve your purposes equally well if they

are available consecutively?

Ia conjunction
Consecutively

For office
use only

36a.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

36b.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

1 2 3
4 3 6
7 8 9

36c.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

37.
1 2 .

. 8 9



,

38. Do you require access for your current research to any books For office

or periodicals: use only

published before 1800
1801 - 1850
1851 - 1900
1901 - 1918

TI 1919 - 1930
1931 - 1945

38.
1 2 3
4 5 6
. 8 9

39. How important is it to your current research that you should
know verb soon after publication what is being published?

Veri
ModeY.A.tely
Not very

40. How do you keer informed of what is being currently published
in your field of research interest?

41. What. delay is generully tolerable (i.e. extreme cases excepted)
to you between the publication of an article or paper in print
and its oppearance in a published indexing or abstracting
journal such as Sociological Abstracts and Social Sciences
and Humanities Index?

Up to one month
One to three months
Three to six months
Six months to one year
Over one year

42a. Do you try to keep track of current research in progress of

relevance to you?

Yes
No

b. If you do, could you explain briefly how?

263

39.
1 2 3

. 8 9

40.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

41.
1 2 3
4 5 .

. 8 9

42b.

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



43. Please outline any special problems you have experienced in
keeping track of research in progress.

For office
use only

43.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

44. What languages do you read?

45. Do you regularly scan literature in these languages?
(e.g. by looking through current periodicals)

Yes
No

16. If you come across a reference to, or abstract of, an item which
appears to be relevant to your research, and it is in a
foreign language that ycn can read, do you have any reluctance

to look up the origim.1?

No more than if it were in English
ft

Slightly more " "
Considerably more

47. if you come across a reference (not an abstract) to an item
which you believe to be relevant, and it is in a foreign
language that you do not xead, what do you do?

(al If the original is easily accessible:

(b)

Usually

Only if
believed t

be very
important

Try to get it translated
Try to get the glt of it yourself
Search for a summary or abstract
Ignore it

Usually

Only if
believed to
be very
important

Ignore it
Search for a summary or abstr.l.ct
Try to obtain on inter-library loan

(i) to yourself
(ii) to get it translated

4

44.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

45.
1 2

. 9

46.
1 2 3
. . .

. 8 9

47a.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

47b.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



48. Was your original choice of research subject affected by what
you believed to be the amount of English-language material

on the subject? (e.g. were you less likely to choose a
subject in which there was a high proportion of foreign-

language material?)

Yes
No

49. Do you consider that your research has been restricted r

constralned in any way because of the lalAguage problem?

Not at all
To a small extent
Moderately
Substantially

For office
use only

48.
1 2 ."
. 8 9

49.
1 2 3
4 . .

. 8 9

50. Do you discuss your work with your colleagues in your own

institulon?

nNo

51a. Do you attempt to keep in touch with colleagues in other

institutions?

Yes
No

If "yes", do you attempt to do this by:

exchange of offprints
circulation of uni:ubiished MSS
correspondence
social" contacts (e.g.personal
visits, telephone etc.)

52. What professional conferences have you attende' in the last

twelve months? Please indicate for each w: 1r national

(N) or international (I)

50.
1 2 .

51b.
1 2 3
4 . .

. 8 9

52.
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



53a. If you did attend any conference, did you pick up any
information relevant to your research?

b. Was it from:

of central rel,svance
of peripheral relevance

actual papers given
discussions
informal contacts?

For office
use only

53a.
1 2 .

. .

8 9

53b.
1 2 3
. . .

. 8 9

54. Please rate the following according totheir-ve,12de as a stimulus
or source of new ideas for your current research:

-----------3
most

value value

Research itself (your own) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Teaching 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Discussions with colleagues 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Reading 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Conferences 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Other
please specify:

54.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

55a. Do you de:liberately delegate any of your searching for
references or materials to anyone else?

b. To what extent?

Yes F-1
No El

E
Extensively
Partially

56a. If you could have at hand a subject specialist with a detailed
knowledge of bibliographies, abstracts and indexes, libraries,
etc., how far would you wish or be prepared to delegate
searching to him?

Extensively
Partially
Not at all

b. If "not at all", could you briefly say why?

. Cr. 36

55a.
1 2 .

. 8 9

55b.
1 2 .

. . .

. 8 9

56a.
1 2 3

. 8 9

56b.
1 2 3
4 5 6'
7 8 9



57a. Have any information problems of special difficulty or
importance arisen during your current research?

Yes
No

b. If so, please indicate briefly their nature:

c. Were you able to solve them

as quickly
as desired

less quickly
than dFsired

to your ful =atisfaction?

only partially?

not at all?

58. Have you ever come across information too late to be of
maximum use to you, even though it existed before?

Never
Occasionally
Frequently

59. Have you any additional genera3 comments you would like .to

make on the problems of finding out what information exists,
whether it is publlshed or not?

t---.

-,t)

For office
use only

57a.
1 2 3
. . .

. 8 9

57b.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

57c.
1 2
4 5 6
. 8 9

58.
1 2 3

. 8 9

59.
Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 9



Are you engaged currently in teaehilg? If please
Tcontinue to complete the form. If

I No , please turn to question
68 at Me very end of the form.

TEACHING NEEDS

Yes
No

The preceding part of this questionnaire relates to research and th
information needs that arise in the course of it. This much shorter part
concerns the information you need in order to teach students (e.g. the literature
you need to prepare for teaching, not the literature you expect your students Lo
read).

60. Are you currently, or have you recently been,
research?

nvolved in

Yes fl
No Li

61. What subjects are you teaching in the current academic year?

62. How many hours a week in term on av rage do you teach?

hours

63. Please rate each of the follouing according to their usefulness

ring nos. as appropriate
no mostt

PHYSICAL FORMS useful useful

1. Priodicals 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Books (monographs) or pamphlets 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Books (collections such as
conference proceedings, collected 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
readings in a subject, etc.)

4. Research reports

5. Theses

6. NeWspapers (daily or weekly)

7. Government publications and ot
official documents (e.g. U.N.)

8. Microcopies (whether microfilm
reels or strip, or microcards)

9. Maps

10. Films (pictorial, not films of
printed material)

11. Other pictorial (e.g. prints or
illustrations)

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

[
For ofiice
use only
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2 _
.

" .
. 8 9

61.
Y X 0
1 2 3
1 5 6
7 8 9

62.

63.

5.

6.

9.

10.

1



12. Tape rocordings or other sound
recordings

13. Video-tape

14. Computer printouts (-.g.
statistical data)

15. Other
please specify:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

OTHER FORMS:

16. Radio or television

17. Conferences

18. Colleagues in your own institution

19. Colleagues or experts elsewhere
(other than at conferences)

20. -r

please specify:

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

64. What methods do you use of finding published information
relevant to your teaching subjects? Please rate, as best you
can, according to usefulness:

1. Published bibliographies, ahstrac s

2. Colleagues (local or elsewhere)

3. Searching library shelves

4. Book reviews

5. References in other books or journals

6. Other
please s- ify:

not most

For effice
use only

3.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

64.

useful useful

O 3 2 3 4 1.

O 1 2 3 4 2.

O 1 2 3 4 3.

O 1 2 3 4 4.

O 1 2 3 4 5=

O 1 2 3 4 6.

65. How adequate for your teaching needs is the bookstock of your
own institution'.e library?

Sufficient for all your requi ments
n n nmost of
n n n nsome of
n n n n

few of
none of

65.
1 2
4 5 .

. 8 9



66. Do you find that when searching for material in connection
with your research, you find items of interest or importance

for your teaching?

Often
Occasionally
Rarely or never
Not doing research

67. Your teaching presumably covers a much wider subject area than

your research. How do you keep track of developments in
this broader a- a?

For office
use only

66,.

. 8 9

67

Y X 0
1 2 3

4 5 6
7 8 9

Y X 0
1 2 3

4 5 6
7 8 9

Have you any general suggestions to make as to how the provision 68.

of information, and access to it, could be improved?

Date Completed:

2'd

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

Y X 0
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9



APPENDIX B

INFROSS nter 'ew Schedule for Researchers

Personal details (as Questionnaire)

Ail research is based on and concerned with information in one
form or another, whether you obtain it from a documentary source, by consulting
a colleague, by generating your own data (e.g. by surveys), or by some other

means. I would like to discuss with you seve al aspects of the problem of
obtaining the information you require for your research.

I would like first to know what research you are currently involved
in, and what stage you have reached in it.

Are you working on it alone or as a member of a team?

Can you remember how you came to start work on this research, or
what influenced y u to take the direction you have?

Could we get down to fairly precise details of what you are
actually working on at the moment?

Have you done any work on it in the last seven aays?

could you please say what you have done?

I would like especially to know what information relevant to your

re earch you have gathered or obtained in the last seven days. I am thinking
of all kinds of information - inspirational as well as factual, in documentary
form er obtained in discussion with colleagues, whether deliberately sought

or "accidentally" received.

Prompt: discussions with colleagues1-
references obtained (how? and were they followed up?)

correspondence with colleagues or contacts elsewhere

accidental"

Could we go into rather mor... detail for the last 24 hours? This

is to obtain a detailed picture of the information th t comes to researchers,
not all of it expected or sought.

Prompt: letters received

telephone calls

reading (what Precisely?)
Vunrsk=hnnR- Vmtc.)

2 1



- 2 -

Would you care to enlarge on the chief sources from which you
obtain new ideas or stimulus?

Is there any specific problem in your research (or in your other
academic work, for that matter) with which you are concerned at the moment?

beginning?
Could we go through the way you have tackled this, from the

Prompt: deliberate search?

use of abstracts or indexes or bibliographies
(which?) (suggest obvious tools which are not mentioned
by respondent)

systematic procedure?

I would like to follow up this question of indexes and abstracts
for a bit, since they do constitute a large portion of the "formal" communication
system. For example do you go to them readily and uL..e t_hem with ease?

Or d- you feel some reluctance or difficulty?

Prompt: "usuability" (psychological barriers)

arrangement (alphabetical v. classified)
(show specimens)

terminology (expressing need in searchable terms)

not wide enough coverage

Do you use them mainly for current "keeping up", or for searching
retrospectively?

informed?
Or what do you uSe for these two categories of keepingyourself

I would like to have your reaction to this
(computer-produced bibliography)



How closely tied in is your research with the pr cess of searching?

Would you miss much if someone else did the searching for you?

Prompt: do you come across important items when searching which
you would not have looked for on their own?

Do you feel the need to evaluate material a5 you go along, or is
this something that could be delegated to a trusted assistaat?

Could you tell me what is the most recent book you have read
relevant to your subject?

When did you read it?

How did you come across it?

And the most recent article?

When did you read it?

How did you come across it?

Do you feel that your research has been cGastrained in any way
(either the actual choice of subject, or the direction it has taken) by
extraneous factors?

Prompt: library facilities

volume of information

languages

Are there any additional comments, whether general or specific, you
would like to make on the question of information?

lmpre slons of respondent

Systematic?

Persistence (in obtaining references)

Willingness to go to libraries elsewhere etc.

Breadth of approach (what other subjects or areas does he
see as relevant?)

Informal: formal ratio

2'13



APPENDIX C - Letter - 1 -

accompanying Quesionnaire

Bath University of Technology
Library
Maurice B. Line, Unive,.citV Librarian

Northgate House
Uppec Borough Walls
Eath, Somerset
Telephone Bath 4276

May, 19(38

Your cooperation is asked in a survey of researchers and teachers in the
social sciences, in connection with an investigation I am directing into
information requirements of the social sciences. A brief statement of the
nature and purpose of this investigation is attached; a rather fuller outline of
some of the considerations that led to it can be seen in my article in the
current SSRC Newsletter.

The questionnaire enclosed, which has been developed and tested through
interviews ant. two pilot surveys, is being circulated to a large sample, with the
object of providing a large qrintity of comparable data over a wide range of
research and teaching activities in different disciplines. 'It is the need to
gather a large quanticy of data that makes the use of a mail questionnaire
unavoidable, although it is a very imperfect instrument for our purposes.
Similar reasons explain its length, which we have reduced as much as possible,
hut for which I feel I should still apologise; to have covered less ground
Would have made additional inquiries necessary. The questionnaire will be
followed up by interview§ of a smaller sample, which should yiald more valid and
reliable data, as well as covering aspects of the information problem notcovered
in the questionnaire.

Some of the questions will be found difficult to answer with any precision,
and preciseiy accurate answers are not expected: as stated above, a large body
of comparable data is required, which "open" questions wuld not give us. Again,
some questions greatly over-simplify the situation as shown in our preliminary
interviewing. I realise that the pattern of research and information-seeking is
hardly ever as tidy as the schedules would suggest, and that, in particular, some
of the reference methods and tools mentioned have little relevance in certain
types of research. Please complete the form as best you can; you may be
assured that full account will be taken of these matters in the analysis and
interpretation of results.

Some recipients will not regard themselves as social scientists. However,
they will almost certainly use social science information of one kind or another,
and in any case their answers would be appreciated, as they will be very useful
for the purpose§ of comparison.

I h rie you will find the time to complete the questionnaire, and return it
to me in the enclosed envelope. The survey, with all its imperfections, is an
essential part of the investigation, the ultimate aim of which is to see how far
and in what ways the information system can be improved, so as to give social
scientists a more effective service at t-te cost of less time and effort. By
cooperating in this inquiry, therefore, ycu may be contributing indirectly to an
improved service in the future to nil social scientists, yourself included.

Yours sincerely,
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APPENDIX D - First
follow-up letter

Bath University of Technology
Library
Maurice B. Line. University Librarian

Northgate House
Upper Borough Walls
Bath, BA1 5AL
Telephone Bath 4276

August, 1968.

Investtgaton into Information Requirements of the Social Sciences

Earlier in the summer I sent you a Questionnaire concerned with
this investigation. In spite of one follow-up, the response is still
disappointing. Some of the reasons for this are obvious. The length
of the form is pretty intimidating, but as I have already explained, it
could not have been shortened without the loss of important information.
Some respondents, a.s I anticipated, were unhappy about the use of rating
scales in some of the questions, but 1 can only give a reassurance th,
am not proposing to extract mathematically precise information from these
questions: the general information I wanted could unfortunately not have
been obtained by less precise questions.

There are two additional reasons why some recipients of the
questionnaire may have not returned it. The ftrst is that some forms
(perhaps as many as 200) were printed correctly but wrongly folded inside
the cover, and this was not noticed until quite a few had been dispatched.
The second is that the questionnaire was sent out at a time when all its
recipients were likely to be very busy indeed. I am therefore sending you
a copy of all the papers originally sent, in the hope that you will be able
to find time now to complete the form. It really is very important that
we have a good response, otherwise our attempt to state what improvements
can be made in the information system will be based only on partial
knowledge. May I also remind you again that the ultimate aim of the
project is to save the time of all researcherS?

I should add that although I asked for the names of respondents
on the forms, in order to be able to interview selected persons, complete
anonymity wili be observed in the analysis and interpretation.

Yours sincerely

Project Head



APPENDIX E

The -apabilities

The MVC compiler is General Survey Program designed for use

on the University of London and SRC Atlas Computsrs, It is designed

primarily to produce data tables from the individual cases of a

survey, rather than for complicated statistical analyses. The

standard format produced is a two-way table, with ratios added as

required. Three-way tables are produced by generating a set of

two-way tables, each two-way table relating to a nebset of the total

response, thus:

C
1

2

2

3

4

WhL'e A
(1-4), (1-4) (1-n)

are multi-choice variables.-'
Ratio can be specified to any base. In the analysis of the

INFROSS data, a base of 100 (producing percentages) has been used

throughout.
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Chi-squa -es can be produced quite simply, hut the ',7c)fulness

of the chi-square facility has been limited by the constretiou of

the questiounaire and the number of open-ended questions included

in it. The chi-square test can only be used to test the relation-

ship of two variables each with more than at least two possible

answers of which one, and one only, is correct. Thus, a variable

such as:

HAIRCoL6UR: blonde, br wn, black, red, other (e.g. bald).

can be used in a chi-square test as the choices are mutually

exclusive, while a variable such as:

NEWSPAPER: Guardian, Times, Mirror, Sun, Express;

cannot, since the choices here are not mutually exclusive. Many of

the questions in the INFROSS questionnaire are of the latter variety.

It is possible, where only three choices are available, to derive new

variables to be used in analysis, thus:

CoLoUR: red, white, blue;

is used to derive a new set of mutually exclusive variables thus;

CoLEWRING: red, white, blue, reL:/white, red/blue, blue/white,
red/white/blue;

It can be seen that this procedure is impracticable as soon as the

number of variables rises above three, as the number of permutations

and combinations possible becomes unwieldy. A chi-square performed

on two sets of sixteen variables, for example, would be very unlikely

to yield any meaningful result in terms of any hypothesis which one

might wish to test.

The facilities for the calculation of means, standard deviations

and correlations are again restricted by the nature of the data. These



tests can only be carried out on numerical data, and while it is

a simple matter to convert data from a multiple-choice question

into numeric form when the question is of this type:

VOLUMES OWNED: under 10, 1l5O, 51-100, over 100

Such questions are rare in the INFROSS questionnaire, and a

treatment of the data from such questions involvincr rigorous stat-

itical analysis would have been inadvisable. It would have implied

a degree of precision and objectivity whii7.11 the data did not have.

In any case, many of the more obviously useful tests, such as a rank

correlation have the same operating requirements as chi-square:

that is,the variables to he correlated must be sets of mutually

exclusive categories.

More complex statistical tests, such as factor analysis,

multiple regression, and association analysis, are outside the

capability of MVC.

It should be mentioned that MVC is a particularly cumbersome

language. Each table specification has to be written out and

punched in full; there are no standard subroutines or functions as

there are in FORTRAN. This meanS that writing the program itself

was exceedingly time-consuming.
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APPENDIX F

The use of rating-scales

In the questionnaire originally sent out, rating-scales were used

for several questions. The following questions employed sets of

rating-scales from 0 (not used/important) to 9 (most used/important):

Use of different types of information (Q .15)
Importance of different types of information (Q.16)
Use of physical forms for research (Q .17)
Use of physical forms for teaching (0.63)
Methods of locating references for research (Q .20)

Sources of stimulus in research (Q .54)

In addition, Q.64, sources of references for teaching, employed a set

of rating-scales from 0 to 5. This has been left unaltered.

It was originally suggested that the rating-scales might be turned

into rankings. Obviously, it is impossible to rank 20 or even 10 items

very accurately, and employing rating-seales as a basis for producing

rankings was intended to obviate difficulties with this part of the

questionnaire. Unfortunately, it was evident when the data had been

coded and punched, and test-runs had been made on a sample of the cases,

that rankings would have given a false picture of the data, inasmuch as

they would have shown an ordered series of preferences where none really

existed. The responses to, for example, the question on use of forms

shows that preferences for formats and channels of communication fall

into three categories - the heavily used, the moderately used, and the

unused. It would be meaningless, if not actually misleading:to rank

use of videotape agatnst use of film when the absolute number of users

of these two media is so small. Conversely, nearly everyone who filled

in the questionnaire used journals and books, and similar considerations

apply here. Ranking scales were produced on a straight count for each

question, but no attempt has been made to use them in tabulation, partly

for the reasons stated above and partly because we were advised that, in.

any case, to produce the necessary conversions would be exceedingly diffi-

cult with the programming language that we were uslng - and might prove

impossible.
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Given that both methodological and practical considerations ruled

out this initial plan, it was necessary to find another method of

presenting these data. To have: retained the original scales from

0 to 9 unaltered would have pi.oduced unwieldy tables full of many

empty cells. The possibility of collapsing the scales was explored,

and this technique was adopted.

As ean be seen from the histograms below, test-runs on a sample

of the cases indicated that the rating scales were seen by respondents

as having a discontinuous part (0) and a continuous part (1-9). The

number of histograms produced which are heavily skewed towards the

zero end of the scale is an indication of this:

40

30

20

10

0 1 2

A smooth curve can often be imposed upon the histogram. Since that

part of the scale from 1-9 had.been treated as continuous, it was

decided to divide it into three broader categories, keeping '0' separate.

In the tables as finally presented, therefore, the conversions have

been carried out thus:

New scale Old scale Key

0 0 not used/importance

1 1 - 3 rare use/importance

2 4 - 6 moderate use/importance

3 7 - 9 frequent use/importance
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